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NEITHER CONS IPAUON, COLIC, DIARDYSENTERY. OR OTHER BOWEL COMPLAINTS, CAN RE CURID BY ABUSING THE
DELICATE MACHINERY OF THE SYSTEM
WITH F RIOUS PURGATIVES.
THE BEST
AND SAFEST REMEDY, PARTICULARLY' AT
AT THIS SEASON. IS
*
TEASPOONFUL OF
TAHR IXT’SI NEI.TZEK API KIKVI'.
TAKEN IN A GLASS OF MOT WATER, WHICH
WILL GENTLY RELFIVE, WHILE TONING
AND HEALING THE IRRITATED INTESTINE,
RCEA

niarld

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

has fallen in the Gulf and Atlantic coast States
and lias risen in other districts.
Northeasterly winds are reported from the gnlf coast,
northwesterly from the Missouri valley and
New England, and southwesterly from other
districts. Light rains have fallen in Texas,
Arizona and Southern California, and occasionally light snows from Dakota to the upper
Lakes. The Mississippi has fallen 19 inches at
Cairo and 10 at Memphis, and will continue
falling from Cairo to Vicksburg.
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Fire Insurance

Only.

SURPLUS..83,316^7487»6
Losses Paid, over $(57,000,000.
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together at the crossing, causing some
damage to them, but none to the passenger
Great excitement was caused among the
hundreds of passengers on the heavily loaded
trains. That engineer Channel of the Boston

care.
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33
00

and Maine train is

CAUCUSES.
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North Yarmouth.
Republicans of North Yarmouth

THEed to meet at their

Town

D.

Assistant

LITTLE

RESIUENT
are

House

request

that his attention was distraoted from tho sigby this fact. Traffic along both lines was
suspended for about an hour.
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1883, at 3 o’clock t».m., for the purpose of selecting
candidates to be supported for Town Offi ‘era.
Per Order of Town Committee.
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SALE

Great

a

Bargain

The Entire Stock of the

F.

a.

!

late

smith,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

281 Federal

St.,

Will be sold at a great bargain, either in
lots or i ieces t>y measurement, or Entire
S'ock, Fixtures and good wil of stand to
purchaser Sale to commence on

Monday,

Railroad Bridge at St. John to be Built

Capital Stock, paid up in cash,.§1,000,000.00
Reserve for Re-Insurance,.
25l.85K.69
Outsta> ding Losses and all other

Immediately.
President Jackson, General Manager Tucker,
Directors Sewall, Hyde and Strickland of the
Maine Central Railroad and J. Murray Kay
and Superintendent McLead of the St. John
and Maine Railroad and other parties from St.

23.370.70
120,176.73

Surplus,.

Ca-h AfMta,. $1,395 404 18
Invested as lollows, viz:
Ba’ k Stocks.
$4r6,G29.00
Rail Road Stocks..... 3 07,100.00
Rail Road and City Bonds. 382,310.00
Cash on hand and in Rank.. .80,4*5.15
Cash in hands of Agents.42,140.72
Total

in the stock.

MART M. SMITH, Administratrix.
marl 2
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Passadumkeag Log Driving Company.
Bangor, March 1G.-—The Passadumkeag
Log Driving Company organized to-day at
Burlington with J. W. Porter of Bangor as
president and John Morrison, Albert C. Page,
Charles Woodman and Isaiah Morey as
directors.

Statement of Condition January 1,1883.

Net

Fob. SO.

Four Fine Mewing Machines

HARTFORD,

Real Estate owned by Co. unincumbered .29.494.69
Interest Accrued
15,123.92
Loans on Mortgage, first..

sndtf

John and St. Andrews held a consultation in
Bancor tc-day. The proposed railroad bridge
at St. John, IS. B., was given consideration
and it was determined to commence buildiDg

122,605.87

the bridge at once.
be about $600,000

...

Cure Your Corns
USING

liens.222,870.70

Loans secured by pledge of..
S toe as and Bonds.109,270.00

BY

SCHLOTTERBEOK'S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion* and Callous
without leaving a hlen isli.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
^TA CURE IS GUARANTEEP'^
Price i25 cent*.
For sale by all U t <B£gi»tf*
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ash

no

tfidtf
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accommodations

{Spring) Term, begins Monday, March 26th;
For Circulars, address
J.P WFSTON, President,

ends Friday, June 29th.

Westbrook Seminary, I eering, Me.
w3wl0&marl7dlw

ELOCUTION
Mins Helen L. Coe Is now
prepared to
accommodate a few more pupils in elocution, and voice building. For terms, &c.
apply at 211 Cumberland St.
f>'b24
eodtf

Instruction in English

shg

Class

given

poplli by

Ladies’ and Children’s
Hosiery, less than cost.

VARIABLE DIAGRAM for cutting and fitt ng DRESSES for LADIFS ai d CH LDREN,
as well as all GARMENTS depe
ding from the
shoulder. The Diagram is very simple, being all figured. it is adapted equally to PROFESSIONAL and
HOME use with printed EXPLANATIONS; and
is especially anauged for beginners. I ran be
learned perfectly wi li less practice than is required
by any other SYSTEM. It is also based upon the
original tailor system Full instructions given on
and after Jan. 15th, at the MILLINERY -tore of
MRS. A. L. NASH, 453 Congress St*, Portland, Me.
MRS. M. E. ALLEN, Gen. Agent.
AGENTS WANTED.
febl0-eod2m*

A
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Congress Street.
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Teeth,

$10

“

$7

We have now been fn the
three jearp, and have jet
to hear of the first case where
we have failed to give satis
faction. We use none but the

city

Teethr
perfect

fit

E. B. & F. W.

LOCKWOOD,
Middle Street

f’OKTI.A!\IS,

jiK.

eodtf

BALL’S

pHEAITHCORSET
||r

Is increasing in popular!
every day, as ladies find
it the most comfortable
and perfect fit tint; corset
Merchants say
ever worn.
it gives the best satisfac
corset
lion of any
they ever
sold. For sale by all leadWarranted
i n g dealers.
satisfactory or money re-

W ty

L
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oysters

OLIVE BUTTER

by the Principal of the PhilaMAILED FREE upon ap-

SONS,

world:—‘God, humanity, worship, duty, ptovideuce, prayer, inspiration, revelation, repentance, rotrtbu’ion, holiness- and the immortal

eod70t

life.”
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THE WEATHER BUREAU.

of Inferior Qunlitv of Good**
sold as the “genuine Middlesex,” which are not
made by that m 11, The Middlesex Company, in order
to protect their customers and the
give notice that hereaft r all Clothing made from THE
MIDDLESEX STANDARD INDIGO BLUE FLANNELS AND YACHT < LOTUS sold by all leading
clothiers, must I ear the “SILK HANGERS,” furnished by the Selling Agents to all parties ordering
the goods.

Cutting Down the Service to Meet a Reduction in the Appropriations.
Washington, March 16.—Owing to lack of
approoriations Chief Sigual Officer Haz9n has
ordered the disconlinua-'ce of thirty cautionary, display sta'ions, including the following:
Maine—Batli, Bootbbay, Rockland, South

Wemicll, Fay & CO.,
SELLING AGENTS, MIDDLESEX COMPANY
NO and NS Worth .wt., New York; :*7 F anklin St.
Boston; 214 Chestnut St, Philadelphia.
dec30
dlaw3mSat

Harbor.
New Hampshire—Portsmouth.
Massachusetts—Bass River Light, Chatham,
Fall River, Gloucester, Highland Light, Hyanuis, Lynn, Marblehead,
New Bedford,
Ni-whuryport, Woods’ Holl.
Connecticut—New Haven Light, Stoningwest

31 funded.

Price by mail $1*50

&. CO.
OWEN, MOORE dSwSm7

ton.

Rhode
Island—Bristol, Southeast Light,
Block Island.
New York—City Island, Fire Island.
Besides these reductions the telegraphic
weather reports from Eagle R. ck, Idaho, Mt.
Washington, N. H., and Fort Washakie, Wyoming, are discontinued. The telegraphing
of the 1 o’clock a. m. synopsis and speciol bulletin to printing stations is stopped, and the
following stations are discontinued: Alpena,
Mich.,- Champaign, III.; Dennison, Tex.; Dubuque, Iowa; Erie, Pa.; Madison, Wis.; Morgantown, W. Va.; New London, Ct.; Newport, It. I.; Port Edes, La.; Sauduskv, Ohio;
Silver, City, N. M.; Starkville, Miss. Cautionary display stations will be established at
New Louden, Ct., and Newport, R. I.

Iron Workers Going to Work.
Pottstown, Pa.. March 16.—At a meeting
today of Potts Brothers rolling mill employes
who have been on a strike on account of reduction of wages it was decided to resume work at
the price offered by the company, Strike at
Pottstown Iron
Company's works is also
ended.
Tne lower mill is in full operation and most
of the furnae-s at the nail puddling departments ara woiking.

PER mKT
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A New Unitarian Church.
New York, March 16.—Next Sunday a new
Unitarian church will be formed in Horticultural Hall by Rev. M. K. Schermerhorn, of
Mr. Schermerhorn says:—“The
Newport.
church will be Unitarian, with the enthusiasm
and faith of the most orthodox. One of the
main objects of the society is to honor and
seek the reasonable faith of all religions, and
to welcome the fellowship of all
aspiring humanity who are trying to become better, nobler and purer. It will be the first Christian
church broad enough to take in what is good
in all Bibles and all religions. Our creed consists of twelve words, which express the fundamental principles of all the "religions of the

has no equal. It is more wholesome and economical
than lard, and is free from the pungent odor usual
to cooking oils.

Insvirance

a

YORK.

Companies

Resisting

Pay-

ments.

New Haven, Of., March 16.
of
February, 1882, the dry goodsstore
Edward Malley
ia
this city,
father
of
Walter Malley and uncle to James Malley,
notorious as defendants in the Jennie Cramer
case, was burned.
The iusurtnee on
the
burned premises amounted to $110,000 and the
loss is estimated at $200,000. The insurance
companies with few exceptions refused to pay
the losses and evinced a determination to
resist payment of claims as they believed they
to doing.
were justified in
Tuirty companies
wer- brought into court and ilia cases set
down for Irial next week.
Tlie Week’s Failures.
New Yoke, March 10. The business failures of fit last seven day, as reported to P,. G.
Dun & Co., number 225 as against 252 last
week, a reduction of 27. The New England
States bad 22, the Middle 47, the Western 70,
the Southern 4<J, the Pacific States 8, New
York city 11, and Canada 31; total 225.
Illicit Whiskey Seized.
Washington, March 16.—The commissioner
of internal revenue received a telegram today
from the collector of (lie eighth Kentucky
disirict, stating that ten illicit distilleries, with
3000 gallons of heel- and fifty.four fermenting
tubes had been destroyed by Revenue officers
in Botcher and Perry counties, Kv.
Disastrous Fire in Bloomington, Ind.
Bloomington, Ind., March 16.—Fire eariy
this morutng destroyed the business houses of
Ivahu & annehaum, J. \V.
Shoemaker, E. P.
Cole, C. H. P< idoe, J. Howe, Jr the American Express office and John Graham’s.
Bobs

875,000.

Changes in the New Five-Cent Piece.
-A new device for
the new five-cent nickel pieces has been adopted by the Treasury Department. The changes

Washington, March 16.

In the coiu are confined to the reverse. Tho
legend "E Pluribus Unum” has been takon
from below the (wreath and placed above the
same, nnd tho word “cents” is inscribed below
the Roman numeral V.
The superintendent
of the mint at Philadelphia was today instructed to commence the coinage of the new piece
and to issue it as soon as practicable.
A Courteous Rebuke from China-

Consul Denny at Shanghai has forwarded
82355 for the Garfield Hospital.
Three hundred dollars of this amount were contributed
Chinese
friends of Mr. Denny, who in forby
warding the subscription said they “would be
most happy to head a Cbineso circular and

send it around among onr friends.
But to ask
our countrymen to subscribe to a
hospital to be
built in a country which will not permit the
Chinese to enter it for years is more than we
dare to do.”
The Search for Lieutenant Chipp

Secretary Chandler, yesterday,

cable
message to Lieutenant Harbor through Minister Hunt,
him
to continue the
authorizing
search for Lieutenant Chipp and party duriDg
the coming summer ff he thought advisable.
No Charges Against Architect HillIn response to inquiries about tho charges
alleged to have beeu made against Supervising
Architect Hill of the Treasury, Acting Secretary French says he knows nothing about any
such charges, aud that upon enquiry he finds
that no charges whatever are on file against
Mr. Hill.
sent

a

Proposals for Steel Cruisers Invited.
Secretary Chandler, today, issued a circular
inviting proposals for the construction of three
steel cruisers aud a despatch boat from “All
Ametican shipbuilders whose shipyards are
fully equipped for building or repairing of iron
and steel steamships and the construction of
marine engines, machinery and boilers,” as
authorized by the act of March 3, 1883.

Retaliatory Legislation Against GermaThe action of the German

Government

in

excluding American hog products from Germany will be very likely to result in retaliatory legislation when Congress shall convene.
There were peuding in the last CongreBS two
propositions for retaliatory legislation, based
upon the mere rumor that Germany intended
to do what has been done.
These propositions
were to make a discriminating duty as to German wines and Gel man hosiery.
The resolutions were introduced by Guenther of Wisconsin, and were referred to the Ways and Means

Committee. There can be little doubt that if
the decree of the German Government shall be
in force next December the Western members
will be so indignant at being excluded from
such a valuable market that they will demand
such retaliatory legislai ion as is suggested by
the resolutions of Guenther.
Another Tariff Problem.
The Treasury authorities are in doubt as to
the proper construction of the paragraph in the
tariff law which is designed to protect the
manufacturers of the Connecticut* Valley
against Sumatra tobacco. The Department is
unable to determine whether the law intended
that the duty should be computed upon the
whole invoice or upon each separate package
in the invoice. The Collectors of Boston and
New York have been instructed to consult the
trade to ascertain what would be the most convenient practice.
The Eival Candidates for the Speakership.
The tactics of Kandall in his campaign for
the Speakership are being developed.
He is
organizing to secure the support of the New
York Democracy. H s position as to the tariff
is that the country needs rest and thus it is at
present of little consequence what the impost
duties are, provided the interests of trade are
not to be injured by a renewal of
agitation.
Carlisle’s followers take a directly opposite
course. They demand that the tariff question
be reopened. Morrison, one of the strongest
opponents of Randall, openly advocates ibis
policy. It is to be expected that if Randall
should be elected he would organize a Ways
aud Means Committee which would be hostile
to a renewal of tariff agitation.
Alabama Claims.
The Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims have announced the following judgments:

In case No. 84, a judgment for Arthur Sewall, surviving administrator of Edward Sewall, for $442(1; for Arthur Sewall aud Francis
Sewall, surviving executors of Wm. D. Sewall $7082; for Jaue H. Curtis, administratrix
of Peleg Curtis, $1770; for Arthur Sewall,
$4426. with interest on each judgment from
Dec. 3, 1801. In case No. 300, Frederick S.
Bostworth against the United States, a judgment for $1770, with interest from Dec. 3,
1801. In case No. 213, George F. Mustard and
others against the Uuited States, judgment in
favor of George F. Mustard for $5545: James
H. Dunning, for $2772; BeDjamin Thompson,
for $2772; John H. Humphreys, for $5545; for
Sewall B. Haskell, executor, for $11,000,' for
Charles A. Dyer, executor, for $5543, with interest on each judgment from May 19, 1871.
A Federal Judge Charged With Accepting Bribes.
xue

!

!
!
i

Mining Town Destroyed by Fire.
San Francisco, March 16.—A Downiville
despatch says ihe mining town of Forest City
was burned today.
Tolegraph office is destroyed and no particulars attainable.
A

saspenoeu juage Wilson
8. Hoover, associate justice'of the Supreme
Court in Arizona, pending an investigation of
Charges preferred against him of .corrupt practices in accepting bribes.
Restoring Historical Paintings.
Daring th9 Garfield fair which was held last
November in the rotunda of the capitol two or
three of the large historical paintings there
were damaged.
In order to restore and preserve them a very delicate operation is necesArtists
are
now at
work upon the imsary.
mense canvas which
depicts the discovery of
the Mississippi river by Do Soto.
A high
board fence has been built around the space in
front of the painting to enable the work to bo
done without interruption. The canvas has been
taken from its frame and placed upon a table
with the face of the picture down. The workmen will pum mice the old
which is
canvas,
rotten in places, entirely off without marring
the paint. A new canvas back will then be
This work can be perput upon the painting.
formed, the artists say, without injury to the
rresiuent uas

[later.]
The fire in Forest City started below Scullin’s Hotel, and spread so rapidly that in a

very short time all the business houses in the
town wero ablaze. A slrong easterly breeze
was blowing.
Ernest Miller was burned to
deuh in Heintzein’s store. The loss will run
into hudreds of thousands, heavily covered by
insurance. Only a fow dwellings are left. At
lost accounts desperate efforts were beiDg made
to ravo the Bald Mountain Works.

Dukes, the Acquitted Murderer.
Uniontown, Pa., March 16.—N. 1. Dukes,
the murderer of Capt. Nutt, is at his mother’s
homo in German township. He stated he contemplates claiming his seat in the State legislature and will remain in the country and
practice law. Jacob A. Amalong, ono of the
.jurors in the Dukes trial, was assaulted on the
streets of Bellevernon this evening and so
badly beaten that his lsfo is despaired of.
Defaulter to the Amount of
$40,000.
San Francisco, March 16.—An examination of tire boohs of the Harbor Commissioners
today showed that. John S. Gray, secretary of
the bourn, was a defaulter to the amount of
$40,000. Gray said he couid make it good and
was given until 1 p. m. to do so.
He left the
office and lias not been seen since.

The Cotton Crop.
Returns to the Department of Agriculture
of the cotton sent to market from plantations,
show an aggregate of 5,900,000 bales gone forward to Marcli 1.
This is about 861-2 per
cent, of the crop as indicated by the last returns of the product.
The proportion by
States are, North Carolina and Texas 83 per
cent., South Carolina 85, Georgia and Tennessee 86, Arkansas 87, Louisiana 88,
Missisiippi
89, Alabama 90, Florida 93.
Guiteau’s Assailant to be Tried.
Among the cares assigned today for trial
before Justice Hagner in the newly organized
branch of the Criminal Court is that of William Joues, indicted for assault with intent to
kill Charles J. Guiteau.
The Pension Claim Agents.
Washington. March 16.—After all the precautions taken to prevent it, by a number of
Congressmen and by the loud denunciation of
the press, the cunning and ever active pension
claim ageuts succeeded in securing a cluse to
further their business in the new Pension bill
increasing the rates of those who have lost an
arm or a foot.
Tbo original clause, iuserted
tor the benefit of these agents, provided there
should be an increase of pension to those who
had lost a hand or a foot, or to those who had
suffered an equal disability. The claim agent’s
work would come in on collecting evidence to
prove equal disabilities, and thns a wide door
was opened for fraud.
Under the criticisms of
the press this was struck from the bill. Later,
however, a clause was put into the bill providing that all who were “otherwise so disabled
as lo render their incapacity to
perform manual labor equivalent to the loss of a hand or a
foot” shall he entitled to the increase given by
the hill.
it is understood that the claim
agents of this city are now flooding the country
with circulars offering to undertake to prove
up claims under the new act. The Commissioner of Pensions i3 doing all ho can to guard
the pensioners from the rapacity of these
agents. Among other means a circular is being addressed to all kuown to come within the
classes covered by the law, in which he Bays:
“The intervention of an agent or attorney in
such admitted cases as are affected by this
act being unnecessary, will not be recognized.”

Victory for anJOil Company.
Meadville, Pa., March 16.—Judge Church,
this morning, read a decision in the case of the
Tide Water Pipe Line Company vs. Satterfield et al.
The points raised in the case were
decided iu favor of the plaintiff. The result is

in control the Tide Water old
board of managers, namely A. W. Perrin, H.
D. Benson, Franklin B. Gowan and James 11.
Keene
As it was rumored the Standard Oil
Company was back of the Satterfield party
this decision is a defeat for that corporation as
it confirms the control of the
managers opposed to the Standard Company.
to

secure

Fears of Flood Along the Connecticut.
Springfield, March 1G.—Reports from all
along tho Connecticut valley show there is a
body of snow between live and six feet deep on
the ground in New Hampshire and Vermont.
This is a much larger quantity than is usual
at this time of the year.
There aro fears of a
great flood when the thaw comes.
The high
temperature of yesterday, which reached 50°
at some points about
uooo, promised to start
the thick ice iu the river, but the cold of last
night aud this morning has caused it to become
very firm agaiD.
The Folk

Deficit—Proposition

for a Set-

tlement.

Nashville,

March 1G.—It is reported and
generally believed that Polk's attorneys have
made a proposition for a full settlement of his
deficit to the State.
MINOR TELEGRAMS
inquiry has proved the presence of traces
of phosphorus ill the
body of Prince Gortschakoff. The mistress of the deceased
posses-es
a written promise of
marriage from him.
An

MARCH 17,
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the star routes.

picture.

LABOR TROUBLES.

Ottoman S'lks, Table Linens and
almost everytnina in stock at
Greatly Deduced Prices.

and warrant

NEW

Cotton

Silks, Rhadames,

Best

Ravages of Diphtheria.
Pittsfield,March 16—Patrick and Add McDermott have lost three children from diphtheria within a week, viz: John, aged 1 year 7
onths; Jane, 11 years old, and Thomas, aged 4
years 6 months. They all died after a brief
illness. Only two children are left.
Failure of a Paper Company.
Springfield, March 16.—The Chapin Paper
and Pulp Company have filed a petition in insolvency and their liabilities are reported at
$25,000 or $50,000.
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Plymouth, N. H., March 16.—The Pemigewasset river is frozen solid from New Hamp-
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A Bangor Schooner in Distress.
Wilmington, N. C., March 16.—Schooner
Millie Trim, of Bangor,Capt. Barbour, 28 days
from New York for Charleston, guano laden,
to day put in here in distress willr loss of foretopmast, jibstay, rudder and deck load and
leaking badly.

PACKAGES,

0 NEW NO. BtiBK

CHARLES \Y. HALE,

marl5d.3t

Third

kind*,

ORIGINAL

To the Stock-holder* o£ the Carlisle Mining and Smelting
annual meetiDg of tlia stock-holders of the
Carlisle Slicing and Smelting Company will be
held at tbe office of Ardon W. Coombs, No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine, oil Slondax tbe
twcuiy-sixth day of March. A. D. 1883, at one
o’clock P. SI., for tbe election of officers and the
transaction of such other business as may then be
legally act;. <1 upon.
Per order of tbe Board of Directors.

MARINE NEWS.

d3w

LIQUORS|

WINES &

Company.

yacht.

IMPORTED

other.

nov23

steamship Ipdiana of the American line between Philadelphia and Liverpool, haB been
effered the ccmraand of Jay Gould’s new

W. D. LITTLE & (JO. Agents,
Office 31

for McbIolicrbeck9M Corn and Wort

Solvent nncl take

376,759.31

Exchange Ktrccl.

The cost is estimated to

Offered Command of Jay Gould's Yacht.
Portsmouth, N. H., March 16.—Captain
Sargent ef Kittery, Maine commander of

Total.. .$ 1,395.404.18
GEO. W. LESTER, Secretary.
S. C. PRESTON, President.

mart)

blameless in the matter,

generally conceded. Engineer Judkins
of the Eastern is roundly denounced by many
as guilty of culpable carelessness that might
have resulted fatally.
He explains that the
flues of his engine were leaking badly and
seems
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Manager.

Caused by a Careless Engineer.
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(including reserve for re-insurance and unpaid losses).710,970

Catastrophe Nearly

approaching on each track, and the right of
way was given the Boston and Maine from the
signal tower. The engineer of the Eastern
train started however, and the two engines

Total Asset* in IT. W.$1,332,940 05
To n I liii'biliticM in U- M,,
SPECTACLES MADE TO SUIT ALL
DEFECTS OF VISION. Artificial
: Erra Filled.
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A

ESCAPE.

Boston, March 10.— A narrow escape from
what might have been a fearful catastrophe
occurred this morning at the point where the
Boston and Maine and Eastern railroads cross
each other’s tracks at Boston. One train was

TOTAL A88ETS.$3,619,408 04
LIABILITIES, including Capital,
L'nearued Premiums, Outstanding Losses and all other items..
2,308,059 98

Ntutcmcut of Tiiitcd Slates Branch.
U. S. Bonds (market value)... .$1,1G7,1G2
Cash in hands of U. S. Trustees.
28,892
Ca-hin Bank.
75.611
Premiums in due course of collection
73,099
Interest due and accrued.
8,280

TWENTY-FOUR

The barometer is highest in the Gulf States,
low over Lake Superior and lowest over Canadian maritime provinces.
The temperature

—OF—

ORGANS.

NEXT

For New England,
Warmer fair weather, northwest shifting to
southerly winds and falling barometer.

ANNUAL STATEMENT
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War Dep’t Office Chief Signal /
Officer, Washington, D. C.
(
March 17,1 A. M.

JOHN H. RIS8ELL,

SPECIAL NOTICES.
:

INDICATIONS

The Books of the PORTLAND
MUTUAL FISHING INSURANCE
COMPANY are now open for bnsiness.
We insure all vessels owned
in the State of Maine and engaged
in the Cod and Mackerel Fisheries.
Send for blank application or
other information.

F.8TABLXSHED

WASHINGTON.

BY TELF.G11A.P1L
METEOROL' JGIC AL.

SATURDAY^MOKNING.

YOUNG DUELLISTS.

Brady Still Under Cross-Examina-

Anxious to Vindicate Their Honor but
Gobbled Up by the Police.
New

tion

York,

March 16.—A

novel scene was

presented yesterday afternoon in the Yorkville Police Court.
Five fashionably dressed
young men, carrying light spring overcoats on

their arms, and holding in their hands silverheaded canes, were the prisoners at the bar.
On the justice’s desk lay two regular
dueling
pistols, two revolvers and a box of cartridges.
The revolvers were loaded, but the
pistols
Washington, March 16 After some delay were empty. Police Captain Clieby of the
from difficulty
experienced in filling the Eighteenth Precinct slated that he and three
pauel of the grand Jury in the Criminal Court detectives had arrested the five men on inthis morning, Mr. Brady took the stand and
formation obtained from Domingo Parrazo,
was further cross-examined by Mr. bliss
a druggist,
He
who told the captain that the
did dot remember (hat auy incongruity in Mr.
young men were going to fight a duel yesterMiner’s affidavits upon the Tongue river route day afternoon on Berrion’s
Island, in Long
had attracted his attention. The
The young men were arrested
temporary Island Sound.
contracts originally ran for six mouths, but the
at the Tweuty-third street station of the Third
term was afterwards extended to one year. A
Avenue elevated road.
The principals were
contract might have been discontinued in order
Robert Mahon, age 21, a student in the Coto put on belter service and for other reasons.
lumbia Law School, living at No. 107 West
Hie power of the second assistant in that reForty-fifth street, and Charles W. Smith, age
speot waB broad, but in all other cases except
20, living at No. 1116 West Twenty-third street,
where the service was discontinued for
and Btudying law in the office of Tremaine &
cause,
suoh as failure to perform service, it tvas a reTyler, at No. 167 Broad wav. Count John F.
quirement ot law that the contractor be alDeBellieni of Brazil, age 20, a student in the
lowed one month's extra pay.
College of Physicians and Suigeons, and the
Mr. Bliss instanced the
Tongue river route Marquis Matteo de Fajardo of Porto Rico,
and asked how the contract was tobemade
age 20, also a medical student, were the senprofitable by expeditiod when it was a losing onds for Mahon, while Dr. Charles Cross and
contract at the old schedule.
William M. K. Olcott, ago 20, a student id
The witness answered, “You will have to
the Columbia Law School,
appeared as secask l,be contractors about that.”
onds for Smith.
Question—You stated that you expedited it
All oi uiem were errested
except one of the
to make it profitable to the contractor. How?
principals, Smith. The latter is a member of
Answer—Expedited eo as to get good service. the Alpha Delta Phi College Fraternity, and
I said we preferred to help the contractors
Mahon belongs to the Columbia
Chapter of
rather than oppress them. Wherher it did or
the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity. In a connot is a matter Jor them.
versation, about two weeks ago. Smith made a
Mr. Bliss pressed the question in a diffeient
disparaging remark in regard to Theta Delta
form, the witness answering that be would not Chi. Mahon afterward repeated to his fellows
like
take a tri-weekly service without expethe remark which Smith had made.
De
dition when he was losing money on one trip
Bellieni a frieBd of Mahon and also a member of Theta Delta Chi, asked Smith when
per week. When expedition was added, however, it seemed to benefit contractors. How
next he met him if it was true that he had
the witness didn’t know. That was a question 1 made the
insulting remark.
Smith denied
for the contractors.
that he had ever said anything of the kind.
Mr. ±5iij3 asked why the witness had lengthMahon met Smith in front of the St. James
ened the schedule time.
Hotel last Thursday afternoon, and asked
He answered that it was only just when the
him if ho had denied making the
remark,
schedule had been fixed aud the contract taken
Smilh replied that lie had never made such a
on misstatement of distance.
remark, whereupon Mahon called Smith a
Q Then why did you tell Judge Kidder you liar, Smith responded by striking Mahon in
could not do it on the Vermillion and Sioux
the face. Then they clinched and were about
Falls route?
to settle the dispute on the spot, when some
A.—Because I don’t remember that there
friends interfered and the principals were
was any such misstatement of distance.
But neither side was satisfied
separated.
Mr. Bliss asked if the service was ever pat
with the result of that interview, and in order
for
an
individual.
to
“vindicate their honor’’the two men apup
The witness said he sometimes accommodatpointed seconds. Mahon directed his seconds
ed his friends in that way. Contractors were
to carry an oral
challenge to Smith’s seconds,
very well treated when he was Assistant Postsummoning their principal to meet Mahon in
master General. He thought it had resulted
a ouel to be
fought, with foils without buttons.
iu a better service.
When Smith's seconds received this
proposal
Mr. Bliss—Don’t yon know the Post Office
they were somewhat abashed, and at once saw
that the affair was to be a much more
Department is now self-sustaining?
bloody
A.—I do, but that is not through any curtailone than they had hoped or
anticipated Dement of the Star service. It only results from
termined, it possible, to save their principal
the increased sale of stamps.
from being cot in pieces in such a brutal manMr. Bliss—Did you always get expedited serner, they met by appointment the seconds of
vice at the lowest possible rates?
Mr. Mahon on Saturday evening last at De
A.—I did.
Bellieni’s roams, where they positively refused
The witness was asked why he allowed a
to have anything to do with a duel with foils.
contractor so much more for expedition than
At length it was agreed that pistols should he
its actual cost as shown by filled sub contracts.
used iustead of foils.
He answered that he was not dealing with sub
At a subsequent meeting on Sunday
night
contractors. A contractor was held for service
night the seconds arranged that the duel should
summer aud winter.
A subcontractor was not
be fought on Thursday afternoon on Berrian’s
bound to the Department aud could throw up
Island. On arriving at the island, the
spot
the service any time iu the middle of the winhaving been selected, the principals were to
a
contractor
when
was
bound
to
immediter,
stand back to back at the distance of
twenty
ately restore the service. It was not the prac- paces, and at the word, to be given by Dr.
tice to increase aud expedite a route where the
Cross, the principals were to face about, take
service was being already inadequately perone step forward and fire.
Each man was to
formed.
fire one shot. On Sunday afternoon the secWituess did not know there had been two
onds again met, made overtures of
peace, and
affidavits upon one of the routes under discus- agreed that the two princiDals should
be led to
sion, aud so had no explanation to offer in re- believo that they were going to spill blood,
lation to the iustauce cited by Mr. Bliss, where
while in fact they should be allowed to do no
the affidavit most favorable to the contractor
harm to each other, as the seconds would see
had been accepted
to it that the weapons were loaded with blank
Mr. Bliss then took up the report of the procartridges. It was with this understanding on
ceedings in the Congressional committee, aud the part of the seconds and misunderstanding
asked witness if his statements then made
on the part of the
piincipals that all except
were true.
He asserted they were. He said if
Smith met to-day at the elevated railroad stait was necessary to expedite a route and the
tion in Twent-third street, where they were
contractor insisted upon pro rata compensation
arrested by Capt. Clinchv, who had been
it would be necessary to allow it or continue
them all the forenoon.
“shadowing”
The
the service on the old schedule.
Captain waited only a short time for the apMr. Blits—What would be done if the figure
pearance of Smith, who did not come, and
was too high under this rnlt ?
then took his prisoners to the Police Court.
A.—We would say, old fellow, you will havo
Justice Power held them in $1000 bail each to
to come down and make another proposition.
appear for examination on Saturday.
Meanwhile we would continue the oid service.
Some discussion took place in relation to this
point, Mr. Bliss contending that the contractor
FOREIGN.
could not be forced to carry the mail on a basis
of actual number of men and animals used regardless of contractor's affidavit.
Witness presumed that tbe Congressional investigation of 1880 had been brought ou by bis Further Details of the Westminrequest for a deficiency appropriation of $2,-

The Witness Cool and Self-Possessed.

—

—

ster Explosion

000,COO.

He was asked if ho did not say 'that ho had
spent $8,800,000 of the total appropriation of
$5,900,00 for 1879 before the first of January,
1879.
His answer was that he did not remember.
Of course the official papers would show. He
didj not know how many orders for expedition he made while Second Assistant Postmaster General.
There were a number of
them, over a hundred, but the Postmaster
General made some. Probably in number the
witness made most, hut the Postmaster General made orders for larger amounts.
Bliss—Don’t you know that you made ten
times the number of ordeis made by your predecessors—Koutt and Tyner?
Answer—Oh, I presume I did. I thought
myself ten times better as an Assistant Postmaster General than they Were
together.
(Laughter.) Tyner and Jewell did little iu
expedition. It was not a part of the Jewelliau
policy to increase star route or steamboat service.
Question—You spoke of Congress approving
your acts. Where do you find that?
Answer—I regarded tbe granting of the de-

ficiency appropriation as an approval.
Questiou—Was that the only basis?

Answer—(Sharply.) That
Question—Did they give

asked?

was enough.
you all that you

Answer—No, but they gave

Questiou—Tneu

you needed?

you asked

for

me

enough.

for

more

than

than enough to
Auawer—Yes,
make up the deficiency.
The witness did not
take any official notice of sub-contractors as a
rule.
tj.—Dia you not say to william billey in
August, 1880 that if a sub-contract on Mineral
Park route was given to certain persons
named you would cut the service down to one
trip per week.
Ingersoll.—I object. Name the person.
The Court.—Yes, that must be done.
Bliss—One Jennings.
more

lugersoll—I object again.

Merrick argued that the witness must anevery question and cited a mass of cases

swer
as

authority.

The Court said that when a defendant upou
the stand lie was protected in the same degree
as other witnesses and the same thiDg was
true at the cross-examination.
But the ques
tion might be asked. It depended altogether
upou the nature of the answer whether or not
it could bo rebutted.
The question was again put and witness answered that he did not remember having had
any such conversation. He had felt like sayiug such things about JenniDgs because be
rendered sucb miserable service. He remembered tbe Sau Antonio-Corpus Cbristi route
and contractor, James P. Price.
Bliss produced one of the drafts and asked
if witness bad ever had the paper in his possession.
Wilson objected. Meanwhile witness closely examined the paper.
Merrick expressed his Intention of showing
that these two drafts for $1250 each and $2500
injnoney had been placed upon Brady’s desk
while he was acting as second assistant postmaster general by the contractor on tnis route
for a corrupt purpose. He proposed to Bhow
that another bill for $300 from Daniel Murphy
of St. Louis payable to Murphy’s order, bad
been seut to Brady for a similar corrupt purpose. They expected to show they bad a direct relation to expedition aud putting ou the
service on certaid routes. He argued that it
was competent
matter lor cither direct or
cross examination. The government expected
to show to the jury corrupt motives on
Brudy’s
part, said Mr. Merrick, aud he cited authorities to show that it was proper to investigate
these motives.! Hero was a similar transaction,
same corruption, same manipulation as those
srecified in the indictment. Here was
proof
of the corrupt motives of this man. Could it
not be fully iufeired that hehad done the same
with regard to routes set out in tho indictment.

The court inquired if Merrick believed that
it made no difference if conspiracy was charged in relation to certain designated l-outi s The
gentiemau promptly replied that it made no
difference. They would show that he dragged
his white rol-os of office in the gutter at the
biddiug aud for pay of other men in reference
to other routes, aud that too at the same time
the operations charged in the indictment wore
progressing. They wanted to have it cut of
It s own mouth, so that they might rebut him.
Witnesses were here prepaieu ior the purpose.
The Court again interrupted and. asked if
Merrick held that if the facts were proved as
proposed that lie could oblige defendant to
criminate himself.
Merrick contended that ha could, and lead
further from authorities in support of his proposition. Having voluntarily gouo on the
stand defendant mast run the risk of criminating himself and the reason was plain. The
law did not contemplate a farce when such a
witness was allowed to testify. If they showed
that in and about the same time witness was
steeped in vi.lainy was it not competent
evidence?
During the delivery of Merrick’s argument
which occupied about half an hour aud was
characterized by its bitterness aud scathing
comments upou Brady, the latter sat with
unmoved composure in the witness box looking him calmly in the face. Without hearing
argument on tbe part of the defence Court
adjourned until Monday next.

fcbeep Killed by Cold.
Lakedo, Teas., March 10.—The sheepmen
report heavy loss from the cold rain of last

week. Some of the largest owners say they
have lost a thied of their flock ar,d that there
will be a total loss of tbe lamb crop.
The loss
west of the Nueces river will reach $250,000.

Tlic Explosion Attributed to Irish In-

vincible*,

Death of Karl Marx, the
Reformer.

Labor

London, March 10.—Every part of Westminster, the Abbey, bouses of Parliament, the
great struotures of the public offices, clubs and
dwelling houses, was violently shaken last
night by the tremendous explosion. At 9 precisely a great detonation was heard, followed
by a crash of glass falling from thousands of
A deliberate attempt Had been
windows.
made to blow up the part of the government
offices occupied by Sir Charles Dilke and the
local government board in an immense building bounded by Parliament street, Downing
stieet, Charles street and St. James Park. Th e
apartments in question front on Charles street
aud are almost level with the pavement. The
walls are of groat thickness and of solid masonry, and the windows are protected by msssive stone balustrades.
Opposite, 50 yards
away, is King street police station. Fifty feet
Parliament street.
away a sentry guards
Charles stieet is dark and unfrequented at
night, which partly explains the extraordinory
fact that no lives were lost.
Dynamite was placed on a window sill inside
the balustrade, where the fuse wheu burning
would be coucealed from tbe view of any one
passing. The force of the explosion was terrific. The great stone balustrade was obliterated, the massive masonry rent to fragments
and tbe pavement shattered and ground to
powder. A wooden structure opposite was
blown into splinters and a mas3 of stone was
driven through the wall of a house beyond,
luside of tbe cffice there remained nothing
but splintered wood and broken plaster.
The
walls were burst asunder. It is an indescribable scene of destruction. Tbe street is completely covered with fragments of broken plate
glass blown bodily out and shattered to atoms.
Tbe doors of King street police station were
burst in by the blast of air, and a detachment
present were prostrated. Broken timbers mu'.
masses of stone wore
sent flying into King
street.
People crossing at Parliament street
were knocked down.
A hansom and horse
were flung across the sidewalk
against the
front of Whitehall club, in which tbe great
windows
were
driven
into the
glass
plate
rooms.

Every wheie the greatest consternation prevailed. People poured out of their bouses,
broken glass cracking under their feet. In the
Commons the alarm was general. Many members left immediaiely, tbe lobby was emptied
and people rushed out of Westminster Hall.
Some 200 police aud a detachment of tbe fire
brigade took possession of Charles street aud
drew a cordon around the building which no
one bat members of Parliament aud public
officials were allowed to pass. As the alarm
spread, thousands flocked from all parts toward Westminster and most intense excitement

prevailed,

a

report rapidly gaining

cur-

rency that the House of Commons had been
blown up.
No one pretends to explain the motive or
purpose of the act. It is ascribed to the Irish
luviucibles as a matter of course, and described as a part of a Fenian plot, a threat and
warning to tbe government. One thing is certain, it was a deed of frightful recklessness
and atrocity, aud only inexplicably good fortune prevented it from being attended with
most serious fatality.
Enormous crowds gathered'at the scene of
the explosion this forenoon. The government
inspector has made an examination of the portion of the buildiug damaged by tbe explosion,
and places the loss at .£1.000.
The vessel
which contained the explosive material was
placed in the cellar of the local government
board offices.
The damage in tbe surrounding locality of
the explosion is chiefly confined to broken windows, which completely litter tbe streets with
fragments of glass for a distance of 200 yards.
The police rigidly guard the entrance to
Charles street aud bar the public from approaches. Tbe whole scene and state of public feeling recalls to mind the Clerkenwell
outrage.
Government has offered £1 000 for the discovery of the authors of the explosion.
The reward also applies to the »i«tempt ou
the Times office. Any one not the actnal culprit giving information as to the origin of the
explosion will be pardoned.
Berlin, March 10.—The press here is utterly
dismayed at tbn Westminster explosion, and
advises that energetic measures be taken.

London,
president of

March 10. -Sir Charles Dilke,
he local government board, says
he thinks the attempt was not upon himself nr
other officials of his department. The evildoers intended to cause widespread destruction
of property. He is of the opinion that the
plot originated with the managers of the skirmishing fond.
Sir Wm Harccurt aud other home office officials, believe the attempt was directed against
the criminal euquiry department adjacent to
the offices of the local government board. The
guards have been doubled at magazine and
military ceuters.
Dublin detectives are assisting London police in their inquiry concerning tbe explosion.

N Ew York, March 10—O'Donovan Rossa
says of the London explosion:
•'We could not follow out our system unless
we used dynamite, and that is what caused
the explosion. There was no accident about
it. It was intended to do all the damage possible, and it was done to show England that
she had better give Ireland her own parliament."
Rossa said that he lias received to-day offers
of money and that he can obtain all that is
needed. He says a declaration of war on England is published. It could not be claimed
that their actions were dishonorable. As for
weapons, all available ones would be used.
Patrick J. Sheridan, whoso extradition to
England was requested, said:
"The work is that of Irishmen and is but the
advance picket. Much more will follow. England will shortly see that she must either free
Ireland or suffer the consequeuces."
Patrick Egan,the ex-Land League treasurer,
affects to treat the report that the explosion at
London was the work of Fenians or Land
Leaguers with ridicule. He thinks it was
merely an explosion of gas in the government
offices, and that it has no political significance
whatever. Other prominent Land Leaguers
here say that if the Fenians had desired to
blow up anybody or anything they would rather have gone to the
House of Parliament,
where the Lords and Commons were sitting,
and not to a set of employed officers.
The
great building in which the explosion took
place is nearly 5O0 yards from Westminster
Abbey and the houses of Parliameat, and separated by immense blocks of houses. It is too
close to the Horse Guards, where
military sentinels are on duty all night, a grenadier sentinel
walking near the local government
building in Whitehall.
The Balance of the Alabama
Claims
.award.

CENTS.

Foreign Imports.
JOHN and AQl'ADILLA, PK. Brig Cura—£26
hhds 2 tea 6 bblB molasses to Geo S Hunt ft Co.
ST

Foreign Export*.
MATANZAS. Schr Ella M Goider-1600 shook*
8480
box shogks, 051 empty hhds.
heads,

and

Railroad Receipts.
PcitTLAHD. Mob. 15.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, far rurtiand
cars miscellaneous
merchandise; for connective
roads 100 oars miscellaneous
>i*rchandi*c.
...

v

w

Ory Goods W tsoienaie narhei.
The following quotations <r« wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storer Broe. ft Co.. Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle Btreot:
mrBLEACHED COTTOHB.
‘/a,®

m«4vv oo iu,

oyg

6Vfert?

rine

36 in.
7Vfr Pine
36 in. 6
Pine
(fc 6
40 in. 7%@ 9
Pine

Med.

Light
Fine

7-4.14(217

8-4.183*2

S-4.22226

10-4....27%@32H

VLXACUBO COTTONS.
0-13
rmen-4.,u

oo in..

Mod.36 in..

(HU

i Fine 7-4.lv
fill
§23
® Ws ! Fine 8-4.21
§26
Fine 8-4.26
®14
§80
®17 I Fine 10-4 ...27^32H

B

Light 361n.. 6
42 in.. 10
5-4....11

TICKINGS, no.

imns.

losings,

Best.16
Medium...11
Light. 8

@18
(a 14

@10

.-ta »

Corset Jeans.... 78 8
Satteens. M M
Cambrics. td M

Denim*.12<*@l«Vk Silesias.10820
Duok*-Brown 9 @12
I Cotton Flannels. 7 815
Kanoy 12>/kgl8Vi Twine A Warps 18828Ms
**

Good...........

8%(§ir%

Mlock Harket.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets.
NEW YORK STOCKS.
Missouri Pacific.
101%
Wabash preferred. 48%
Omaha common. 411%
lien ver & It. G..... 46 V*
Omaha preferred
.106%
Northern Pacflc preferred. 85
Northern Pacific common
49%
Pacific Mail
40%
Mo. K & Texas.
31%
Central Taolttc.
80%

London, March 10.—Mr. Kennaril moved in
the House o{ Commons, last night, that in
|
view of the complete
satisfying of all demands
of American citizens npcn the sum the Genera I
Conference allowed in regard to the Alabama ;
claims, the House is of the opinion that the
balance should be restored to Great Britain.
Debate oa the Transvaal question continued.
Gladstone said Forster bad preached the Texas Pacific.. 40%
war government would undertake
BOSTON STOCKS.
to provide
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 25
for chiefs who were formerly England’s
allies, A. T. &S.
F. 81%
as Transvaal authorities were unable to
reBoston & Maine .160%
strain raids.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.* 98%
Socialist Demonstration at Geneva.
L. R & Ft Smith. 30
Marquette, Hughton &Ont. common. 54%
Geneva,March 10.—The German and French
Mexican Central 7s. 71
Socialists here propose to make a great demonstration on Sunday.
India’s Competition With America in the
New Vork Stock and Honey Harket.
Wheat Trade.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Mch. 16.—Money on call was
(very
Bombay, March 10.—The Indian budget active and
and fluctuated between 10 4.17
fully discusses the competition of Indian with closing 15 stringent
bid; prime mercantile paper at 63£6%’
American wheat in the London m trket.
Exchange is firm at 4.81 for long and 4.83% for
The
budget report states that India, though at a short. Governments % higher for 4s, bat otherwise
great disadvantage with regard to "internal
unchanged. State bonds neglected. Railroad bonds
communications,has a great advantage through generally weax on fair volume of business.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatfree trade. Railway rates from the north to
*
ed 233.000 shares.
Bombay are to be immediately reduced 184
The following are today’s closing quotations of
per cent., which is equivalent to a reduction in
Government Securities:
the price of wheat of one shilling and sixpence
United States bonds, 3s.103%
do
do
do
per quarter in the London market. The re58. ext.103%
do
do
do
4V28, reg.1125**
port anticipates a reduction in rates on other
do
do
do
4Vas, coup.,.112%
lines directly.
do
do
do
4a, reg.11944
Emigration to Canada.
do
do
do
4», coup... 120%
London, March 1G.—It is expected emigra- Pacific 6s. ’95..........128
tion to Canada the
The
are
the
season
will
be unfollowing
ensuing
closing quotations Stocks:
usually extensive. Steamer Parisian, from
Chicago & Alton. 133
Liverpool for Halifax, yesterday took 450 emi- Chicago & Alton pref.
.137
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.119%
grants. A large number of Scandinavians and
Germans will proceed to northwest Canada in
the course of tlia next five weeks.
Illinois Central.143ii
Adjournment of the Austrian Reichsrath.
Lake Shore.....
Vienna, March 16.—The lower house ad- Michigan Central..
U6™
New
.Jersey Central.714a
journed after adopting the budget and bill for
Northwestern.
.13244
relief of sufferers by flood.
Northwestern pref...." .1.1481/7
Death of a French Labor Reformer.
New York
Central...'.....’.12844
Island..122
London, March 16.—A disDatch to Reuter’s Rook
St. Paul.1.'..." 101
Telegram Company, dated Paris at 5.50 o’clock St. Paul pref
... .1!!!! 11844
this morning, says Karl Marx, the founder
Union Pacific Stock. 947“
of
the International Workingman's
Western Union Tel.84
Association,
died yesterday at Argenwul).
No further
details regarding his death have been reUlouce.ter Fish .Harket.
ceived.
FOE THE WEEK KNDIMQ Mch. 16.
He was born at Cologne iu
1818, studied in
Berlin and Bonn, and became iu 1842 editor of
Oeorges Codfish—We quote Georges $7@$744 and
the Bheinish Zeitung, published in
$544
qtl for large and medium; pickled cured at
85% for large and $4% @$5 for medium; Bay
The paper was suppressed iu 1843 ou Cologne.
account
Trawl
and $444; New shores $6% fr qtl for
$0%
of its opposition to the Prussian
government.
largo and 8 5 for medium; \. F. Codfish at 17 p Qtl;
Marx settled in Paris, whence he continued
choice Nova Scotia dry Bank $5%.
his attacks on the Prussian
Cusk at }6 t> qtl; Shore Haddock at 8444, Hake
government until
he was expelled from France in 1846. Return$344@$344, American Pollock at *3'4; Engishcured do $4^qt.
ing to Cologne in 1848 he founded the Neue
Boneless and preuared fish 4% to 6c
Kheiuische Zeitung, bat was expelled in 1849
th for
lower grades and 744 to 944o for genuine codfish.
on account of his connection
with the l-evoluSmoked Halibut 12c p th; Smoked Salmon at 17c;
tionary pariy in Baden. 8ince 1850 he has Scaled
Herring at 28c p box; No 1 at 25o; tucks
lived in London, devoting his services to the
20c. Smoked Alewives $1 15 t> hundred.
International.
Mackerel at $16io$16, $12 o $13 aud $944 $10
p bbl for Is, 2s, and 3s.
Ten Anarchists Arrested in Paris.
Herring—We quote new round Shore $4%.@$5 p
Paris, March 16.—Ten leading Anarchists bbl.ioholce Nova
Scotia split at $H; medium do at
have been arrested here, and other arrests are
$4%; small do $4;Bay of Fundy gibbed at 84.Nova
Scotia do $4Vi; Labrador 87 44.
being made in the provinces.
Trout at $1444 P bbl; Pickled Codfish $74,;IIadParnell to Stay at, Home.
dock $644, Halibut Heads $3 V,,
Tongues at $13;
London, March 16.—It is doubtful whether Sounds at $13, Tongues and Sounds
at $13, Al»
Parnell will attend the Philadelphia convenwives $644; Swordfish none;Halifax Salmon 821,-a
tion of the Land League.
$22; California do $19; Shad a 81144; Fines $1*
He thinks the busiFresh Halibut—Last sales at 1344 and 12c
ness in the Commons will be of
tp lb
superior inter-

Krilpref-:::::::::;;;;:;;;:;:;;;;;:;..

_

for white and grav.

est.

_

Molasses and Sugar.
Mr. Isaac Emery on his return home
from
Cuba two weeks ago favored us with
the in.
format
there on the shortness of the molasses and sugar crop of Cuba
this season, which was estimated to be from
15 to 25 per cent, short of an average crop, and
tha following frem an exchange goes to show
that the information given us by Mr. Emery

Frozen Herring—$1 p 100
Market Fish—None on the market.
Pure Medicine Oil $1 00 p gal, crude do ai 80c.
Blackfish Oil 66c; Cod do
44@46o; Shore do at 43.@
44c;Porgie tlo, none on market.
Porgie scrap,$15 p ton; Fish do $12;Liyer do $9;

Livers.30@35o p bucket.
Chicago

Live Slock

Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago. Mch. 16.—Hogs—Receipts 1,000 Lead:
shipments 6600 head; good shade higher; mixed at
7 00@7 66; light at 7 20@7 60;
l^eary 7 60S8 00;
skips ;> 50®G 76.

was correct:

There has been considerable excitement in
the sugar trade in New York for the past
week, due to large orders for Cuban sugars
and the chartering of a large number of
steamers to go to Cuba.
This movement was
stated by refiners and importers today to be
due to authoritative information that the Cuban sugar crop was fully 20 per cent, below the
estimate made a short time ago. Large orders
have been sent to Cuba by Havemeyer & Co.
and other refiners, who are importing directly
on their own account, and as the storage facilities of Havana, Matanzas, Cardenas, Sagua,
Mevitas, Puerto del Padre and Gibara are limited, and as the sugars are injured by exposure
if stored on the open wharves, the demand for
steam charters has been unusually large.
It is
also stated that these charters have been made
to antiotp ite the probable increase in freight
rates, which will, it is thought, more than offset the difference made in the duties by the
new tariff, which goes into effect in June, and
that the shipment contracts have been made as
low as S3 a hogshead, which it is asserted will
hardly cover the running expenses of the
steamers. The lowest freight rates have been
obtained on the ''ocean tramps," of which
there are now about fifteen at the ports mentioned loading for New York.
On the 14th, this week, 2000 hogsheads of
boiling molasses was sold in New York at 321
cents for 50 test, and 2000 hogsheads sold in
Philadelphia at 32 cents for 50 test. It looks
as if molasses and sngar must rule higher this

comiDg

Domestic Markeu.
X'

v

>r

(®y Telegraph.)

Mcb* 16-—Pionr
riSRK‘
bbls ; exports 6896 bbls; market—Receipts
20,615
Moll and pr oes
without decided change; low grades scarce and held
relatively stronger than better qualities; sales 16
800 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 85®3 66:
Superfine
Western and State at 3 70®4 10; common to good
extra Western and State 4
to choice
00@4
60;
do at 4 70@7 00; common to choice good
White Wheat
Western extra at 6 26®7 00;
do 7 10®7 25fancy
common to good extra Ohio at 4 (K> a7
26; common

to choice extra St. Louis at 4 0O<£7
25; Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 6
6o®6 60: choice
to doable extra do at 6 60@7
90; City Mill extra
at o 30®5 76; 1,1Od No 2 at 2
8<®3 65; 900 bbls
Superfine at 3 70®4 10: 1200 lovTextra at 4 00®
Winter Wheat extra at 4 CO®7 60;
4300 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 On®7 90: Southern
flour is steady; common to fair 4 50®6 26: good to
choice 5 30a7 00.
Wheat—receipts 41,50u bush;
exports 90,522 bush; cash lots are held somewhat
stronger; options opened firm, afterwards easier
and declined
unsettled and depressed
at lowest rates, export demand moderate and active
speculative trade; exports
bush; sales 6,324,000
bush, including 220,1(00 bush on spot; No 3 Bed at
I 18@l 18%: No 2 Red at 1 20%
cert, 1 22% de1 at 1 20: No 2 White at 1 04® 1
04%;
No 1 White at 113. Bye is
lower; State at 77%e;
Western i2 ®76c. Barley llrm; 2-rowed State at
87. t'.ra unsettled and %@lc lower with a fair
speculative trade and moderate export demand,closing heavy and unsettled; receipts 129,113 bush; exports 219.800 bush: sales 1,941,000 bush. Including 118,'00 bush onspot: No3 at til%a«2%e:
No 2 at 70%@72%c;old No 2 76c
Southern Tuts.»7i
No 2 White at 69c; No 2 for

JJpObbls

1@1%,closing

—

li vere!li.No

delivered,White

■

.....

season.

m

ivr;

uuty

nsec.

u.li

No 2 at

50%@

% S% e lower aud fairly active; receipts 40,600
bush; exports
bush; sales 729,000 bush: No 3 at
—

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
I>uily Wholesale market.
POBTLAXD, Mch. 10.
Eggs are easier at 21 (£220 doz;other quotations
unchanged The frozen herring business may now
Portland

said to be about

over

for this

Although

season.

the

catch of this winter was a great deal smaller than
that of last, the value is greater as the average

price

has been

more

than

double,

as

near

as

can

judge about DUc p 100 against 40c last season.
e foll.iwiuic *ro vxieo » quutati me of Flour,
G
raia. Provisions. &c.

Superfine and

H.M.

Corn,car lots.... 78

grades. .3 25i£4 26 New Corn, car lots75@7C
Corn, bag lots.80
Spring and
XX Spring.. 6 26@6 26 [Oats, ear*lots. 58
Patent Spring
[Oats, bag lots.60
Wheats ....8-0088 76 Meal
75
I Cotton Seed, car lots 1*8 uO
Michigan Winter straiglits5 75@6 25 CottonSeed,bag lots30 00
Do roller.... 6 25{ftG 76 SaokedBrtin car lot,
I
25 0U@2G 00
St. Louis Winter straight. 0 25@C 60
j do bag lots.28 00
Do roller. ..0 50^7 00 j Middlings, car lots. 28 00
low

X

Winter Wheat

do bag lots. 30 OO
patents.7 25(0.7 75 Rye. 1 30
Produce.
Provision;*.
PorkCranberries, p bbl—
Maine ...12

00@13

00
Backs
23 00223 50
Cape Cod,15 00(al7 00 Clear.22 00222 50
Pea Deans
3 00@3 15
Mess.20 () i(920 60
Mediums....2 76(^3 00 Mess Beef.. 12 00£12 60
Ex Mess..13 00(213 50
German med2 65(0/2 GO
Yellow Eyes3 2 @3 60
Plate.16 0O@15 25
Ex JPlate.16 00 a 16 25
Onions p bbl. 2 75(oj3 00
SweetPotatoes3 60(o/4 00 Hams.
12 Vfe @ 13c
Eggs p doz.21(a.22c Hams covered 13 (2'16c
Turkeys, p lb.24o LardCh ickens.18@20c
lb
Tub,
Fowl .lthailSc
Tiercos.. .12
(gl2Vs
It utter.
Pail.12Va(ftl3
Scetlw.
Creamery.28@80o
tJilt Edge Ver....28 30c Red Top.3 5024 00
Choice..24j£2Gc Timothy.2 26.0/2 50
...

.12^8@125/8

Good.
Store.
Cheese.
Vermont ...13%
N Y

a

14%

Fact’y..l4%@15

Eating |

Clover.
..15@15Vtoc
Kuinina.
Muscatel.2 10(g3 10
London
2 75(^3 Oo
Ondura Val.ll@12c

Lay’r

Oraujjr*.

Valencia.o 0026

50

18@19 Florida.4 6025
Dried Apples...8%@9
| Messina.2 60^3
Sliced
...9
@9% Palermo.2 50(2 3
Hugnr.
LiCnionM.
Granulated p lb_9% Messina.3 00@4
Extra C.8% Palermo
3 00(2,3

50
oO

Evaporated p lb

60@4 00 |

....

00
00
26

VVhlt-e at 62%*52»/*c:

50%c, White at ;>4c; No 1 at 51c;White 58c; Mixed
Western at4;fa52c. Wbite 63@56c; Mixed State
62@o4e: White 64*61 c. Nngar steady, rellning
V4 .retine<l is QUiet; White Kx C 8@8 116; oR A at 8%@8%c;sandard A at 8%@8 7-16c;
Corneo. A 8%: jiowdered 9@9Vsc;granulated 8 13lbc; crushed 9s/8c; Cubes at 9«9%o. Molasses Is
Arm; sales 3000 hhds at 31 a32% for 60 test. Be
troleuns—united 101%. Tallow Is Arm; sales
60,000 lbs. Boris drooping; sales 120bbla new
mess on spot 19 26® 19
60; March at 19 06 asked;
April 19 15 aeked. Isar<l cash lois fairly active;
options 10* 16c points lower and very dull; sales
650 ten prime steam onspot 11 67% @11 70; 360
tes city steam at 11 30@11 60;reAned tor continent
II 70; 11 90 for S. A. Butter dull; Slate
18@26e;
We tern 12*33c: creamery at 36 "37c. Cheese Is
Ann: State factory 9@14%;Western Aat 8®14.
Freights lower; Wheat
steam 3%d.
Chicago,Mch. lit.—Flour unchanged; common at
Spring Wheat 3 5(1*6 00; Minnesota at 3 61KS4 26;
bakers 4 25*6 75; patents 6 00*7 60; Winter at
4 2o@6 00. Michigan 4 00@5 26. Wheat
generally lower; regular 1 06 for March; 1 06% dl 06%
lor Apnl; 1 11% for
May; 1 11% June;No~2 Chica1
go Spring
07%@1 07%; No 3 at 93c; No 2 Red
Winter 109%. Corn generally lower at 56®67%
for cash; 60o for March, 66%i*56% e April. 60%e
®ttO%c for May: 6u%e for June. Oats eaiser 41%
cash and for March. 41%@41%o
April; 43%c for
May: 43%c for June. Rye quiet at 63%o. Barley
is nominal at 76c. Dressed Hogs nominal at 8 lo®
820

Fork is easier at 18 20 *, 18 25 or cash
and
for April; 18
60@18 52%
2
-'Hoe. Lard lower at
11 27% *11 30 oash and
March; 11 37 Vi n. 11 -III
for April; 11 50@11 62% for
May;ll 57%@11 60
shoulders at 7 75;
demand;
suort rib 10 lo: short clear at lo 40.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat was lower at 1 06® 1 06% for
March;l 06%
for April; 1 10% May anil June. Corn is lower at
no%e for March; 56%o April; 60c for May; 59% c
for June. Dais lowei at 40-y.
@41e for March; 40%
for April; 42%®43c for May. 421/fec June
Pork
lower 18 15® 8 22% for March; 18 2 @18 27%
April, lb 46 May; lb 66 Jene. lard lower 11 421n
@11 45 May; It 45@11 47% June.
Receipts—Flour 19,000 bis, wheat 34,000 bush
corn 212,000 busU, oats 127,000
bu, rye 1.000 bu:
barley 60,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 281 bbls, wheat 9,000 bush

March; 18 2o@18

27^%

lTo’- fi718 J

:we.'®ats,in faif

corn

130,000 bush,eats 124,000 bush,

Early Bose, p bush—
Boulton.85@90

Maine Central.8(Xa85
Grand Trunk.80(a86
8i»
Prolitics, Eastern.

Burbanks.
Grand Trunk.

Jacksons and White Brooks..

80
80
75

Chicago drain Quotation*.
POBTLAND, Mch. 1G.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph today by Bigelow & Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland:

Chicago--Wheat-.
time.

Mar.

9.30..
10.00. .100%

Apr.

107%
1- i

10.80.100%

100%

11-80 .106%

106*4
106%

11.00.

10b?/a
100 Va

106%

Mav.

112%

—Corn-,

Mar, May.
62

n,|*

111*4

111*4
111%

67

tU’8

5H7/k

112
lll^i

bi%
01%

61%

Oals
May
44%

”7*
44%
44

61

% 41
C1V2 iA1/i
Cl44V«
Cl

110% 65% 00

-I3vh

43^

rye

4500bu’

barley 48,000 bush.
St. Louis,March 16.—Flour unchanged- trlnlc <•4 16"4 30, family 4 60@4 80; cholcS
6’l5*5 gV

inoh^g25.May’113J,me‘
lteeeiptB—Flour

visions quiet and

6,000 bbls, wheat

* uuuvrni

Dublin,
108110.—Eqtru precautions have 1230
14.6V. 1081,*
boon taken to protect Earl Spencer’s officers
1 1.03.. 1U6Vfe
of the executive department.
Call....106%
March

PRICE THREE

.V,™ <

l7i7>,.

K

taS^ooo bS&
Detrovi1

21 000 hnvl,

^“ryae« bSS;

BW*. wheat 00,000 bash,
bl,8b- r,e 0',,0° busb'

°ats 0000

Mch. 16 —Wheat strong: No 1 White

tall, cash and March 1 08. April at 09 bid May
1 llKsfifo 2 W’hite 93c No z Red
Winter 1 lOVsReceipts 2J,0uu bush,shipments l6,iXX) bush.
New Orleans, Mcb. 16.—Cotton dull; Middling
uplauds 9 li«16c.
Mobile, Mch. 16.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplauds

9Vbc.

Savannah, Mch.

lauds

94b c.

Memphis,

lands 9^bc.

16,-Cotton quiet; Middling up-

Mch. 16.—Cotton steady;Middling up___

European TlmltfH.
(By Telegraph )
London, itch. 10 -consol. lt)2 1-10.
London, Mch. 10.—U. S. 4s, 122; 4Vss, 11«M.
Liverpool.|Vleh 16 -12.30 P.M.-Cotton market
easier; uplanus at 6%d; Orleans at & 11-100, sales
10,000 hales,^speculation arid export 1000 bales, fn
tares hat.

The latest achievement in telephony is
carrying on of conversation between

THE PRESS.

the

SATURDAY

MORNING,

We do not read

anonyntoor letters ant ooiutnuiu-

aittons.

The

all cases

name

MARCH 17.

aroin

and address of tbe writ
not noeossarily for

nblloa-

indispensable,

but as a guaranty of good fattb.
We cannot undeitake to return or preserve comitfUn tea lions that are not used.

Ubn

The Rich Men of Gotham.
The rich men of New York city, living
and dead, form the subject of an interesting
letter In tbe Utica Herald. From this letter
it appears that no oar of the rich men of
New York ever bequeathed a sum to charitable objects equal to that given
by Stephen
Girard of Philadelphia, who “died in 1831,
leaving the enormous sum of nine millions—
equal to thrice that amount at the present
time. He had no children, and after maklog a few persynal legacies, the grand estate
waa

bequeathed

to charitable

objects. It

was

the largest amount ever thus devised, either
in this country or any other.” Old Jacob
Astor left £400,000 to found the library
which years his name, and his children since
his death have added 1200,000. Fetor Cooper has during his life time spent a million of
dollars in building aud enlarging that fam-

educational benevolence tbe Cooper Institute.
“William B. Astor, notwithstandous

ing tbe immensity
£40,000

of his

wealth, only

left

Commodore Vanderbilt
did a little better.
Among the recent
posthumous benefactions which attract no"
tlce are those of William E. Dodge, which
are more than one-third of a million. Samuel
Willetts, the opulent Quaker, did much better, his benevolent bequests being nearly
half a million. WillettB was a very close
man, and dressed so plainly as to really look
shabby.” The Utica Herald correspondent
names a long list of very rich men who left
to

nothing
ferred

charity.

charity.

to

The

number thus re-

includes David Jones, the bachelor
brewer, who left five millions; the Goelets,
Peter and Robert, who left fifteen millions;
to

Stephen Whitney, who left eight millions;
Charles Morgan, the ship owner, whose estate was six millions; Marshall O. Roberts,
who left three millions; George Law, who
left five millions; David Leavitt, who left
seven millions and Moses Taylor whose estate was estimated at

fifteen millions. A.
T. Stewart planned in his will a lodging
house for working girls, but Hilton spoiled
the scheme by turning it into a hotel. James
Lenox and the brothers Stuart were noted
for benevolence and their immense property
Is still

largely

devoted

by

their heirs to char-

itable purposes. Of the recreations of rich
men living and dead this correspondent says
that Bonner cares only for horses, while

Stewart cared nothing for horses but was
proud of his magnificent picture gallery
Jim Fisk had a splendid aviary; Vanderbilt
loved a fast team and a game of whist; the
late ex-Governor Morgan loved pictures;
Lenox cared oDly for rare hooks and pictures; the chief amusements of Old John
Jacob Astor were billiards and drinking
beer, the latter being one of the customs of
his native Germany. He was a good billiard
player (probably the best among all our capitalists) and had a room for this purpose at
his country seat at Hell Gate. William B.
Astor had no amusement, except the interest he took in the library founded by his
father. Moses Taylor was for half a century
a leaning merchant and
financier, and accumulated an estate worth twenty millions.
He lived to nearly four score, aud yet never
showed a taste for books, pictures, yachts,

theatricals, or even agriculture. He
care for watering places, and never
a vacation.
He was, indeed, merely

He had no

age. The younger Bennett has dipped into
all the popular recreations of the fashionable world both at home and abroad, and yet
he has taken excellent care of his great
newspaper. Keene has a splendid establishment at Newport and also amuses himself
in which he has been un-

usually successful. Gould, on the other
hand, cares nothing for Newport but has a
costly plaything in Westchester county,
which he calls Lyndhurst. It includes a
splendid house built of white marble and a
spacious conservatory, well filled with
exotics, to which is added an estate of 500
acres.
Gould has since then purchased a
yacht and announces his intention of making a voyage around the globe. Belmont
loves horses and pictures; Lorillard is the
sporting rival of Keene; W. H. Vanderbilt
loves a fast team, while It. H. Hoe, of printing press fame, is an enthusiastic book collector, and finds in this pursuit his highest

ing particularly commended—and, Indeed,
the only American engraving that was commended by Seymour Haden In a recent lecture.
__

A Moravian Indian writes to the liolhwell, Canada, Times that in his opinion

many of the Indians are sufficiently instructed in the knowledge of civil affairs to be
able to use the rights of British subjects as
judiciously as any of their white neighbors.
He advocates a change in the tenure by
which the Indians hold
he

can

Chicago

since

January,

1881,

and

the space
of 20 months
no
less
than
09
besides
murders,
justifiable homicides! Sad as these figures
are, still sadder is the Inter-Ocean’s editorial comment, which runs as follows:—
“Turning to the fate of these sixmurderers
we
find
that fifty-nine
teen

up

in

awaiting
captured

trial; seven were
never
at
all; the
same
number
surrendered voluntarily
or
died of
wounds; seventeen were
let off
by the Grand Jury; sixteen
were finally sent to prison,
just one was
hanged, one sent to the insane asylum, one
discharged on trial, one escaped by having
the case stricken from the docket, and three
escaped through the entrance of a nolle
pros., which simply means that through
some hocus-pocus the witnesses were spiritare

now

ed away after the indictments were found.
The most common way, it will be observed,
is to get rid of the witnesses in advance of
the case reaching the Grand Jury at all.”
In

a

lands,

which

sitting
In

on

as

juries

May

and

voting.

last the amount of

savings depos-

its in Illinois was only $1,192,293, while in
Indiana it was $1,793,619, and even in Delaware it was $1,554,760.
It was not creditable, says the Chicago Times, that the people of Illinois should have less than $1,200,
000 deposited in savings banks, while the
people of the little farm called Ithode Island have

nearly $41,000,000.

to blow up the houses of
Parliament is the most
atrocious crime
The

attempt

recorded for centuries, and the persons
guilty of it will be considered outlaws the
world over. It may come to this, that governments will turn the weapons of their enemies against them, and plant dynamite under the nests of conspirators.
Those funny French people have go;
fre-sh notions again, and now it ap.
pears that the Parisian pol ce believe that
Prince Napoleon and M. Itouher are hand
and glove with the Socialists.
That is all
very well as a theory, and the French police
may believe all that, but who are going to
believe the French police?
some

The Vicksburg Herald is all out of patience because the tariff bill passed, and the
river and harbor bill didn’t, but looks forward with childish delight, in anticipation
of the money that will be furnished by the
coming Democratic House which will have
to try to fulfil the Democratic election promises to give out all the money asked for
without spending a dollar.
The Indian Territory holds 30,000 negroes who were once the slaves of Indians
who still hold them as slaves so far as rights
at the polls, in the courts or in the schools
are concerned.
It was to remedy this evil
that a delegation of blacks recently went to

Washington.
1 he papers talk some little about
Gould's project to go around the world.

Jay
He

getting
good
people in it, but whether he will find
it easy to get round the whole concern or
not, is what he wants to find out, next.
around a

Jersey justice used to be scoffed at, but
high-toned defaulters now embroidering jackass bridles in the New Jersey
State prison, do not look upon it as any lonthe late

ger a

laughing

matter.

A man who was killed

by the cars at Elkhart last Fall, is troubling the night men
of the railroad at that point by fooling
around in the yards and depot buildings
there.

John P. King, who was a member of the
United States Senate before either Ciay or

Webster, is living, rather oldish,
at Augusta, Georgia.

of course,

recent issue of the London

Times

a

gloomy view is taken of the crop prosThe
psets of England for the coming year.

very

unusual wetness of the winter season has
injured the fall-sown wheat and its conti: uance retards all spring seeding operations.
It would be extraordinary indeed if, after
the seven lean years that have afflicted the
British farmer, an eighth year of short
crops should follow; but according to the
Times’ view, that seems quite a possible
event. The worst of it is that what is true
of England is true also of the continental
The rivers of
grain-growing countries.
France, Germany, Austria and Iialy have
escaped their bounds, and, except on the
uplands, the ground is everywhere saturated
to a degree that renders it impossible either
to plant the earth er graze flocks or herds.
If this condition of affairs lasts a few weeks
longer the United States will have to perform the pleasant and profitable task of feeding the millions of Europe, as they have
done before in similar emergencies.

Objector Holman is looking after his
chances for Democratic nomination for governor of Indiana.
Only i2 of the 106 members of the lower
house of the Texas Legislature are natives
of Ihe State.
Pilots and Stevedores.

The Humora and

Adventures of Their

Business.

Cape Elizabeth, not unlike many other
projections of the New England coast, terand bold promontory.
a broad
The end of the cape presents a straight coast
line about three-fourths of a mile long, running northeast and southwest; the western
headland of which is called Dyer’s Head
and the eastern one, for very obvious reasons,
is designated as Lighthouse Hill.
From any
part of this height the ocean view is a su-

minates in

perb

especially

one,

in

stormy

weather>

when the cordon of reefs and shoals that
make it hazardous for shipping to approach
the cape, add grandeur to the scene by their
mad contests with the surging main. In
keeping with the natural fitness of things,
the highest part of the headland is surmounted by the celebrated lighthouses—
twin giants—that rear their lofty heads one
hundred and fifty feet above the sea level.
Within a stone’s toss of the eastern light,
and at, the most eastern extremity of the
height of land named, with only a low rocky
spur intervening between it and the open
Atlantic, nestles a little basin-like indenture known for the past half-century as
Lighthouse Cove. The contour of the shore
at this point is such that the cove is not distinguishable to passing vessels. Yet it has
sufficient depth and capacity to afford safe
entrance and anchorage for either of the
several Government steamers that from
time to time bring supplies for the light station.
To the initiated, the little haven is easy
and safe of egress and ingress at all times,
save in easterly storms when, not only is its
entrance barred by continuous breakers, but
the entire body of water within the cove, i3
agitated to a seething foam from top to bottom by the surging undertow of the contigAt such times It seems increduous ocean.
ible that a steamer of upward of two hundred tons burden has many times lain safely
moored therein, or that the boats of the hardy cape fishermen frequently seek shelter in
the now boiling caldron, or that it is the favorite retreat and rendezvous of the Portland pilots and stevedores in pursuit of
their hazardous though fascinating voca-

tion.

It is this latter class of men, and their peculiar business, that I designed making the
subject of this sketch, and have thought
proper to introduce in this circuitous manner.

In times

past the exclusive business

encourage
young American artists by the offer of an
award of $3000 for the best original drawing to illustrate Alfred Domett’s “Christmas
Hymn.” The artists must not be over 25
years old, and the successful competitor
will be expected to use tho money for the

of piremunerative one to a considerable number of our men at our more important seaports; hut the later practice of tugboats going out to sea to intercept inwardbound vessels and thus supplying both pilotage and steam power, has had the effect, except at these ports where pilotage is compulsory, of inducing these men to comnine
with their chosen calling that of stevedore

prosecution of

ana wrecKer.

The

Harpers

have resolved to

art

study

in one

or

more

of

the best American schools, including also
a sojourn abroad of at least six months for
the study of the old masters.
The drawiug
will be published in Harper’s Magazine for
December 1883. Mr. E. Swain Gifford, Mr.
F. D. Millett, and Mr. Charles Parsons will
act as judges of the competition. The drawings are to be sent to the Harpers not later
than August 1, 1883.
The Macon Telegraph calls the bestowal
of citizenship upon the negro a crime which
it will never endorse and which it advises
should be undone.

and white, with yellow stripes, another blue
and white with yellow stripes. Of the many
boats employed, no two will be seen painted
just alike. Each stevedore or pilot generally regards his boat as being a little better
than anybody else’s, or he at least boasts of
her having some quality in the superlative
degree. She “can lug "the most sail,” or
“can lay nearest the wind’s eye,” or “is the

best sea boat,” or “pulls the easiest,” or
“tows the driest,” etc.
The men who engage in this vocation are,
for the most part, old sailors who at some
period of their lives have been masters or

mates of the largest vessels, and hence are
qualified to take charge of any class of vessels it may fall to their lot to get on board.
Sometimes there are as many as eight or ten
“stevees” congregated atthe place described,
and if a vessel “heaves in sight” that indicates a “job,” as many lots (wooden pegs no
two of a length,) are stuck in the ground as
there are pilots, then each pulls a lot, the
last man to draw being he yvho placed them.
The longest peg takes the prize and the
lucky man springs into his boat and speeds
away in a direction to intercept the ap-

proaching vessel.
Not always has he, drawn a prize, howev
er, after imperilling his life, perhaps, to
gain the deck, for the feat must be accomplished with the vessel under full headway.
He may be informed by the captain that his
“work is engaged” in stevedore parlance, ho
is a “customer” engaged to some particular
stevedore. Or, as is often the case, ho is
told that the cargo was shipped for “so much
and discharged,” therefore the consigne e
This latter statedischarges the vessel.
ment is generally received with a volley of
swear words by the regular stevedore, as he
ever regards such an arrangement on the
part, of shipper and consignee as an attempt
to control and monopolize the legitimate
business of the stevedores and longshoremen.
It does seem hoggish.
Coal from Philadelphia and Pictou; hard
pine and cotton from the Southern States;
sugar and molasses from the West Indies;
rags from Egypt, and salt from Liverpool
and Turk’s Island, are the principal cargoes
which require the services of a stevedore to
discharge in good order and with expedition.

These several articles of commerce in the
all come in for new
and somewhat novel names. Coal, for example, is called “blaek diamonds;” hard
pine, “Georgia mahogany;” sugar and molasses come under the general head of
“sweet’ning;” a cargo of rags is called “old
clothes;” while salt is denominated as

longshore vocabulary,

“Turk’s Island sugar.”
The English lines of ocean steamers, that
make Portland their winter port, have their
own special pilot and stevedores.
Other

large steamers with cargoes frequently come
here, however, and the lucky man 'who gets
one to pilot in usually discharges her, and is
sure of piloting her to sea again.
The real

of the business is to capture a man-of
war, which with her great draft, and double
pilotage at Government rates is a prize
much coveted; and when it is known that
one of Uncle Sam’s ships is about to pay
the port a visit, every pilot is on the qui vice
until some one secures her.
Occasionally a “fresh” man tries his luck
at the business. If lie comes regularly accredited to some well known shipping firm,
he is duty recognized as a legitimate stevedore, but his lack of experience is taken advantage of by his associates, and he is tricked
by them to the last degree of forbearance.
It is safe to say that for a long time bis
chance is not nearly so good as that of bis
fellows for drawing prizes in the stevedore
cream

and pilot lottery.
it, however, as

sometimes the case,
some misguided wight enters the lists as a
free lance—on his own hook—then look out
for fun ahead. He is riot only coolly ignored socially by the professionals, but he is
also denied all the customs and courtesies of
the service. If he is a plucky fellow, when
he sees a drawing of lots going on from
which he has been excluded, he quickly
launches his boat, and bends to his oars
with all the strength and skill he is capable
of. Then ensues a race between him and
the man who holds the title to the approaching game, exciting to witness. Perhaps
they will both gain the vessel’s deck at the
same moment, and then, if the services of
pilot or stevedore is needed, the contest is
renewed in a wordy dispute, which the cap
tain usually settles by engaging the regular,
whose true character is revealed, to him by
the discussion. Does the discomfited man
return to the rendezvous? Not he! but if
the weather is propitious he grasps his oars,
turns the bow of his boat seaward, and pulls
leisurely away in the track of inbound vessels. This manoeuvre is observed by those
on shore, who through their marine
glasses,
see everything transpiring.
One of the number is now detailed to go out and worry the
“tramp” who finding himself but one
against so many, the latter taking turns in
the worrying game, soou gives up the contest exhausted and discouraged, and returns
home, never again to try stevedoring as a

loting

was a

Such is

particularly the

case

at this port,

(Portland), where neither the “branch” nor
compulsory system has ever obtained. The
loss of the English mail steamship Bohemian, Keb. 22, 1805, within a mile of this spot,
together with her valuable cargo of merchandise which for weeks bestrewed the
shores of the cape, proved a rich bonanza to
many backwoods denizens, as well as longshore folks and stevedores.
But to pursue my theme more closely:
The landing place, at the head of the cove,
is a gently sloping, shingle beach and affords
a fine chance for hauling out the trim little
boats employed in the business. These boats
are all clinker-built, aud are all of the famous Whitehall model, aud one needs to be

is

possessed of much native humor, an 1 to
hear him relate this towing adventure la his
own peculiar English is
mirth-provoking to
the last degree.
Mabk.
“Two Lights,”
1883.

THE

adsolute

for

cure

new blood purilier, kills the disease gej*ms of
Scrofulous, Contagious, and Inherited Humors,
whieh float in the biood, urine and perspiration, expelling them through the bowels, kidneys, and pores
of the skin. Cuticura, a medicina jelly, eats away
dead skin and flesh, allays itchii gs and irritations,
soften, soothes anil heals. It instantly relieves the
most torturing Itching Humors. Itching Piles, and
Cuticura Soap, preparand Delieate rr tat ions
ed from Cuticura is indispensable in tae treatment
of Skin Diseases. Infantile and Birth Hnraors, and
for preserving and beautifying the Skin.

Pimples,

Company,
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stupendous

F NANCIAL.

LANCASTER BUILDING.

mai-0

TkiugN
Anybody who
such

common

chest,

are

has

j

led

CARPETINGS.

women

pains in
who do the work.

perhaps generally— the distresses are
borne without much complaint The women get
about, and the machinery of the house goes on. BeOften- and

GEORGE AGAY ft CO.

skinned husband and father gives the subject no at
tention. At the same time the poor household

and

a

out-of-doors.doing

•‘never

done.”

Losses of loved

ical

of

men

wives and fair girls

a

clear

ceptive ears.
having, they

If
are

these

to

us

drop

a

thous-

word in your

re

G. M. BOSWOPJH &

of

yours are worth
worth saving. That back-ache
won.en

—

n»ar3

they but indications of some organic trouble of the kidneys, the
heart, or the lungs? End it at onse by the applicapain in the chest!

tion of

Congress St-,

What

putting the plaster in your pocket,
for the word CAPCiNE cut in the middle.

and

Treaa.,

Portland, Me.

eodly

JOHN A. DODGE &

CO.,

CITY of CANTON, OHIO
5 1-2 Per Cent

501 Congress Si.

CO.,

GOO.
Aft»eNMed Valuation,..
.$0,834,130
Real Valuation,..$14,MM) BOO
Total Debt,
.$103,000

a>__

AT THE STOKE OF

NIGHTS,

MAhCH 22 & 23.

FBIC_A_,

CHAS. FO^TELLE
bis famous original character creation, “THE
in

A Realistic New England Home Picture
four acts, rewritten by On AS. H. Hovt, Esq., and
pronounced by Press, Profession, and
Public, the

FUNNIEST

PLAY EVER
Presenting her

prices.

marl7dtd

Artists.

Sale of seats Tuesday, Mar. 20.
CHAS. E. COOK, Geu’l Agent.

STOCKBRIDGE

FOR SALE BY

Moulton
Woodbury &Exchange
Cor. Middle &

Sts.

dec30

WRITTEN!

IRREPRESSIBLE SOM “IKE,”
Depicted by a specially selected cotsrie of

Usual

..

GOODS

THURSDAY and

Comody

64.32

24.38
Columbus.
Dayton. 28.48

New

Curtis...Proprietor and Manager.

In

CINCINNATI...$38.20

Seabury & Johnson, Pharmaceutical Chemists,
York.
mar7WS&w2wJO

Frank

The Debt per capita is only $12*73
Below we give the debt per capita of some other
cities in Ohio, as reported in ihe U. S. census returns
of 1880:

Toledo.

FANCY

ysr

marl7dtd

__

WIDOW/’

Canton is one of the. growing cities of Ohio; the
county seat of Stark county and a railroad centre.
The debt is less than three per cent of assessed
valuation.

SALE

Stockbtid»»

To

PORTLAN D T HE A TRE.

In

Cleveland. 40 38

DRY AND

Reserved Seats .75 and $1.00.
Course ticket holders, 25 cents
rale at .Stockbridge’s Music Store.

BONDS, MRS.
PARTINGTON
Population.13

eod2m

ASSIGNEE’S

look

LILLIAN
BAILEY HEN*
SCHt EL, So|>ran<».
BERNHARD LIS A'EJHANN, Vio.
Itnist.
HERR CEO. HENSCHELL, Can.
ductor.

TWO

W&Sly

feb28

BV—

—ASSISTED

Mrs.

$10 TO $1000«

BENSON’S CAPCINE POROUS PLASTER.

cents and

SWEAT, Sec’y

Performers,

year.

No. 12 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Weekly Financial Report sent FREE, showing how
large profits may be made from investinemta or

-A.S THE

will soothe that nervous distress, drive away that
pain, banish that dull, weary back-ache, give new.
strength to the body and fresh h po to the heart.
No other plasters will do this. The Benson’s Plas
ter, however, is not made to sell —but to heal. It
is a remedy which never yet broke its promise—and
never will.
Your druggist has i t. But before paying your 25

SYMPHONY
ORCH ESTRA !
60

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per
Special depos ts at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM

Au-

—

BOSTON

v

wishing to make money in legitimate Stock
operations should write to the old established Banking

TuTh&stf

arc

It

Morrill,

Anson P.

House of

As we propose closing out our LACE TIDY
DEPARTMENT everything in this line will be
closed out at prices much below their value.

sky, and form the log

who stand at the heads of ten

such homes, allow

that

Corner Brown.

gPECIAIi

which is

sequel to the story of neglect.

Now you
and

499

marc

—losses whose suddenness and unexpectedness astonish those wooden-pated husbands and fathers

fall, seemingly out

Coburn, Skowhegan,

TUB

BV

—

STOCK SPECULATION.

better fate—creep around,

that woman’s work

CITY HALL,
Wednesday Evening, March 28,
GRAND FESTIVAL CONCERT

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan.
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellau, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner

jp.

Full brass bantl and orchestra. Prices as usual.
Sale of seats commences Saturday, March 17.
inarlA
did

and the RENTAL

gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

jF\

-tv.

Or, UAKIiV’3 -AMBITION FFLL-FICLED.

SAFES in its FIRE and
BCRGLAB PROOF

Parties

utensils in hand, up stairs down stairs

or

eodtf

Deposit Co.

87 Exchange Street,
marfto

long as thei* wives or daughters are not actually
bed, under the doctor’s care, the average thick-

deserve

of

^ock

yond this, those coarse-grained animals whom New
England women call “the men folks,” seldom look-

drudges—who

VALUABLE*,

Our first season in the above goods having proved so satisfactory we
have made large additions to onr stock and are better prepared ihan
ever to suit the t«ste of the public.
We have just leeeived a line of
Roxbury Tapestries in spring patterns. Remember that this depart
ment is in addition to our regular dry go«>d' business, and wr can afford to sell at a liberal discount from carpet deal'- s’ prices.
Please
before buying.
No trouble to show goods.
inspect our

thing* as the backache, and
among the

incomparable and matchless olio concluding
with Dan Sully’s new, refined and laughable comedy, entitled,

VAULTS.

Some
I'uderHlnnd.

domestic life knows how

a

PORTLAND.

Chartered in 1873 by tbe Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of

fti'Miniate

<

Exchange Street,

Portland Safe

THOSE WOMEN FOLK.

The

L.

feb3_

WS&w2wll

which

Bomls, Bn?-k Stock®, Manufacturing Stocks and other
32

and minor

How Hard-Hearted Hen

1834.

sellers of

CITY, COUNTY and RA LWAY

ihf

Infantile and Birth Humors,
Rough, (.happed, or Greasy Skin,

marl4

Buyers and

on

The Great, the Or’glnal, the Only PAT ROONEY
The World-Renowned Bicycle Riders, ft | MT1 kiK.
FA9111, Y | 4.
'Jhe Talented Irish OmiediaD,
I*AN MUFF Y. Knockabout Songuud Dance Ar
m I FF I F. The Distinguish-,
TOIVU
k
A
tists,
ed Musical Team, MI1ARPFFY A WKWI*.#
The Empress
of
Melodw, IIATTIE GILLETTE. The Most Refined Acrobatic Song and
Dance Artists. 1)1 UKLL TWIN BR'tTIIERN. America’s Greatest Germ.n Team, 910
ROM * O A «. A K 1> N F IS. The Champion Club
Swinger. 4 II % It < EM II. HOF Y. The Pocket
Edition, in Imitation of the Great and Only Pat
Rooney, 91 IMS KATIE ROONEY.

Investment Securities.

Skin
Blemishes, use Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier and
Toilet. Baili, and Nursery Sanative. Fragrant with
delicious flower odors and Cuticura healing balsams.

COURSE.

10th Entertainment at CITY HAEL,
Wednesday Evening, Mar. 21.

EVENING WITH LONGFELLOW.
Sketch of

the

*od f

poet’s life. Recital of his poems.
Stereopticon Vkn.
_...

~

W.
Gentle

F.

will continue but

wishing

Women

ever

Who want glossy, luxuriant
and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must use
LYON’S KATHA1RON. This
elegant, cheap article a ways
makes the liair grow freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
oat, arrests and cores grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency and keeping it in
any desired position. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure

to

Studley*

J. B. Brown & Sons,

short time

longer,any one
purchase goods cheaper than
a

before in Portland, would do
w ell to call immediately,
as the goods

------

>33.

EQUAL
T(

17

Temple Place,
BOSTON, U. F. A.
PRICE LIST SENT
marl

FREE,

gp>

ass

j b> jL

IiEWANDO’S

!

cod2m

KENDALL &

XE)V.

fin

FRENCH
RYE

E-»jk

g

Bs?

B

f

11

Dealers in Timothy, Clover. Flax. Hungarian, Millet,
Red 'lop, Bine Grass. Lawn Grass,
Orchard Grass, Garden, Flower, Bird Seed-, &c.

snAiN

d&w8wl)

as

snail lot of Colored Boots

in stock.

box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a box, or
6 boxes for $3.*;0; sent by mail prepaid on
of
price. We guarantee Gboxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the money if the treatment does not effect
r cure. J. C. West & Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarantees through II. II. HAY & CO.,
Druggists, only
agents, Portland,Me. Junction Middle and Free Sts-

receipt

M. C. PALMER
marlB

d2w

Notice.
TF Thomas D. Sale formerly Principal of the High
*
School Durham, Maine, will write or telegraph
to ,L W. Brooks, Lowell, he will hear
something to
his advantage.
marltid3t*

I

to show at our
new store a flue and complete as
All
sortmeut of Wall Papers.
kinds of Decorating and ceiling
work done in the best manner by
competent workmen. Estimates
and samples gladly furnished.

Wo

are

prepared

-A74
marl 6

Congress

St-

ST.,

THEGREAT^CUREFOR

name pm

Symptoms are moisture, st 'ging, itching, worse at
night; seems as if pin-worn were crawliogabout
the rectum; the private parte arc'tsfton affoc'ST Asa
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swayne’s
OintuiT J" superior to any articlo in the ssr
Bold by nggists.or send BO <1s, in 3-ot. Star
Address, D*‘'
kml
trSBOH.Fhilj,,

1

have fitted up this

WE the Retail

STEPHEN

new

and

elegant store for
we hope

Millinery Business, and

All the latest styles in store

ns

soon as

out.

Ostrich Feathers recurled to look

as

by an expert in the business.
Hoping to receive a generous share
ronage,

we

remain,
Vours respectfully,

they come I

well
of

as new

your pat-

j$ook; Job

and

S«u 87 ffUtn street.

on

,ale at

marl7dtd

M. O. IVT. A..
The closing oi the Mechanic’s Association drawing School and Exhibition of the work will take
place Tuesday, March 20, in the
Library Room at 7.30 p. m.
Members of the .Association and
the School and their friends are
cordially invited to be present.
Per order of Committee,
S. R. LEAVITT.
marl7d3t

Roller Ming Rink
—

OF

—

FANCY

SKATING,
MISS EDITH ff. PIERCE,
Champion Lady

DEN«EOW,
(jTIeuiber N. Y. '■lock Exchange.)
EAMTON,
HEhTs
NICHOLS.

■> A.
KI. KI
9 II.

Skater of Xew England. Winner of the Diamond Medal at Worcester
last Spring. General skating before and after the
exhibition.
G. II. WHITNEY.

mar9eodtmy9
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and
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Hoad* bought and Mold.
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large
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cities and

buy

to

or

PRESTON, KEAN &

CO.,

Bnukcn, Chicago.

eodOm

Upright

UANKINft HOUSE
OF

HALLET, DAVIS & CO.’S
Square Piano-Fortes.

an

—

HENRV CLEWS & CO.’
IS
NEW STRfET, NEW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum
bought and sold only on commission for cash or on
margin. Deposits received. 4 per cent allowed on
daily balances. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange
the N. Y. Mining Stock Exchange, The National Petroleum Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade.
Private wire to Chicago.
febSeodtf

Also

Several other good manufacturers make, and
several Now Style Organs.

For Sale and to Let.
PIANO COVERS and PIANO SI001S
5AT-

WM. P.

HASTINGS’,

~

Porllund, me.

marl (5

FINE SHIRTS

CAKJhte!

BUaiMEBB

BIBBER, MiM & CO..

FESSENDEN,
Real Estate and insurance
only 60c
AGENCY,
511-2

On SATURDAY, March 17th,
close out a lot of

tvc

shall

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.

letl8_

d3m

Removal.

WHITE UlMERED SHIRTS
GAGE
STKOUT,
fi.uaseiler*

sizes for 14 or 14 1-2 neck, for only 50
cents each. These shirts cost $1.25
t° make. They have pure linen

493

nt

Congress Street.
«jtr

can

own

a new

no
can be

$

#10 per day
made One dozen Bam pies
pent free that will do to commence work ou. Send
four 8c stamps ftr postage and advertising, and adiW«, mentioning fid* paper, H. HUN J' <a CO.,

XtWcllm

\V. Acton, Maas

Imw,

52 Exchange St .Cumberland Bank Building
STBOUT.
C.

STBOUT,

H. XV. GAGE.

K. S.

d&w3wl0

Herbert G. Briggs,
ATTORNEY AT LAYY AND SOLICITOR
—

or

—

Auiericaii & t'oroisn tint

No. 03 Exchange
business

have work in your
home in
business where
YOU
peddling ia required, from
to

& STBOUT

—have removed to—

S.
mars

CHILES COST IS k CO.

1-2

'it

Exchange

Sf,

H. M.

d2w

“WORK FOR EVERYBODY
BERkY,
(ga’vd WkluJei,

E. II.

BLOCK,

to make this a favorite resort for the ladies in want
of Millinery. We have a first-claes Milliner from
Boston in charge.

dSm

A

Now

Of Lowell. The

NEYV YORK.

r. O. Box 1,689

Tickets 50 and 75 cent*.
Store.

Stockbridge’s Music

sell.

A

»

BANKERS,
EXC'HANOF PLACE.

Broadwny,

of Boston. The following artists will appear: Sopranos—Mrs. H. F. Knowles and Miss Gerlrude
Swaine; Altos—Mrs. J. H. Long and Miss Alta
Pease; Readers—Miss Addie L. Kiebo’s. Miss Ida P.
Dawes and Klmore APierce; Accompanist— Howard

33XHIBITIOKT

No. 70
Near

—

Tuesday Eve’ng, Mar. 20

R. R. and
mailed on

inarG_

marie
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v:\4£'
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DENSLOW, EASTON & HERTS

eountiex!

bosoms, plaited.

Opposite Preble House,

Syndigreat advance and

Choice investment, G and 7 per cent.
Municipal Bonds. Investment circular
application.

Store formerly occupied by Miss S. A. Flood.

LPAPERS
Spring Opening.

sity

a

BONDS.

attentiou

BRAIN TREAT-

Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental
Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
ening
to misery,
decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impolicy, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertien
of the brain, self abuse or over-indulgence- Each

in im-

purchased by
cate.
Telephone men predict
large dividends on this stock.

BV THE

LADIES’ CECILia QUARTETTE

Government,

FARRINGTON
JJR. J5i. U. WEST S NERVE AND
MENT, a guaranteed specific for

of

Northwestern
Stock.
Telephone England
Recently

School

437 CONGRESS

COLORED BOOTS
Also

~)

Co.,

the Boston Stock Exchange.)
4.3 Der.i .hire street, BOSTON.
Headquarters for the sale of the

atf

_4l

inimm urn!
brought
inediately.

Me.

#

HOUSE.

Hladc to measure it’

WHITNEY,

Hall, Market Square Portland,

Market
feb24

F. E. Wallace &

the New

G. M. BOSWORTH & CO., <£k£P&.
raar3

dtf

(Members

—

stocks.

ble rates.

marlSdtf

SPRING- CMF*

yt>
0«.
On.
Gm.
Gm

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

There will be offered extra inducements
to purchasers during the coming week, and
would do well 10 call eai ly and secure a bargain before the sale is discontinued.

OIUXD CONCERT

M. Dow.

....

decl4

IPIIS'ISKE-D

RllTING

Street,

Offer for Sale
...

and

WITHOUT

Middle

Portland and Kennebec
AndroMCoggio and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdeuaburg
City of Portland
and other first-class bonds and

We shall continue our display ol' Fine WTall Papers and Decorations,
Curtain Materials, Lace Cui tains, &c., &c., to which
w,0 cordially invite the public.

afford a speedy, though somewhat permeans of getting an offing or of reachthe
favorite resort. Just as a steamer is
ing
about to sail, the capeward bound stevedore
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BANKERS,

Maine Central

Must be Closed at Once.

result of using Karhairon.

ilous

The hero of this adventure is a French
Canadian by birth, who during the late war
served for a time in tho rebel army, under
He deserted to the Union
Gen. Magruder.
lines, and getting on board a vessel at Galmade
good his escape North, He is
veston,

Allen <fc

OF

Pat Rooney's New York Star Combination!
The most
Show
the face of the Globe.

Bankers and Brokers.

FDr

mwcaiajj m.

""TUESDAY, ?Iar. 20,

ht Only!

Oue N

TAILORING DEPARTMENT

Poller Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

land,

night.

WILL OCCUR

EHTARLINIIED

The various regular lines of steamers running to New York and Boston from Port-

Action was the word now, and dire neceswhetted his wits.
Without moving
from his seat he managed to disen2age the
“sprit” from his sail, and also to secure the
small line used for a sheet.
With the latter
he tightly bound his pocket knife to the
“sprit” and then bending forward he sought
to cut tho painter.
This was no easy task,
having to cut lengthwise of the rope and
the
sense
of
wholly by
feeling as indicated
at the end of a long pole. Perseverance was
rewarded by success, and in time he severed
connection with the steamer.
When the
lino sundered, tho sudden suspension of
momentum pitched tho man headlong into
the bottom of his boat, and at tho same time,
the boat veered completely around.
Recovering himself, he naturally looked ahead for
the departing steamer and though she was
nowhere to be seen, he could hear her paddles directly astern.
xYttributing the reversed order of things to his somersault in
the bottom of the boat he was completely
nonplussed as to what course to take to
reach the land. Fortunately be was not out
of hearing of the cape “siren,” and its welcome strains guided him safe back to “Pilot’s Retreat” where he landed about mid-

PORTLANDTHEATRE
Frank CurtisProprietor
Manager/

Boston.

f f the most painful nature on liis
head, face eyes
and hands, nearly destroying his
eyesight, cured' af
ter a consultation of physicians had failed. F. II.
Drake, Detroit. Mich.
Milk Crust—Baby of two years, head covered with
crusts and sores euied, and how a tine
heaitby child.
Mrs. Mowers, 145 Clinton St., Cincinnati.
Price: Cuticura, 60 cts. an<T$l. 0 per box. Cuticura R«-solvent, §1.00 per bottle.
Cuticura
Soap, 25 cts. Cuticura Shaving Soap, 15 cts.

broom

Admission 25c. Reserved seats 60c. and 35c.
Tickets for sale by members of the class, at Stockbridtre’s an I the academy. Doors open at 2 o’clock,
Exhibition commences at 3 o’clock. Carriages ms y
be ordered at 6 o’clock.
marl3dtf

eod3t

—

Saturday, March 10.

face,
cured

on

BB A

giv-

Concert before the Entertainment.

middle Street.

marl 3

SKIN DISEASES

iu

All the special fancy dances to bo
the stage.

en on

ANNUAL TOUR

Psoriasis or Leprosy of 20 years’
standing perfectly cured. Moss wonderful case on record. Cure
certified to before a magistrate and well-known citizens.
H. E, Carpenter, Henderson, Ar. Y.

So

A largo stage to be used for d ittoing
in connection with a portion of the floor.

and

—

neck, and head for 12 yeaw perby Cuticura Remedies, after medmanently
ical and hospital treatment had failed. Hon. Wm.
8
Pemberton
Taylor,
sq., Boston.
Salt Rheum covering the body ior 10 years, and
all
known
methods
of treatment, cored by
resisting
Cuticura Remedies. Cfias. Houghton, fawner * 28

the

Exhibition to be given by g«3 light.

Gentlemen’s Garments to Measure,

SCROFULOUS

Si.,

Saturday Afternoon, March 31st.

HORftTO STAPLES.

-FOR-

The

State

—

FINE IMPORTED CLOTHS!

CUTICURA RESOLVENT.

Humor

op

—

3EC.£LXjXi’

CITY

,See our window full
of beautiful bordered
Handkerchiefs at 5
cents each.
Owing? to >he limited
quantity of them we
the
must
restrict
number sold to any
one person, to ninetynine.

BISPIiAlf

unsullied honor. They differ
comp sition from
all other known remedies. Hence they command
the confidence of physicians, druggists, and all afflicted.

men, and

long painter around a standard, or through
-a ring bolt, takes the end in his hand ana
seating himself in the stern-sheets, is soou
spinning through the water at the rate of
ten or twelve miles an hour.
When he has
towed far enough, he lets go the
painter, and
it easily slips from its fastening.
On one occasion a certain stevedore had
hastily secured his painter in the manner
described, to the rudder chains of the steamer John Brooks.
His destination was the
resort at the end of the
cape. Before getting
half way there, night and a dense fog was
encountered, making it necessary for him
to depend solely upon his judgment, as to
when to cut loose from the steamer.
The moment having arrived,
imagine the
man’s amazement to find that the
rope had
become so tightly pinched in the links of the
as
to
all
his
chain,
efforts to extricate
defy
it. He bethought himself of his
knife, but
to make any forward
movement, and thus
change the trim of the boat, would instantly
capsize her. To make known his situation
to the officers of the steamer, and have her
stopped was not to be thought of, except as
a last resort.
Meanwhile the steamer swiftly thundered on, her ponderous paddles
churning the waves to a phosphorescent
glow on either side of the hapless stevedore,
while the deepening darkness and damp fog
cast a weird gloom around him.
To add to
the unpleasantness of the
situation, the
sound of the cape fog-signal now fell
upon
his ears in a direction indicating that he
would soou be bereft of his only guide back
to land that night.

Ball,

Exhibition

Juvenile

SPRING OPENING

Scrofu'a, Scrof jloue,
Contusions, Itching, Scaly, Pimply, Mernulal
Cancerous, Infanti e anil Birth Humors, Blooi Poisons, and Torturing Skin Diseases, is the CcncuBA
Remedies. They have performed miracles of cures
when physician., hospitals anil all other means failed. They are the only Skin and Blood Cures free
from Mercury, arsenic, and mineral poison-.
They
prepared by chemists of world wide celebrity and
in
only

are no

takes his boat under the stern, passes his

GILBERT’S

Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 23,

—AT

is
ever
ripe among
the subjects of this
exceptions to the rule. Each
man carries a pail or box,
containing sufficient food for a two or three day’s absence,
and at some stage of the eating thereof, it
used to be a common thing to witness a
sudden shedding of tears aiid gasping for
breath, owing to a doughnut or turnover
having been slyly charged with red pepper.
One may tantalize his fellows by frequently
exhibiting to them a particularly nice cake
or pie, hut when he comes to eat
it, carpet
lacks are found to outnumber the plums in
it ten to one. Sometimes a man is invited
to “try a little of this
very nice syrup,”
only to find, when too late, that he has
spoiled his dinner by too copious a dose of
shellac, or copal varnish.
Perchance a stevedore boards some large
steam collier or other inbound loaded vessel,
fortified with a sealed and signed special
“recommend ” from some influential source
setting forth the bearer’s competency, trustworthiness, etc., and urging his retention
for such service as the ship may require.
The captain breaks the seal and reads to the
astonished “steve” a biographical sketch of
an entirely opposite tenor from what the
envelope originally contained, and the poor
victim, despite his attempt to explain, is politely requested to get over the side into his
boat again. This, it must be confessed, is
carrying the joke rather too far.

sketch

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS._
OUR AKriXrTX.A-1-.

free lance.
Practical joking

seafaring

[lit. Desert Herald.]

The Chicago Inter-Ocean devotes a whole
page to a retrospective account of the “kilin

their

essential before the Indians
claim the rights accorded the whites of

regards

recreation.

lings”

Not

uses.

TnE April Century will contain sis fullpage illustrations, among them a picture,
“At Sea,” drawn with the graver, without
previous drawing or photographing of the
subject, by Elbridge Kingsley. It will illustrate one of John Burrough’s out-of-door
papers. This picture is noteworthy as be-

many

and was in fact the most isolated man of the

counts

telephonic

wanted

nothing
journalism.
religious associations, aud no friendships,

racing,

to

conversation between
many months ago
places fifty miles apart was considered a
great achievement, and the years within
which the telephone has had any practical
value may be counted on a few fingers.
After this, what prediction of fntute scientific achievements can be thought rash?

did not

a busimachine to the very end of his life.
George Law was very similar in his character and habits. These men made no benevolent bequests. The elder Bennett cared
nothing for pictures, for music and the
drama, for yachts or fancy cattle. He read

with horse

adapted

well

ally

has been successful in

ness

outside of

Cleveland and New York, a distance of some
700 miles as the wires run. This has bi-en
accomplished over the new lines of the Postal Telegraph Company, which are unusu-

to detect aDy difference in them save in the method of paint
the
taste
and skill of
ing. This varies with
the owner; and no matter how often a pilot
may change his boat for a new one, he invariably clings to one style of paint. One has
his boat painted all white, another all green.
One is green top with white bottom, another
white top and green bottom. One is black

nicely skilled in boat-craft

to

Patents promptly and

jul2dtf
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AT

Stubbs’
Algernon
STORE.
ART

JfiiM Received: A complete line of
ART GOODS, Engravinge, a
large and fine assortment,
including the latest subjects. i make a spectally of Frames,
of m IiicIi | have a large
variety.
Gold Gilt I
raining In nil ilie
intest patterns. Artist materials and all Hie novelties to decorate.
OLD STAND OF STUBBS BK01HERS:

26 TEMPLE
PORTLAND,

n>.

St, Portland. Me.

relating

faithfully executed.

—

STREET.
MAINE.

ALGERNON STUBBS.

feb~7__

eodtfeb2
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EXAMINE !

111:FOB E Y01 BUY
Examineonr stock of Table linens, Towels, Napkins etc.

GKO, A
499

Congres

mar 13

GAY A
Corner Btown.

1 Lot Fomnanls nnbh achetl
ton 0 l-2c. worth 8.

CO., GKO. A. G
499

eodtf
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>

CoL*s

Y & CO.,

Ccngrt-M, Curm-i Browr*.
eodtf
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WRECK OF

PRESS.

MUBIC AND DRAMA.

THE J. W. SAWYER.

NEW

A BIO BLAZE.

ROONEY’S COMBINATION.
Pat Rooney’s variety entertainment always
draws good houses in Portland, and the performance next Tuesday will be no exception to
the general rule. The list of talent is published in the ad vertisement. The sale of seats
will commence this morning.

ADVERTSEMENTS.

NEW ADVERT rSEMENTS.

SALES,

_AUCTION

PAT

SAfliRDAT MORNING, MARCH 17.

Thrilling: Experience of the Survivors.

THE PRESS.
obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
May
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunoil & Oo,, Andrews, Armstrong, Went'-orth, Hodsoon, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett, Bose, Hitchings
McFarland, Watson, strange, Stinson, Boston
Si Maine »*>epot, and Chiaholin Bros., „«i all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co*|
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
“
A, L. Jellersoa.
Brunswick, B. G. Donnis h.
Cumberland MUls^F. A. Verrill.
Damantscotta, E. W. Dunbar/
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Hannon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoe.
Gardiner, Balmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Hallow ell, C. L. ipaulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. I>. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway. S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orcnard Geo. K. Fogg, A. L. Jellison,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,

Capl. Abbey, of the Revenue steamer Woodbury, who brought the survivors of the schooner J. W. Sawyer, from Burnt Coat Harbor,
obtained the following particulars, from Captain Orchard, who with Mr. Bolton, whose leg
was broken, occupied his cabin on the passage

bo

Sabattns, E. II. Johnson.
Saccarappa.F. E. Webb
Saco, II. B. Kendrick Si Co.,
Spring vale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.

CITY AND
Other

NKW

bee

sure cure.

swept by the vessel and and a line was thrown
to him.
He grasped it, hut the surge was too
Another
strong and tore it from his hold.
landed safely on an outer rock and attempted
to cross a gulch to the main rock, but hesitating a moment too long rushed into the chasm
just as a breaker filled it and swept him to

THE LYCEUM.

remain to see
Harvey Collins, Lottie Zailia and Lottie Ward.
Pink Dominoes will be given at the matinee
to-day aud at tbe evening performance and
then withdrawn from the boards. The departure of Mr. Collins will be very generally regretted by the patrons of the Lyceum. The
bill for next week will be announced Monday.
But two more

Capt. Orchard, his son and one man remainclinging to the wreck from eight o’clck
until past one in tho morning, nearly perishing
with cold, the Captain’s toes being frozen.
Finally the son made the passage to shore sue

Mr. Geo. L. Smith, representative of the
Madison Square Theatre, New York, will
shortly visit this city to arrange for the production of the great metropolitan success “Esmeralda,” which has been running over 800
nights at tbe New Y'ork Theatre, and which
has been a great dramatic success the past

that time left. The men on shore had in the
meantime
been using every exertion
to
save their shipmates, seizing them as they were

year.

Tbe Schubert
next

Sir. Bolton had his leg broken soon
after tho vessel struck by a chain box sweeping against it. Thus almost helpless and unassisted, he had tha nerve to drop overboard and

Trial size 10 cents.

a

himself to the surf. It seems wonderful
that with a broken leg .he should have been
able to push through the surf and ice, with the
tru6t

by millions

of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from paiD
cures djeentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the
bowels and wind colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother.
Price Twentyfive Cenls a bottle.
Dec! MWS&wly

Municipal Court,
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Friday.—Walter L. Rummery.
Intoxication.
Fined $5 and costs.
Jane Small. Search and seizure. Discharged.
James D. Moore, Fred’k Cusbmau.
Search arid
seizure. Fined $100 and costs
Appealed.
Michael Eagan. Search and seizure. Fined $100
and costs.

every man leave the vessel, succeeded in
the rocks at the first attempt, tbut before he conld secure his footing, a wave tore
his grasp from the rocks and swept him back
under the stern. The next surge swept him in
again, when he grasped an icy rope which be
conld hold bnt a moment, for he was again
The third
swept back beneath the wreck.
surge carried him violently against the rooks,
from which he fell back crashed; but one

reaching

above the swirl

was

fortunately

by one of the watching crew, who rushed
in, grasped and held him until the wave re
was

saved.
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ledge, exposed to the bitter blast aud flying
spray, with the thermometer below zero two
mile from the nearest habitation, Bhut out by
8eld ice. A fire was their only hope. Fortunately one man was a Emoker and bad .just
three matches in his pocket. The men collected wreck stuff and made careful preparations
to bnild their fire. Two
the
precious
matches were lighted successfully and extin-

Cold again yesterday. Mercury 14° at sunrise, 21° at noon, 20° at sunset; wind west,
northwest.
The Portland & Rochester Railroad are to
have a new freight house at Saccarappa, and
workmen are now at work on the Bame.
At Salem a one-armed man giving the name
of McDonald, and claiming to be a member of
Unity Lodge of Odd Fellows in Portland, is
about the streets asking charity. The Odd
Fellows there gave him a dinner and telegraphed for information to this city. The anreturned that he is a fraud.
Dr. Hill Monday evening will give an account of his cruise with the late Professor
Agassiz to the Gallapagos Islands in 1872, to
the members of the Natural History Society.
The Maine Steamship Company advertise
swer was

for sale both their steamers, the Eleanora and
Franconia, plying between this city and New
York. They are aiso ready to lease their
wharves here and in New York, with buildings
thereon, dock engines and all fixtures.
A meeting of the Portland Soldiers and
Sailors’ Monument Association will be held at
Reception Hail. City Building, this evening at
7.30 o’clock. All persons interested are corto be present.
The Reform Club will hold their usual temperance meeting tc-morrow evening at 7.00.
Good speaking and singing. The public are

dially invited

invited to attend.
A ladies’ gospel temperance meeting will be
heldlat the Mission this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
are

invited.

Entertainment at Woodford’s.
The seventh and closing entertainment ot
the lecture course at Woodford’s will be given
in Lewis’ Hall, Monday evening next, 14th
inst., when will be presented the charming
operetta of “The Immortal Fountain; or the
Source of Beauty,” to be followed by the
novelty of a “broom drill,” to be performed by
The operetta was preeight yonng ladies.
sented in City Hall, Portland, some years ago,
and delighted the large andience then in attendance. Its performance on Monday evening
cannot fail to please. Let the hall be crowded.
The entertainment is given under the auspices
of ladies of the
of

a

Congregational Society

in aid

most worthy object.

Longfellow Statue Association.
A special meeting of the Longfellow Statue
Association will be held at the Aldermen’s
loom, City Building, at 4 o’clock this afternoon.

Following are additional contributions from
schools outside the city.
.§ 6.30
Ij. O. Straw, high school, Saco
2.30
Intermediate school, Brunswick....
Prof. Itobinson, S. S. cummittee, Bruns6.50
wick.
G. T Fletcher, Si’pt. schools, Auburn. 26.00
2.20
Linilay high school, Shapleigb.
5.30
E. W. Powers, Batb
14.67
Rockland.
B.
Addle
Perry,
George E. Hughes, high school, Bath. 14.20

$74.52
Assessor’s Case.
A hearing was held before Hon. W. L. Putnam, assessor, in the United States court-room,
yesterday, in order that he might assess the
damages to the schooner Sea Breeze caused by
An

the blast. With tho third, upon
which their hopes depended a blaze was secured, and with a piece of sail a shelter wes im-

provised to protect .the injured men. The
fires were kept going all night, the next day,
tho following night and part of another day,
when rescue reached them.
in patching up a dory which

$7,000.
A fashionable wedding took place last Wednesday at the residence of the bride’s father in
Delhi, N. Y., the contracting parties being

Esq., of

Delhi.
The Westbrook Chronicle says: “Wo regret
to learn of the death of J. G.'Parker of Saccarappa. Mr. Parker was for many years fore-

bruising him badly.
A lady slipped on

was

a

Pennell

of
Hall

Mills

Androscoggin

is received in fines! Thus it will bo seen the
station is to cost the State nothing and unless
some fraud is dotected there will be no appropriation for the station. If the Secretary of
the State board, or his inspector, sells himself
out to anv dealer in fertilizers, he is to be
fined $500.

entertained here as well as at the
farm by General Mattocks.
Walter Raffey and G. Jones of Montreal are
at the Merchants’ Exchango Hotel, visiting
the offices of the cceau steamers.

The “State Canvass.”
The revival work known as the “State canvass” is now being conducted in Washington
county by Messrs. Frank Jones, Henry Smith

The Advertiser says: “It is understood that
when the lease of the Eastern takes effect, Mr.
Payson Tucker will return to the superintendence of the Maine Central.”

and Allen of the Young Men’s Christian Association, and has been meeting with marked

Roller Skating Rink.
Next Tuesday evening occurs another grand
exhibition of fancy skating. For this occasion
the managers have secured the services of th®
renowned skater, Miss Edith Pierce cf Lowell,
Mass., the champion lady ekatorial artist op
New England, who will give one of her unique
and unapproachable exhibitions of fancy skat-

In the city of Calais and town of
St. Stephens there have recently been 535 conversions. Thursday the good work commenced
atDanforth, Mr- C. M. Bailey of Winthrop
success.

It is
being present at the opening meeting.
through Mr. Bailey’s munificence and interest
in the Christian cause that the first three gentlemen are kept in the field and this work
prosecuted eo successfully, he paying all expenses at an annual cost of $2000.

This is the first opportunity presented
here to witness the skating of a lady expert

ing.

Pierce:
“At the Bkating link, Miss Edith Pierce
gave an exhibition of plain and fancy skating
and it is safe to say that better skating has
never been seen in this city.
Miss Pierce is
perfectly at home on tho rollers and performs
the most intricate movements with ease. A
handsome bouquet was presented to her at the
close of her exhibition by some of her admirers.”
All papers speak alike in glowing terms of

__

the exhibitions of this lady skater.
Arrangements are being rapidly forwarded for a grand
masquerade to take place at an early fate, and
which promises to
in this city.

eclipse

any

previous efforts

(Jape Elizabeth.
Last Wednesday morning Mr. Moses Day
froze one ear very badly in walking from Ferry
Village to the Dry Dock.
Schools in this district closed Friday. District meeting is called for next Tuesday evening, to choose clerk and agent.
The Eastern Railroad has placed a Hag-man

rates.

Suicide at Hurricane.
who re
Guiseppe Zavattoni, a stonecutter
suicide at
cently came from Italy, committed
Hurricane Monday evening, being insane. lie
had shown signs of insanity for a few days, but
had continued working, and it was not thought
He left
that he hid any Buicidal tendency.
his boarding place during the evening,and was
Search was
seen going toward the shore.
made and next morning his body was found in
the water at the noithern end of the island.

tlieir crossing near Cape Elizibeth depot.
This is a stop in the right direction, as there
have been several accidents at this point.
One day the first of tho weok, Mr. E. A.
Thomas, caulker, in the employ of Mr. Leighton, had his ankle badly crushed by a falling

at

stkge

at

Kuightville.

Possible Fraud.

Portland Turnverein.
annual meeting of
the Pertland Turnverein held last evening the follow*
ing officers Were elected:
Speaker—Arthur B. Morrill.
Treasurer—J. C. Dennis.
Secretary—A. R. Stubbs.
Deader—K. D Smith.
Armorer—G M. Howe.
Director of Entertainments—C. A. Strout.
Assistant Deader—F. D. Punt.

A

the

woman

calling herself Mary Brooks is

soliciting money to enable her to go to Fall
River as she represents. She claims residence
both at 11(1 and 125 Fore street. As the visitor
of the Associated Charities fer that district
finds no residence at either of these numbers,
it is thought best to publish the fact to warn
the charitably disposed against a probable
fraud.
__

The City of Richmond.
Steamer City of Richmond arrived at G p.
A large party gathered at the residence of
m. yesterday.
The ice prevented her going to
Captain John Bennett on Howard street,
Castine and height will not be received for
the birthday ol
celebrate
to
Thursday evening,
that landing today.
She will leavo ..t 11
his second daughter. It was a very enjoyable
! o'clock this evening for Rockland, South West
occ sou and all did their best to make it u
long remembered evening. Excellent refresh, j Harbor, Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Jonesport
and Machiasport.
ments were served.

Birthday Party.

|

severely

fraudulent fertilizers are fined $100 for first offence aud $200 for later offences.
The fee of
the inspector of fertilizers is to be $15 and
traveling expenses for each test—provided that
no larger sum is paid out of the treasury than

were

alone and doubtless a large number will avail
The Salem Post bas the folthemselves of it.
lowing to say of an exhibition given by Miss

on

and in

The Fertilizer Experiment Station.
The fertilizer experiment station bill now a
law is somewhat changed from the original
draft. The Secretary of the Board of AgricuL
ture or some one by him uepntized, shall test
fertilizers. All fertilizers must have labels attached, 6howiug their analysis, and sellers of

of Rockland,
county, Representatives
Moore of Thoinastou,
Spear of Hallowell,
Heath of Augusta, Luce of New Vineyard,
Goodwin of St. AlbanB, Wilson of Paris,
Bearce cf Norway, White and Horr of Lewis.
toD, Hale of Portland, Hobait of Cornville,
Small of Limington, DeeriDg of Waterboro,
Wentworth of North Berwick, and Gilmore of
Dedham, and Postmaster Manley of Augusta.
They returned to the city on the evening train
and

icy pavement

street, yesterday afternoon,
putting out her hand to save herself
sprained one wrist.

farm, Gen. Mattock’s property, and consisted
in part of Senator

the

Federal

A large party from the Legislature passed
through Portland yesterday to visit Riverside

of travelling singly to New Orleans,
from which point the grand excursion will
start on April 18th, and the entire fare for
round trip from New York is only 8223, from
Boston 8230, from Philadelphia 8220. Tickets
at any raiiroad centre in the
can be

At

connected with the

member of tbo Cumberland
Mntnal Relief Association.”

er

privilege

Union

shops

paper mills, in which position he was highly
esteemed by his employers. He was a gentleman of more than usual ability,and as a workman aud overseer bad no superior,
Mr. Park-

Excursion to California.
Mersrs. Lave & Alden are planning a delightful excursion. It consists of a spring visit
to San Francisco via New Orleans, through
Texas, Mexico, New Mexico and Southern
California. The excursionists will have the

purchased
proportionate

Express Agent McKenney, ou the Portlan d
& Rochester Railroad, came near losing his
life the other day. While being shaved at
Rochester, be was seized with a fit of sneezing
just as the razor was passing over the jugular
vein. K'e will carry the marks for Borne days.
Bernard Aaronson, Esq., Elipped and fell
when in front of the post office Thursday,

j

St. Paul’s Church.
The Bishop will makeAn official visitation
of this parish to administer confirmation on
Good Friday evening. The members of the
class who have not yet been bapt'zed, will receive the Sacrament of Holy Baptism tomor-

(Palm Sunday) at 10.30 a. m. The Rector
will preach. At the 7 o’clock vesper service
the Eector will deliver the last sermon of the
lecture course on the Book of Daniel.
Subject ‘‘Daniel’s Witness to Christ.”

ef

Fresh

IN

The store of J. T. Merrill of Gray had a narrow escape from destruction by fire, Thursday.
A lady was in the store when she remarked to
the proprietor that the store was on fire. The
funnel of the stove had become overheated
The flame8
and set firo to the flooring above.

were^riomplly extinguished
age to the building.

with slight dam-

Eastern Dredging Company.
The annual meeting of the stockholders ot
the Eastern Dredging Company?was held yesterday and the following gentlemen elected
directors:
W. W. Wright, Courtland P. Dixon, Geo.
E. Runyon, of N. Y., Henry B. Cleaves and A
K. Wright.
A. R. Wrighttwas re-elected General Manager.
__

Millinery Store.
Messrs. Bibber, McMann & Co., the wholesale milliners, have fitted up the store in Farrington block, formerly occupied by Miss
Flood, ai d opened it as a retail millinery
store. They have engaged the services of a
first class Boston milliner, and their connection with leading houses in the country, enable them to keep in stock the best of goods, at
reasonable prices
New

Dominion Line.
The Montreal, from Portland, March 3d,
with 252 cattle and 459 Bheep, arrived at Liverpool, Wednesday, and lauded them all in good
condition with the exception of 38 sheep
which died on the passage.
The Brooklyn sailed from Liverpool, Thurs-

day, for this port.
The Dominion arrived at Halifax

yesterday
morning, and will be due here Sunday.

Smoked Dried Beef. .y3
**

.1

60c

30c

•*•

30c
17c
32c

*•

Pigs’Feet, Boneless..... .2Va
FISH.

35c

Salmon, Columbia River.1
.2
Fresh Cove.1“
•*
*•
.2“
..1
Clams,
.2
Lobstor
y..l
..2
1
Mackerel

20c
30e
15c

15c
18c

<*

“

16c
ig0
12c

Shrimps,

40c

Russian Caviar....

36c

Tunny Fish.

Crab Meot

2
2

lit_•

n

Ob

n_.1
» UUU, U ilivu

18c

28c
2Cc

Portland.

orders to the amount of $10.00

will be delivered free to

or more

anv

station

We

30c

"

18c
35c
36c
26c

*•

**

Clam Chowder. ..3“

1?_.il
1
x.
11UC VI 1WVIIUIU9VU

25c

“

05c
25 & 46c

IIJ,

to a first class
tore.

within r>0 miles

Lubiu,
Pinaud*
Piver,

Poiitain,
Atkinson,
Coudray.
Wright,
Woodworth, &

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROCERS,

585 and 587

Congress and 235 Middle Sts., Portland, Me.
eo<12w

marl7

Palmer.

Lubin,
Coudray, Pinaud,
Eeckelaere, Colgate,

SATURDAY, MARCH t7.

Bazin & Sargent,
Robinson & McKeone.

We shall make a Special Sale of PERFUMERY at 15 cents. This lot is in every way
equal to that sold last Saturday, and will be
the last for the season.

Large assortment of
Tooth,
Nail,
Hand, Clothes,
Hair &

COE,

Shaving
Brushes,

Physicians will find
stock of Elixirs,

marl 7—411

our

Fluid Extracts, Tinctures
&c.
complete,
making most of them
in our own Laboratory from the ernde materials, using only the
best quality.
Please give us acall,
and
can
save
yon

THE
ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

HATTER

TUB

IS&7 middle Street.

Popular Pianoforte

eodtf

METHOD.

TRY^

A Third of

tor. B M Eames.

Addison—Moderator, C S Leighton; Clerk E A
Austin; Selectmen, Henry Nash, H T Nash, A R
Drisk >; Overseers of the Poor, E A Austin, G K
Merritt, A R Drisko; Assessors, E \ Austin, A J
It Drisko; Treasurer. N. N. Wass; AudiNash,
tor, E A Austin; supervisor of Schools, A I) Tracy;
Town Agent. A J Nash; Collector, J E Getchell.
Hope—Moderator, Nathaniel Alford; Clerk H
M Cole; Selectmen, H M Colo, A P StCiaire, Marcellus Metcalf; Treasurer, N Alford; Supervisor of
Schools, Mary F. Carkin; Collector, J P Hobbs;
Sexton, M Metcalf; Agent, W J Allen.

Every shape

In Memoriam.

for

Spring

ARE

S3.60 will buy

Try

of bringing out their friends.
Portland to Liverpool:

Dates of

sailing

1

Exchange Street
PORTLAND.
linrl 4

dtf

from

rent about one half what our
competitors pay
2nd—'Wo keep all widths fron the narrowest to
the widest.
3rd—We have our boots made to
rant each and every pair.

TuRONTO, Capt. Jos. Gibson.19Apr.
SARNIA, Capt. Lindall.
3May.
SATES

OV

PASSAGE.

....
..

RUBBER GOODS

ALL THE GO.

H.

J.

entire new silk Hat.
fine Silk Hat.
Laced Dog Skin Street Gloves.

NICHOLS,

representing

the fine tailoring establishment of

LEWIS, 417 Washington
Street, Boston, will he at the Fal-

J. H.

mouth House. Monday and Tuesday, March 19 and 20, with a full
aud complete line of samples, embracing everything new and desirable for the coming season, and respectfully ashs an examination of
the same

STREET,
Cold Hat.
eodtf

ggp^SuEtlay Times Copy.

THE LATEST

Seven miles
land,
Saccarappa and CumberZEPHYR RUBBERS CONTAINING
Mills. Well adapted
milk
M.

470 Children’s Circulars

60 acre?.
from Porttwo miles from
farm. Terms
for a
KAY, 100 Exchange Street,
easy. Enquire F.
Portland, or on the premises of
marl9wltl2
STEPHEN HARRIS.

.90

1600 Ladies’ Circulars

$1.00

Coats

1.25

600 Men’s Coats

1.50

Boys’

3ME. €3-. Pis IjiMHB
-30 Middle Street.
marl7

,

dtf

CHAS. H. O'BRION,

of “Cleveland’s

“Koyal
in this

wnolesaSe and Retail Dealer in

Superior Balling Powder.”

CJ €3 A 3a

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.G1 per cent
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per or.
of Powder.

Domestic

Coali

Specialty,

a

Prices.

at

SATURDAY MORNING
and continue until further notice.

PIANO COVERS,

©

Lowest Market

at

Street,

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda'
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per tent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per or.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches per or. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
New York, Jan’y 17th, 1881.

1’OBTL.AIVD

astonishingly

Warerooms of

maim:.

Orders received by Toleplione.

hereby given, that from this date, John
Mercer is associated as partner with C. H.
Coal
Merchant. The firm name to remain
O’Brion,
apl6-dtf
unchanged.
Notice is

Samuel Thurston
3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

dti

n0vl4

(iVInssufncturing Confectioner)

13 MARKET
OFFERS

SQUARE
ON

—

SATI)RM¥,MAR.17
a

fine

lot of fresh

CHOCOLATE DROPS!
—

A

Imported
Or. WilJior'H Cod Liver Oil and I/irne.Invalids need no longer dread to take that great specific for Consumption. As hma, and threatening
Coughs.—Cod Liver Oil and Lime. Ah prepared by
Dr. Wilbor it is robbed of the nauseating taste, and
a Iso embodies a preparation of the Phosphate of

Lime, giving nature the very article required to aid
the healing qualities of the Oil, and to re-create

FOR

|

amd Domestic

EASTER CARDS C. 0. HUDS0N7l3 Market Sfl.
dtf

marlD

complete

assortment may be

secu

the

Lungs.

Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist,
Boston. Sold by all druggists. mnr8eod&w2wll

A SPECIALTY.
in

the city and lowest prices.

OSO. A. CAY

"a. CHICHESTER,

1

&CO.,

499 Congress St., Corner
mails

all the leading styles.

GENTLEMEN’S
Hue boots and shoes for dress, widths, AA, A, B,
&JD. Gents’ medium priced Boots a specialty. 100 pairs Gents’ Congress Boots to
close (odd sizes only $2.50
former price $4.00.)
If
you want a good trade
please call and
examine.

C,

difficult feet perfectly fitted.

Brown.
««dU

BROWN,
-THE-

SHOE DEALER
421 Congress St.
eodtf

marlO

Graaltc
for White Marble
for the Washington Monument.
or

Proposals

Engineer Office:

Washington

Monument,

mar 2

d4w

CLOTHIERb.

NECKWEAR. jlo. 470
Congress St.

Wc can show one of largest assortments of Neckwear in city.

GEO. A. GAY & CO..
499 Congress St., Corner Brown.
marls

t

Washington L>. C., March 12, 1883. |
PROPOSALS will be received at this
on

Monday the

26th

day

of

March, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter
in the presence of bidders, for furnishing at the
site of the Washington Monument in thisc’tv:
Forty two thousand (42,000) cubic ft. (more or
less) of white marble, or
Ten thousand (10,000) cubic ft. (more or less of
rough granite.
Specifications, blanks, or
further information
will be furnished from this any
office on request of parties engaged in the business of quarrying Mich ma-

The

Wholt snlc niid Kctaii

No. 474 Congress Street.

CURTAIN LACES AND SHAMS LACE
Largest stock

Street.

3

THOMAS LINCOLN CASEY,
Lieut. Col. Engineers, l\ S. A.,
marl3dCt
Engineer in charge.

at

Eersons

Irritation of

Congress

terials.

A

has destrojed. It also forms a remarkable tonic, and will came we-tk and debilitated
to become strong and robust. It should bo
ept in every family for instant use on the first apor

N. V. Boots, i

on

office until 12 M.,
SEALED

—

where disease

Coughs

Woodmansee & Garside’s
Fine N. Y. Boots,

—

SATURDAY !

pearance of

all the leading styles.

SIGN OF THU GOLD BOOT.

SPECIAL BARGAIN

“Messrs. F. W. Kinsman & Co.: Gents,—I
have sold your Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam over my counter for nine years; and I
must say, that,
during an experience of
twenty-six years in the retail drug business, I
have never sold any thing for coughs, colds,
etc., that has given such universal satisfaction
as your Adamson’s Botanic Balsam.
I recommend it above all others. Yours truly,

X. Y. Boots in

HUtfSON

C.O.

AT

Dr. Genlh of the University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
Wm. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronounoe it absolutely pure and healthful—Hall’s Journal of
Health.

week

LADIES’
ne

iltf

(No. 3.)

WILL YOU CALL 1

iege;

or

LADIES’

Your

raarlG

—

F.

The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland’s Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder.
It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale Col-

day

Kid Foxed Button, with NIatt Kid Toi>, from $2.50
to $4.00.
Many styles from which to
select. All widths from the narrowest to the widest.

OWES, MOORE k CO.

low [prices at

PIANO and ORGAN

‘X7WrloL&Lx?±

“Koyal Butting Powder.”

the

A large ami elegant assortment
of

the

322 Commercial

Three thousand garments is a large
quantity to sell in a city the size of Portland, but we believe that our customers
will take advantage of su h remarkable
bargains and buy for their trends, or
futnre use. Sale will commence

specialty,

for small wages are invited to
call and examine our Kid Button
Boots with worked Button Holes, low vamp
Box Toe. The best hoot that can be sold for the
money.
Only $2.00

Fine

land

The Government Chemist Analyses two
of the Leading Baking Powders, and
what he liuds them made of

Ladle*
this season from
$3.00. Ill widths and
many sytles from which to
select. You who work

rioduction

500

Farm for Sale in Windham.

for Gentlemen, L illies and Misses ii

One of the most reliable ami best known
ltnbber Companies in Massachusetts,
made a mistake in drving a large lot of
cloth. For all practical purposes the
wns equal to auy made, but
he color Is not ot that glossy clear black
which is considered necessary for the
best goods. Knowing the qnnlity to be
reliable we bought the whole lot and
have had it made up as follows, and
shall sell at prices quoted :

war-

EXTRA BARGAINS
Kid Button a
$2.00 to

by

CX^JFL'O,

order and

in Ladles' Curacoa Kid Buttons for 1883.

has arrived.

marl7d?t

J

For the people in Portland & Vicinity.

1st—Expenses low,

SARNIA, Capt. Lindall.22Mar.
.24Mar.
DOMINION. Capt. Dale
BROOKLYN Capt. M.Gibson. 5Apr
OREGON, Capt. Williams. 7Apr. I

Cabin..
.$50.00 Gold.
.$90:00 Gold.
Cabin, return...
For passage, Ac., apply jo DAVID TORRANCE,
& CO., General Agent*, €5rassl Trunk Freight Offices, foot of India street.
nolOdtmyl

eodtf

BAILEY It NOYES.

.rtQBKSM*.

237 MIDDLE

[

DRUGGISTS,
Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.

anO

DOMINION LINE.
The stepmers of this Line will
prun daring the winter season
fort nightlybetween this port and
{-Tll0 vesse]s are Clyde
built, full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rate.* to those desirous

&ALDEN,

Emerson
&e.

ST&Th&wtf

marl 7

KINSMAN

Longfellow,
Whittier,

OLIVER PIT,SON & CO., Boston.

TIao Hatter,

) Committee.

lot of the
beautiful

new

PAIL PICTURES

Richardson’s New Method for the Pianoforte.
Published by

MERRY,
marl?

A

It has been carefully revised many times, is absowithout errors, and may be termed a “perfect” gusic books.
Its graded system is thoroughly progressive, its
course of musical study eminently practical and
comprehensive, and its selection of pieces for recreation judicious and pleasing.
It is the only true “Richardson,” and should be
ordered by its full title:

deep bereavement of

quaintances.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the family of the deceased and pub-

guppyT

—:also-

lutely

an

Sign of The

money.

fine collection.

successful instruction

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.
By NATHAN RICH Alt DNON. Price $3.43
American or Foreign Fingering.

our

Gents’

have learned of the sudden and
our highly esteemed demonstrator, Dr. L. E. Kimball, in the death of
and
his lovely
accomplished wife,
Resolved, That we, members of the Maine
Medical School, hereby tender to him our deep
sympathy and commiseration in this great
affliction.
Resolved, That we too would unite with him
in lamenting the early death of one known
personally to some of us, and by report to us
all as possessed of so mony virtues ond womanly graces and dear to so large a circle of ac.
we

A

Million Copies sold to date.

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD

Stiff Hats. Stiff Hats. Stiff Hats.

Brunswick, Me., March 15,18$3.
At a meeting of the students of the Maine
Medical School, held Wednesday afternoon,
the following resolutions were adopted:

a

There has been no more
book ever published than

ONE
OF
OUR
NEW
HAT8

Winterport—Selectmen’ E^C Arey, A li Hall,
Georga W Richie; Clerk, George Carlton; Treasurer
and Collector, James WardweU; Agent, C E Arey,
Supervisor of Schools, Walter S Littlfield; Overseers of the Poor, o L Norton, J F Kllingwood, A.
W Hardy, 2d.
Palermo—Moderator, Eli Carr; Clerk, M. Delaney; Selectmen, H F Foye, George Carr, Wyman
libbets; Treasurer, S 11 Bradstreet; Supervisor,
Luther Prince; Collector, 8 B .Jones.
PROSPECT -Moderator, James H Kingman; Clerk
Harry B Hogan; Selectmen, .John F Libby, Thomas
Clark, Joshua 8. Harriman; S. S. Committee. Herbert L Hopkins; Treasurer, John F Libby; Collec-

Soaps, from

Toilet

PERFUMERY!

OwbN, Moore & Co.

marl 7

a

of

/l_
UUK

GEO. G. SHAW & CO.

Clerk, ;

“357 Myrtle Are., Brooklyn, N. Y.”

**

Roast

The Broadway SILK IIATS are
exchange for $3.00. Mew
Stock of Spring Cloves.

years.

“Cicvelnuil’s

#-.11

Turkey..2

45c

out. We

row

Gray

of

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.

Beverage.

Baking Powder,” purchased by myself
city, and I find they contain:

a

U

HATS.

Swanville—Moderator, A E Nickerson; Selectmen, H E Greeley, M C Smart, I B Seekius; Clerk,
II M Chase; Agent. G L Downes: School Committee
T C Smart, for one year, W R Mason for three

and

15c

Retail

SOFT
AND
STIFF

North Haven—Moderator, Lewis Leadbetter,
Jr; Clerk, E 0 Crabtree; Selectmen, &c. S YCrockett, Harrison Beverage, James Y Wooster; Treas-

Powder”

I

12c

.2

—

60c

and Poultry, the most delicious articles of meats ever put up. Thurber’s Celebrated canned Fruits and Vegetables.
A full line of
French Vegetables of all kinds.
llnekins’ Soups. aNo Alaliieri’g Soups, the fluest in the market.
For a complete list of our large and varied* tock, send for Catalogue which will be mailed free to any
address on application. We offer special inducements to those buying in full packages or in large quantities. Send for quotations.

—

Baking

cans

15c

aI..a1.

11

Oysters,

(extra fine).2

v

Tenderloin. 2
English Brawn...2

Ham, Armour’s. 2
Roast Chicken .2

26c
20c

are

Wa nl,.A 1.A..A

bart.

I have examined samples

rb

cans

Beans.2“
Baked Beans...3“
Succotash
.2
Marrow Squasli.—.3“
Golden Pumpkins.3 **
Oyster Bay Asparagus.3 li
Fresh Dwarf Okra. .3“

Smithfield—Moderator. A B Cole; Clerk, Win
J Haynes; Selectmen, W H Ellis, I C Pierce, J H
Morrow; Treasurer. A B Cole.
Cornville—M derator, C E Smith; Selectmen,
etc., Joseph Flanders, D S Willey, F W Stone;
Agent, F W Stone; Clerk and Treasurer, Ii A Merrill; S S Committee, T S Emery; Collector, J W Ho-

Superior

gallon, 36c

2
2

AND

.......

10 & 20c
cans 10c

3 lb

Lima

ELECTIONS.

lished in the Portland papers.
Alfred Hitchcock,
E. H. Trowbridge,
F. T. Simpson,

18c

VEGETABLES.
(standard brand).2 lb

Stringless Beans,

stock, in the following companies at an
average of ahout $2000 in each;
Commercial Union Assarance Co., of London; Franklin Fire Insurance Co., of Philadelphia: First National Insurance Co., of
Worcester; London and Lancashire Insurance
Co., of Liverpool; Merchants’ Insurance Co.,
of Providence; Metropole Insurance Co., of
Paris; Pennsylvania Insurance Co., of Philadelphia; Royal Insurance Co., of Liverpool;
Scottish Union and National Insurance Co,, of
Edinburgh ; City, of London.

Whereas,

2

cans

Tamarinds,

Greeu Poas
Green Peas

on

Frank

2“
3

33c per Can.

Since writing the above we have received
from Messrs. Rollins & Adams the following
statement of the losses and insurance;—$4000
on building, $10,000 on machinery and $12,000

Smith; Collector,

can<

Corned Beef, Armour’s.1 n> cans 26c
••
..2
36c
**
"
.4
«6c
Ox Tongue, whole, Armour’s.2“ “ 76c
»*
*«
<1
3 ** *‘$1.00
Lunch Tongue, whole,
1 “
35c
**
05c
.2

20c

20c
26c
36c
40c

Crapes, Nectarine*, 4k Quince* ut

once.

Thorndike—Moderator, A W Ward; Clerk,
Nelson Gordon. Selectmen. C WLord, A W Ward,
H L Wing; Supervisor, Roscoe Bradstreet; Treasurer, Peter Harmon; Collector, F A Harmon.
Orrinc, ton
Moderator, Warren Nickerson;
Clerk. Joseph D Baker; Selectmen, &c, Joseph D
A
N
Baker,
Lufkin, N A Nickerson; Treasurer, A
G Dole: Collector, A G Kent; School Committee,
Solomon Bolton, A N Lufkin.

cans

the finest Fruits packed
in California. We have lately received a large invoice of these goods and quote Peuche*, Bartlett
Pear*, Apricot*
White
Ctierrie*.
^•rawberrieN. fcitg Plum*. Daaaou Plum*,

Mr. Morrill will rebuild at

E C ary.

2 lb

White Cherries,
The Golden Gate goods

thirty-five men and women. He says
the work will not stop, or his peoplo be thrown
out of employment, for, before the ashes were
cold yesterday he made arrangements to go
right on at the oiber factory, about half a mile
distant, where the tannery is also located. The
large store house next to the factory which
was burned, had one end burned off, damaging

Chase;

Blackberries,

Preserved

some

James

Per

MEATS.

2 lb
2
2

Fresh Apple,
Fresh Apple,

& Anderson.
The factory burned is a three story brick
structure, about 80 x 40 feet in size, and was
used entirely for the manufacture of shoe
findings and morocco findings. Mr. Morrill
had many orders on hand and was employing

Waldo—Moderator,

1

TRIITS.

Bartlett Pears,
Fre^h Strawberries,
Sliced Pineapple,
Grated Pineapple,
Whole
Fresh Blueberries,

except $1500 in the Newark, with Palmer

Clarence H. smith; Selectmen, &c., Samuel Kings. !
bury, Joshua C Littlefield, Allen J Simmons; Law i
Agent, Samnel Kingsbury’; Treasurer, Gilman Roberts; Supervisor, Omar G Hursey; Collector, Nahum |

ai t.mrm

Choice Baltimore (Standard Quality,) 15c can.
**
Finest
20c *‘
(Ileary Syrup,)

total loss of some $40,000. The loss on stook,
he said, was about covered by insurance, and
there was about $15,000 on building and machinery. Rollins & Adams hold all the Insur-

L.

o. W.

Regular gale of Furniture and Genera Merchandise every Laturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a,
m.
oct3dtf
Consignments solicited

l’er can.

machinery—much of the latter
specially patented by Mr. Morrill—were entirely consumed and only the walls of the building
left standing. Mr. Morrill could not give a
correct estimate of his loss yesterday morning.
He thought there was about $15,000 worth of
stock consumed, and the building and machinery were worth about $25,000 more making a

Detroit—Moderator, C T Harris; Clerk, J W
Bean; fcelectmen, S S Hackett, O Goodwin, L Lord;
Treasurer, J G Racklilf; Supervisor, C T Harris;
Agent, S S Hackett; Collector, H R Brackett.
Jonesport—Mo.erator, D J Sawyer; Clerk, C H
Mansfield; Selectmen, D J Sawyer, H L Watis. W
F Mansfield; Assessors, JW Peas ley, E L Plummer, D J Sawyer; Overseers of the Poor, E M Sawyer, W F^Iansfield, Geo E Watts; Treasurer, E M
Sawyer.
Belmont Moderator, N B Allenwood: Clerk, O
C Cammett; Selectmen, etc., W A Morrill, N B Allenwood, J A Sprague; Treasurer, M B Hunt; S S
Committee, Miles Pease: Collector. E B Clement:
Auditor, A P Farrow.
Stockton—Moderator, S B Littlefield: Clerk, J
G Lambert; Selectmen, etc., Edmund Shut ■, Wilfred Staples, Mark Ginn; Agent. Frank Hichborn,
Treasurer, Warren F Griffin; 8 S Committee,French; Collector, F R Daggett.
Bristol—Moderator, John J Jay: Clerk. John
Bryant; Selectmen, Dennis Hanley, Jasper Fo^set,
Melville Fosset; S S Committee, Newton Jones;
Treasurer, James Nickels; Auditor, C Bearce; Collector, M Marson.
Corinth—Moderator, Ira W Davis; Clerk. Cba3
Megquier; Selectmen, etc., C A Rubsnso* George
A Cole; Supervisor. Da\id Fletcher;
H Mnith, E
Collector and Treasurer, F B Trickey.

u|, HU

BAILBY,

Sew Ripe and Solid Tacked 10 cts. .'[From the best packers in the State) 10c

the valuable

TOWN

Nnle.room IS Kiel

TOMATOES.

fore the flames burst out in every direction under the roof, lighting up the country for a great
distance. The train over the Maine Central
coming along blew Its whistle violehtly, and
the neighbors were aroused, who rushed to the
spot and attempted to subdue the flames. They
might as well have attempted to extinguish a
furnace fire with a drop of water. They did succeed in getting out the safe and a few cases of
goods. The building and rest of the stock with

perhaps $1000.

price of

CANNED GOODS,
1883 --1883
CORA.
COE
PEACHES.
DRUGS,
THE
CHEMICALS
HATTER
PATENT
HAS
MEDICINES
THE
FOR EVERYBODY.
NEW
keep full stock
everything belongdrug
ing
SPRING
STYLES
Perfumes, from

E. Morrill, and located at Morrill's Corner,
Deering. No warning was given of the fire be-

it

In

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
f. O.

Yesterday morning, at 5 o'clock, ilames
broke oat in tlie roof of the large shoe-finding
and morocco manufactory owned by Charles

ance

F. O. BAILEY Oc CO.,

Spring

Shoe-Finding

Morrill's

Factory.

urer, L

escape.

Mr. Z. F. Little with A. Little & Co of this
city, and Miss Adaie, daughter of S. H. White

a rock in Saco River some time ago.
The assessment of damages is necessary on
account of a suit now going on between parties to which the loss of this schooner relates,
Messrs. J. C.
The hearing is not finished.
Dodge and Strout & Holmes appear for plantiffs, and Strout & Gage with W. F. Lunt for

at

Accidents.
As the noon passenger train yesterday over
the Portland & Rochester was approaohing
Woodford’s, the news-boy named Dow leaned
over the 6ide of
the car from the platform to
take a cigar, or orange, from the hands of the
flagman. He lost his footing and fell, but
luckily a pile of snow broke the fall and he
was only somewhat bruised. It was a narrow

Rev. J. R. Day, formerly paster of the
Chestnut street church in this city goes to a
New York church in April at a salary of

of the machine

Baptist society.

dred enlisted men.
The Paymaster General’s report shows that
$5,204 were paid out during the year.

Personal.

striking

defense.

They

succeeded
was thrown
np,
and three men puElied through the ice to Marshall’s Island, whence word was sent to Burnt
Coat Harbor, and a relief party went in a
schooner and took off tho remainder.
At
that harbor they received the kindest attention. Dr. Phillips ol- Ellsworth went down
and attended to the wounded men.
The
Woodbury was telegraphed for, and took them
off Thursday the 15th and brought them to
this port. The bodies of the three drowned
men wer9 not recovered.

man

Bath

hcorabl; discharged
First Regiment Infantry, M. R. M.—Company A, Parkman; Company F, Milo; Company D, Monson; Company G, Guilford; Company E, Atkii sou; Company H, Sebec
Second Battalion Infantry, M. R. M.—Company D, Canaan; Company E, Athens; Company F, Hartland; Company G, Wellington.
Companies Re-enlisted—Portland Cadets,
Portland; Saco Rifles, Saco; Foxcroft Light
Infantry, Foxcroft.
New Companies Organized—Lewiston Zouaves, Lewiston; Sheridan Guards, Lewiston;
Calais Light Infantry, Calais.
The Reserve Militia, as now’organized, consists of twenty-one officers and three hundred
enlisted men, making the total force of organized militia niney-two officers and twelve hun-

guished by
Brief Jottings.

sing in

The Militia.
The following facte relating to the Maine
militia are from the report of Adjutant General Beal:
Enrolled Militia, consisting of all able-bodied
male citizens between the ages of eighteen and
forty-five years, as returned by the clerks of
the cities, towns and plantations, on the 10th
of May, 1800, numbers ninety-3even thousand,
three hundred and twenty (97,320.)
No change has been made in the organization of the Volunteer Militia since the last annual report, and it now consists of seventy-one
officers and nine hundred and eleven enlisted
men, organized as follows: two regiments of
infantry of eight companies each, one company of infantry, and one four-gun battery of
liebt artillery.
The organization «f tbo Reserve Militia has
changed, owing to expiration of service of
nearly all the organizations composing it.
The following companies, having completed
the two years’ service for which they were enlisted, have been disbanded, and the members

seen

ceded and he

will

Mr. Frank L. Pratt, who is to sing at the
Harmony Lodge concert this evening, is a
nephew of the late Rev. James Pratt, rector of
St. Stephen’s church of pleasant memory. He
is City Messenger of Cambridge, Mass., and
very popular as such. He is a fine bass singer
and is the principal local vocalist of Cambridge.

seen

protruding

quartette

concert

street

thermometer at zero, but he reached the shore
Captain Orohard, who had waited until he had

foot

Tuesday.

At Brunswick, Friday evening of next week,
will be given by the Portland Concert Company, consisting of Mrs. Fannie M.
Hawes, soprano, Mrs. Jennie King Morrison,
contralto, A. E Pennell, tenor, John L. Shaw,
bass, snd Harvey Murray, accompanist. The
proceeds will be” for the benefit of the Main

swept in.

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old
Nurse.
MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
8YRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
Strtes, and has been used for forty years with

All

opportunities

NOTES.

cessfully, followed by the man, and last of all
the Captain. Less then half the vessel was at

White Rose on a Golden Lyre
been adopted as a trade-mark by J. & E. Atkinson?
Because their Toilet Preparations
have become so popular that they a;e extenmalt W&S
sively counterfeited.

success

rence’s cell and where she drank the poison.
Here she surpassed any Juliet we have ever
seen here.
She made as complete a triumph
as any actress ever won, and iu recall and recall was greeted with bursts of hand clapping
and bravos.

and reach the shore, in which all but three
succeeded. These three were sucked back by
the undertow and drowned.
One of these was

ed

a

never-failing

The sale of seats for the three plays by Margaret Mather will begin next Monday morning. She will be at the Portland Theatre the
26tli, 27th and 28th instants, presenting on
these evenings “Romeo and Juliet,” "Leah,
the forsaken” and “As you like it” respectively. The Boston Herald said:—“Twice Margaret Mather was really great—in Friar Law-

destruction.

If you do not feel well try the Health Lift.
Booms 199J Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Why has

MARGARET MATHER.

clinging to the quarter rail, with the freezing
spray dashing over them. One by one they
watched their chances to drop into the waves

Op all the ills liesh is heir to, a cough is one
of the worst. Adamson’s Botanic Cough Bala

and the audience who attend. It is not often
that we can unreservedly recommend, but this
entertainment is so superior in all respects that
tt deserves an unusually hearty endorsement.”

the vesBel broke up rapidly and the others
could not follow immediately, and remained

TO-DAY

Banner says:

Partington was
clean, wholesome, enjoyable and extremely
was
There
everything to commend
laughable.
and nothing to offend. Such plays as these are
creditable alike to tbe performers who present

quently sweep. Part of the men dropped
ashore from the bows at once, almost dry, but

Pianos and Organs—E. B. Robinson & Co.
ENTEltTAI NMENTS.
M. C. M. A.—Drawing School.
City Hall—Stockbridge Course.
Sy mphont Orchestra-City Hall.
Portland Tneatre—Mrs. Partington.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Try One—Merry.
G. Palmer.
Rubbers—M.
Zephyr
Popular Pianoforte—Oliver Ditsou & Co.
Card—J If. Nichols.
Reduction—Geo. G. Shaw & Co.
Perfumery—Owen, Moore & Co.
Dominion Line—Liverpool.
Spring hats—Coe.

is

“The performance of Mrs.

and went too far to the northward, and struck
Black Ledge,a barren rock a hundred yards
long and forty wide, over which high seas fre-

SPECIAL NOTICES.
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Comedy Company. The Gospel
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will appear at Portland Theatre in the same
character, supported by the William Harris

refuge with range lights. Owing to vapor
they could not clearly distinguish the range,

VICINITY.

Local Matter

Next Friday night Mr. Charles Fostelle,who
here last season as Mrs. Partington,

The Sawyer left George’s Bank on the Gtb
of March for Portland, and on the night of
seventh, on account of heavy Westerly gales
and intense cold tried to make Burnt Coat
Harbor, Swan's Island, which is a harbor, of

«

PARTINGTON.

appeared

np.

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.
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“EASTMAN HOUSE,”

NOUTI! CONWAY, IN. H.,
•Is now open for the nccommodat on of the pubUc.
Free carriages to all trains for guests. A tirst-clase

livery

is connected with the House.

ALFRED

EASTMAN,

Proprietor.
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of rooms, third floor, front, wt»h boMd.
86 STATE, COR. GRAY 3T.
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“Frater Ave Atque Vale.'’

president therefore sent for him to post him
bit, and began:
“James, this Is your first job of this kind,

isn’t It?"
"Yes sir.”
“Your first duty must be to exercise vigilance
“Yes sir.”
“Be careful how
“I will, sir.”

ALFRED TENNYSON.

Row

from Desenzano, to your Sirmione row!
So they row’d, aud there we landed—“O venusta
Sirnilo!*
There to me through all the groves of olive in the
summer glow.
There beneath the Roman ruin where the purple
out

us

flowers gr w,
Came that “Ave atque Vale” of the Po.-t s hopeless
woe,
Tenderest of Roman poets nineteen hundred years
*

ago,
Frater Ave atque Vale”—as

we

wat

der’d to and

fro

Gazing at the Lydian laughtor of the Gardalako below

£»veet Catullus’s a!l-but-island olive-silvery Siriuio!
Nineteenth Century.

Ex-Senator Tabor's No. 1.

The People’* Spiritual Meetings, Mercantile Hall
Farrington Block. Congress st. Speaking at 2.SO &
7.30 p. m. by Mrs. E. M. Shirley of Worcester,Mass.
Bov. B. F. Prlti-hard will preach ‘Sunday at Carle
ton Fall, by request at IOV2 o’clock a. m and 8 p.
in.
All are welcome. Please bring Gospel Hymns,

up a

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

_

STEAMERSrF()R
THE

What a Misfortune to disfigure your silverwith liquid preparations of acids when
you can obtain Electro-Silicon, a perfectly
harmless silver polish, of your grocer or drug
gist. Send for sample or 15c. for box. Ad- ;
dress 72 John Btreet, New York.

8ic:«liter ELFAIV^KA. 988 torn*, (O.
built in 1874.

ware

strangers approach you.”

“Xo strangers must be permitted to enter
night under any pretext what-

the bank at
ever.”

“Xo sir.”
“Aud our cashier—he is a good man, honest, reliable, and thoroughly trustworthy,
but it will be your duty to keep an eye on
him.”
“But it will be hard to watch two men
and the bank at the same time, sir.”
“Two men—how?”
“Why, sir, it was only yesterday that the
cashier called me for a talk, and he said you
wete the squarest man in Indiana, but that
it would be just as well to keep both eyes
on you, aud let the directors know if you
hung around after hours!”
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Boynton.

He married

lie had just returned from his summer vacation, and describing the beauties of mountain scenery to a lady friend, he asked, “Have

material to the

public tongue.

when a young man, and in 1859
was seized with the Pike's Peak fever and
in Maine

\ prairie schooner, accompanied by his bride, who shared with
him the perils and exposure of that long and
tedious journey. They camped for a time
at the present site of Denver, which was
then a bleak prairie, where he kept a sort of
eating house and supply store, in which
Mrs. Tabor participated as his chief assistwent to Colorado in

ant and cashier to the establishment.

He then moved on to Pike’s Peak, joining
the innumerable caravan in search for gold.
He settled at Colorado City, which is now a
town of deserted shanties at the base of the
mountain.

He there

opened

a

supply store,
joined the

kept
prospectors in the gulches of the mountains
hunting for treasures. When the Pike’s
his

which

wife

while

he

Peak excitement died out Tabor took up the
line of march and went over the mountains,
the prospectors, his wife driving
team of mules and he another. After
twenty years of drifting about from one
mining camp to another, enduring all sorts
of hardships, even reaching the lowest ebb
of poverty, and sometimes threatened with
starvation, he settled down in a log cabin
near the present site of Leadville, where'he
kept a store and hoarding house for miners,
his wife acting as cook, clerk and postmistress for the camp. Tabor's cabin was a famous resort in those days, aud was the
scene of many incidents that are now a part
of the history of mining life in the Rocky

following
one

mountains.

Mrs. Tabor was a sort of “daughter of the
regiment” among the miners, being the only
woman for miles around, and possessing the
confidence and regard of everybody. She
was a sort of bank of deposit for the rusty
old fellows who did not spend their dust as
fast as they washed it out, and it is said
that she often carried many thousand dollars in gold dust in her bosom wrapped in
little buckskin bags with the names of the
owners attached.
During all this time, and
up to 1875, her husband was a prospector,
meeting wlih little or no luck, while she
kept the wolf from the door selling supplies,
keeping boarders and actin' as laundress in
general fur (he camp at Carbonate Hill.
Good luck came at last, and a fortunate
strike made Tabor one of the richest men in
the West. His name was one of the first of
the famous group in Corbert Hill, and he
soon became the possessor of others quite as
rich from which he has taken millions of
dollars. He now owns In Leadville and
other portions of Colorado more productive
mining property than any other man, and
from some of his mines his income is as
high as $50,000 a month. Others pay nearly
as much, and it is estimated that his annual
Income from his mining property cannot be
less than $500,000, and his entire fortune is
estimated as high as $10,000,000. He has
used his money in buying real estate in
Denver and erecting upon it the handsomest
business blocks west of the Mississippi.
nis opera house, which cost $750,000, is
no doubt, the finest in the country, and is
surpassed in its appointments by few in the
entire world. His residence in Denver is
one of the most conspicuous and costly in
that city, and it is one of the sights for tourists who visit his buildings as a sample of

Western enterprise.
Several months ago Senator Tabor, having
tired of the companion of his poverty and
humble life, endeavored to secure a divorce
from her in one of the back counties of Colorado, using methods which the papers of
Denver claim were not strictly honorable.

Mrs. Tabor went into court and asked for a
division of the property and a separate
maintenance. As a compromise her husband offered her $250,000 and his residence
in Denver provided she wonld consent to the
divorce. This she refused to do for some
time, but finally the divorce was granted on
terms that were much more advantageous
to her and appeared to be satisfactory to
him. This family difficulty affected his
candidacy for the United States Senate very
seriously, occurring as it did during the canvass before the Legislature, and he was compelled to content himself with a short term
of thirty days in that distinguished body,
but secured the title of Senator and now has
honorable written before his name.

BURN E1T’ COCOAINE
Has

Received

Universal Endorsement
-Yo other preparation possesses such remarkable properties for embellishing and strengthening hair and rendering it dark and glossy. lt
cures balduess and eradicates dandruff.
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are the best.

A German at

In Lumbar Camp in Winter.
who cut and haul lumber are>fearfully exposed in severe weather, and, although
hardy and rugged, are sometimes laid aside
from duty. Mr. Kandail, of Augusta, Maine,
who is extensively engaged iu the Inmbering
men

as

relieved, and tte

next

day

The Poet Longfellow.
While Longfellow lived he was superlatively the poet of the people; now that he is
dead the people are desirous of perpetuating
the memory of the poet. As the best, if not
the most

original way of doing this, the
Longfellow Memorial Association has been
formed, with 'he avowed intention of purchasing the house in which I he author of
“Hiawatha” lived and of preserving it, as
the English have done the home of ShakeMecca for all whose “hearts are
open to the touch of poesie.” The headquarters of the parent Association are at
Cambridge, Mass., and branch Associations
have been established in various American
cities, among them being San Francisco.
The local Association lias been informally
organized, with the Rev. Dr. Stebbins as
President, R. II. McDonald Jr. as Secretary
and Treasurer and Archbishop Alemany,
Bishop Kip, Judge Sawyer, Professor Le
Conte, the paBt and the present Governor
and Mayor, H. n Bancroft, Ilorace Davis,
the ministers of the various denominations
and the editors of the different papers as
Vice-Presidents.
The first public meeting of the California
branch was held last night at the First Congregational Church, the date being the anniversary of the poet’s birth. The exercises
were musical and literary, the tuneful illustrations being furnished by the Loring Club,
in several chorally-set songs of the poet
whose memory was being honored.
In his opening address Dr. Stebbins exspeare,

as a

plained
objects of the Association, the
substance, if not the manner, of which has
been conveyed in the first paragraph of this
necessarily condensed article. Without, establishing aoy one particular subject for his
remarks, the speaker gradually settled down
to an interesting expatiation on the necessity of poetry as an assuager of the cares of a
too practical life.
the

Rev. Robert Mackenzie, choosing another
of the relations between people and
poet, aimed to show that Nature, more sparing in her gifts now than erstwhile, when
each family had its hard, gave at present
but one to each generation and country. To
the group of inspired singers who had sung
to the hearts of past peoples and through
them to us Mr. Mackenzie added Longfellow, classing him with the brightest poets
the world has ever listened to.
Frederick B. Pei kins of the Free Public
Library on the other hand, did not try to
burnish anew the inscription already on
Longfellow’s tablet, but songbt to carve another line by considering him as a prose
writer. In a short speech, replete with rich
conceit and full of anecdotal wealth, he reviewed his lesser known works and Claimed
for Longfellow an equalitv, as a prose romancer, with Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Horace Davis spoke less ot the man than

phase

of the

place which he has helped
historical, and as an old Harvard

make
pupil described the classic village of
Cambridge, the
Longfellow mansion and the college across
whose quadrangle the
poetical professor was
wont to walk “with a sweet
dignity that was
in itself a collegiate instruction.”
to

There was no collection, no
appeal to the
pockets of the people, nothing approaching
the practical except an intimation that

the Secretary wouid be pleased to hear from
those who were disposed to aid in the elevation of a manse into a monument, and nothing to disturb the pleasantness of an hour
spent with the memory of Henry VVadsworth Longfellow.
The Cashier Ahead.

[Wall Street News.]
A new bank which had been es'ablishcd in
a town in Indiana had
engaged the services
of a watchman who came recommended,
but who did not seem over-experienced. The

A marvel of
purity
strength and wbolesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kin a, and cannot be sold in com petition with the multitude * f low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Pow der Co., IOC Wall St., N. y.
mchG
varies.

never
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usual.

Co-educational logic—“The proper study cf
mankind is man,” and the term man includes
But every study should be
woman.

thing

that will do it. I had tried

everything,

aud all the

prominent physicians in Buffalo,
Rochester and Cleveland, but this only made
me worse, and broke down my general health
with mercury and potash. I heard cf your

Temedy,

~

SHL'sJsL'5*

but was
not 801(1

►"'.aa

here, so
X went
to saia-

£?*mh

BasVmS

FOR

distant—to get it. When
I began to use it I was in a had condition.
My mouth w s full of ulcers—bead full of
sores—hair and eyebrows gone, but nowf
am as sound as a new dollar.
Every suffs'e
should know about your S. S. S.
J. W. Weyles.

We have

Senator Vance, in his lecture on “The Scattered Nations," said the “Jew is three inches
shorter than the American.”
It may be so;
but there are a great many more “short’’
Americans than Jews in this country all the
same.—Norristown Herald.

cases

town who lived

cf

Hot

springs,

and

finally cured by S. S. S.
McOammos & Murray, Malvern,
If you

NEWS.

doubt,

come

to see us, and

ONE

SAILED—Sch H S Williams.

Also,

schs Gertie May, J S Glover, Eddie
and Lizzie Thompson, south for mackerel.

Pierce,

[fKOM MEBCnANTS* EXCHANGE.1
A Portland family directory would have to
bo published to give a full list of families
using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity and excellence.

Ar at New York ICtb, steamer British
Empire,
from Havana.
Ar at St Thomas Feb 21, brig llermon. Hichborn,
New York, (and sld 7th for Arecibo aDd North of
llatteras; 26th, ech Hattie E King, Crowley, St
Croix, and sld 26th for Fajardo.
Sld 26th. barque Geo M Stanwood, Webber, (fm
East London) for Fajardo aud Portland.
Ar at Cardiff Meh 16th, ship John C Potter, Mc-

Sunday Services.

Clure, Hamburg.
Sld fm Cadiz prev to Meh 15, brig Tarifa, BrowD,
Portland.
Sld fm Liverpool Meh 15. steamer Brooklyn, Williams, Portland; ship Louisiana, Delano, for Balti-

Abyssinian Church.—Preaching services at 3
o’clock. Sunday School at 4*4.
Evening=6
meeting
at 7 p. m.
All

Soul’s Church Steven’s Plains,

Hayden, Pastor.
Casco

Services at 11

llev. C. A

Potassium,

tors, Atlanta,

Photographi Gallery to Let May

NObB
novO

Abb

Office where
BE Wholesale
lobbing Houses
and other Classes of

Church.-Bov. J. II. Lowden
pastor. Sunday school at 1.30 p. m. Preaching
service at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7.00 p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeown, D. It., pastor. Residence. 219 Cumber
laijd street. Union love feast at Pine St. Church at
10% a, m ; preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. W.F. Berry of Saco.
Church of Christ. Cor. May and Danforth Sts
Preaching at 10%. Sunday School at M. Lord's
Supper at 3 p. m. Prayer Meeting at 7.
Prayer
Meeting Tuesday and Friday at 7% p. m. All the
Meet i gs are free.
Congress St. M. E. Church-Rev. G. D. Liud<ay, pastor; Residence No. 62 Melbourne Street
No Morning Serv ce, Union Love Feast at
10%
a. m. at Pine Street Church.
Preaching at 3 p. m
Sunday School at 1% p. m.
Prayer Meeting at
7 p. m.
Ferrv Village M. E. Church.—Rev True
tVhittier. pastor. Sabbath school at 10.30 a. mPreaching service at 2 p. m; Prayer meeting at 7
Street

First Baptist Church, Rev. A. K. P. Small
D. D pastor. Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching by pastor at 3 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K. G. F.iegre, pastor.
Regular Bervice
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
First Parish Church. Rev. Thomas Hill, D.D.
Morning Services at 10% a. ui. Vespers at 7 p. m.
Collection at Vesper services.

Universalist Church, Congress sqnare,
Rev. Henry Blanchard pastor. Sendees at 10% a.
m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. At 7 p. in Rev!
Mr. Cummings of Baldwin Place Homo for Little
Wanderers, Boston, will sbeak and a choir of Children from the Home will sing.
First

Free

Street

B iptist

McWhinnie. pastor.

Preaching

Rev. F. W. Bateman of Auburn.
12 M. Preaching at 7 p. m..

Church— Uev.
at 10.30 a. m.

Sunday School

J.

by
at

Gospel M.ssion—Rev. s.

F. Pearson, pastor)
Meetings every evening at 7% p m. Sunday—
9
at
a.
Prayer Meeting
m.; Sundav School at 10%
a. m.; Preaching at 3 •
in.; Young People’s Praver
Meeting at G p. hi.; Season of Song at G34 p m
Testimony Meeting and Preaching at 7 p. m. Ail

are

Arat Liverpool
Portland.
Ar at Melbourne

iuvied.

Bi«h Bt. Church—Rev. W. ir. Fenn, pastor
Preaching service at 10y2 a. m.; Sunday School at

12 m.; Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church. New High St. Rev. T.
A. King, pastor. Seivices tomorrow morning at
10% o’clock. Subject of sermon: “The Gospel of
Obedience.” Vespers at 7 p. m. in the vestry. Public
invited.
North Congregational CmjRcn, Capo Eliza
oetli, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preachlug at 2 Vi
p m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7 % p. m.
Peak’s Island M. E. Church.—Rev. Chas. F.
Parsons Pastor. Sunday school 10%a. m. Preach
ing at 2% p. m. Prayer meeting at 7% p. in.opeuiug with a service of song. All are invited.
Pine St. m. E. Church.
Rev. J. M. Williams,
pastor. Residence No. 87 Pine street. Union love
feast at 10% a. in.
Sabbath School 1% p
m.
Preacliing by the pastor at 3 p. in.; subject
“Worn-out preachers.” Praise and Prayer meeting at 7 p. in.
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev
Dwight M. Seward D.D., pastor. Services at 10%
a. m. and 7 p. m.
Preble Crapel.
Sundav School at 2 p. m.
Pleaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School Concert at 7.
Second Congregational Church. Congress st.
oor. Pearl.
Preaching at 10% a. m. aud 3 p. in.
Sunday School at 1% p. m. Social religious meetings Sunday, Tuesday and Friday evenings.
All
are welcome,
Rev. A. A. Robertson of Hudson.
Mich., will preach to-morrow.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Servile at 10% a. in. aud 3 p. m.
Sundav
School at 1% p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
ST. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,
State St., (near Spring ) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely Rector, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon; Sunday service
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
luring sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, at 7 o’
dock. Week day services daily at 0 a. in., (On Holy
Days at 11.00,1 and 5 p. m: From Advent to Trinity on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
7.30. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30,
a. m. on Holy Days at 11.00 a.
m; Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
Evening
service at 7% o’clock.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Locust St. Rev. Arthur W. Little, Rector. (Uesidenco
221 Cumberland street.) Morning
Prayer with
sermon, 10% a. m. Sunday school at 2%
m
Vespers with sermon 7 p. m. Holy
the
firsi and third Sundays of the month and all Sundays in Lent and Advent.

’p.
Communion,

St. Stephen’s Church, Congress street, head o
State street, ltev. A. Dalton, Rector, None of the
pews in this church are let, but are free to all who
occupy them, in the order of their application. Services at 10.30 a. in. and 3 p. m. Sundav School at

j

16tb,

steamer

Montreal, from

School at 12

•

m.

West End M. E. Church.—Rev. John Gibson,
pastor; Residence 1128 Congress st. Preaching
2% p. m. Sabbath school
1
Young
p. in.
leople’H Union Band meeting 0: leaver meeting
Woodford’s M. E. Church; E. S. Stackpolo pasjor. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at
2.30 p. m by Rev. W. F. Berry of Saco. Prayer

meeting at 7.
Woodford’s Cong. Church.—Rev. S. W. AdriPreaching at 10.30, aDd 7. S.S.
a'“;" Pastor.
at 11.50.
\ oung Peopled
Meeting at (i.
Men's
Christian Association, ConJTocng
irost
Street comer
p. m., also

Qo

Hi.

on

Elm.—Meeting? at 814

Wednesday

and

a.m, and

Saturday at 7%

country of Udoipha Wolfe's

a

A.

Business ('liaiit o.
YOUNG man with a few thousand dollars
wishes an interest in some good payiDg business.
Address X, this office.
mar 5d3t*

A

Wanted.
SITU ATION by a yourg lady. Good penman.
Can do book-keeping. Book or Fancy Goods

4

store preferred.
marl4dlw*

sob D H

W. H. W A DDR ON,
180 Middle St.

mar8eod3w*

Wanted.
and

women to
own homes; no

MEN

seud 10c. for 16

febl7eodI2t

x»ort 15th, schs DBritain, Hamilton,
North Boothbay for Hampton; E G Wibard, Doughty, Rockport for New York; C U Eaton, Swain;
Bertha J Fellows, Clark, and Keystone. Wilder, fm
Portland for New York E C Allen. Meady, Wiscasset for Galveston; Nellie Star, Soule, Portland for
Mayaguez; Minnie C Taylor, Hamilton, do for New
York.
GLOUCESTER
Ar 15th, ech Eastern Queen,
from Gram) Manan; Graee Cushing. Mosher, Amboy for Bath; Metropolis Mullen, Vinalhaven for
Boston
M M Chase. Clark, Portland, bound south.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, sell Fred Gray, Wallace, Perth Amboy.
Below 16tb, schs Carrie Walker,
Harrington, fm
Portland for New York; Silas Me Loon, Merrill fm
Rockport for do; Bedabedec, Perry. Mary Brewer
Kenney, and E Arcularius, Snow, Rockland for do’
Avon. Gilley, Boston for Lamoine.
BE LEAST-Sid 16th, ech Herald, (uew)
Gray, for
SALEM—In

—

6tart

a new

peddling;

business at their

60c.

hour

an

made;

samples and instructions. Address
MASON & CO. Montpelier, Vt.

For sale by ail Druggists

iq

J.v3

MEW YORK.

dl

Wanted.
ES and young

LABI

men

in

ty

Wanted.

COAT,

GIKL WANTED.
sewing
TO Callfamily
at No. 227 Cumberland street.
do

and assist in

care

of

children

mar 10

AK YOUNG gentlemen and 25 young ladies imTrcJmediately to learn Te egraphingand take paying situations this spring and summ r. Salaries,
win n competent, from $45 to $125 monthly.
Every graduate obtains a position.
Speck 1 inducements to beginners. Call on or address with stamp,
at once, BOSTON TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE
230

wr

mar8d2w

Washington Street,
Boston.

FARMER WANTED.
and Wife

to carry

FARMER
Wife must be

cn

a

small

farm.*

a good butter maker.
Address
Box No. 1213, Portland P. O.
marGdtf

Invalids who are
in grateful terms their
a tonic, of Hostettei’b

appreciation ot the merits as
Stomach Bitters. Not only

docs it impart strength to the weak but it also
corrects an irregular acid state of the s
omach,
makes the bowels act at proper intervals, gives ease
to those who suffer from rheumatic and
Kidney
troub es, and conquers as well as prevents fever anil
ague.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers
generally,

mehl

A small convenient rent in

locution,

tral

or

cenouse conven-

it

ient for two sintiII families.
Address

G

KENT,

Press Office.

mar’dtf

eoa&wlmO

CANVASSERS WANTED.
OOD Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagls
Wringer

good

on
referei.ee or

handle.
novl5

ry to

installments.

security

can

Address

Men who can give
have outside territoNo. 35 Temp e St.
dtf

Asplnwall filch 6, barque Gem, Dow, for
Pensacola.
Ar at St Thomas Feb 2G, sch Helen, Mitchell,
Barbadoes, (and sailed March 6 for Fajardo and
Nor h of Hatteras.)
Ar at Kingston. J. 1st inst, barque Henry
Knight,
Pendleton. Mobile: 4tb, sch seth M Todd Norwood,
Pensacola; 7th, barque Skobeleff, Tucker, AspinCummings,

from

Maculae; Walter Franklin. Mallocb, Fastport.
Uid 15th, sch E G Sawyer, Kelley, New York.

I DtrUHfc.
Ar ILK )
AND
Electric Appliances era sent cn 30 Days' Trial.
TO MEN G^LY, YOU^G OH OLD,
"

—

mLL CERTAINLY CURE
Joughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Congh, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
7<ungs and Chest, including Con*
’fflption. Sold by all Druggists.

-TTE7-HO are Buffering from Nervous Debility,
V » Lost Vitality, Lack of Nerve Force andVigor, AVa3Tinu AVeaknesses, and all those diseases
of a Personal Nature resulting from Abuses and
Other Causes. Speedy relief and complete restoration of Health, Y igor and Manhood (; uarantked.
The grandest discovery of the Nineteenth
Century.
Send at once for Illustrated Pamphlet free. Address

VOLTAIC EEtT GO., MABSHAU. ESICH.
jyn-*

Photographer^
Fine

Portraits

a

Portland. Me.

BILLIARlTHALr
A'o. 84 Union Street.

specially,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
janS

^___

NEW

FISTULA AND
8

Per Cent. Interest.
LIMITED amount of

in sums ranging
invested at the
by addressing
1012, Boston. The
86 urity is perfect, aud reference can be had to business men of capacity, judgment and character,
money,
0
be
A from §500 to S5fo« Box
above rate
can

fcblo

dtf

I>i\

JuAV'j.
...

day?)

feblOdlyr

office in
can

be

276 Middle St.
j;,iward’i and Walkers’Hardware store from
Mar VZ lo Mar. ‘J6.
0Ter

A XTT\

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

I

e*BK BOW,

FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, October 15, 1882.

J.

W. J. SPICER.

STEPHENSON,

G. P. A.
octTdtf

Superintendent.

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
WINTER

ARRANGRENT,

Only Line Tlirougli in Same Day
-TO—

IV.

T„

BOSTON DIRECT.

Only direct line

from Cnlwm and Uiuerick.
Accommodations unequaled. Cabin $*70and#N4l;

Intermediate, 84*»; Prepaid Steerage. $*JI.
For information, &c.. apply to Lk VK Ar

STl-AMEKS.

Special facilities for securing wo«f
berth*.
T«uri*t Tickets for Individual travellers in Europe, by all routes, at rcfluced rates.
Clook’* Excur»i<*ni»t, with Maps and full particulars bv mail, 10 eta. Address Til08. COOK
A NOW, 26* Broad way, W. If. febl3W&S17w

Micnmeni.

_

WINTER

RESORTS.

KXCVKMIONil.

GRAND

Atlas Line of Mail Steamers
Por TURKS ISLAND, JAMAICA HAYTI, PORTO RIC1>, 1ST 11.MU s OF PANAMA and COLOMBLA. Sailing every week. Tou/iats are iuvited to
avail of these trips. whicL they can make on any
route which the Company'a steamers take, at
the extreme low price of £5 per day, which in
cludea living on board the steamer the whole time,
and they may trausfer to any other steamer of the
line they may meet on the voyage.
For passage apply to
FIJI, FOKWOOF A CO
Agent-.,
16 State Street, New York.
d3m

mm
^/Steamers !
FARE $1.00,
rcrest
icy ann «»onn
Brooks will alternately leave 1 KANK1.IN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, ai 5 o’clock p. m (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable nightV rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Bostop late
uo

iavortte

^TOAineiH

night.
t3F“Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,

11.15.
train from Boeton, every

8 ». m. Daily (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Bidd-viord, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30a. m.
A special
Sleeping Car will be
readv for oeeupancj In Portland station, at 9.00
p m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
tliis train for Boston.
At 8.4* a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco

Riddet'ord, Kennebunk. Wells,North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Oouwav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport. Salem, Gloucester, Koockort
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At t p. ni. tor Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, «aco.
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Cbelsea and Boston’
arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with Sound ami

Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Trains leave Boston.
At O.ttO a. in. and arrive in Portland at 1.06
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at
6:0d
p. ni. At 7.00 p. m. (dally), and arrive in Portion

at 2.00

Through tickets

ml.

a.
to ail

points West aud
J, M. French, Ticket Seller
may
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
be bad of

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
■ertbs sold at Depot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for raeaR

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Tic rot Ages t.
W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

0Cl6___<ltf

Portland and Worcester Line".
PORTLAND &

ROCHESTER

Arrangement

R. B

of Trains.

2.15 p, m. amf
ro.”
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and II 15
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p.m. and 6.46

r7S0~p.

Ketnrntai''‘iTave

m.

»

n'

Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and K»piag at 7.SO n. ni. and 1.05 p.m.
For *1 a nr Hester. Concord and potato North. at
For

ni.

For Rochester, Spring-rale, Alfred, Waterboro and Nave River.7.BO a,
ni., 4.03
p. ui*. and (mixed) at «..'!(! p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.15
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.;
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p. m
^•r
Maccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s.
.(tills,
JO a. in.,
4.05, O.'JO and (mixed)
from Portland oonneeta at

it.Mpriugliel,!, also with N. Y. A N. E. R
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Pbilndelphia. Baltimore, Washington,
and
the
Mouth and with Boston « Albany R. K. for
the Wcst.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R. and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer Portland with tliromrb
•*.

tr.

us

uf

Grand Trunk It. R

Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins A Adams’ Ne. 22 Fxohange Street.
* Does not
oodford’s.
stop at
J. W. PETERS,
Snpt.
Jel7

Railroad,

On and after

Slonday,

Oct. 16. 1882,

PAN8FNRKKTRAINN WILL I,LA VI;
PORTLAND for BflbTUN
8.4ft

3 30 p m
m., 1.00 and
Lii- "'"i'.Sarriving at Boston at 1.15. 6.1(5
—-“—and 8JK)
p. m. RONTON FOB
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. in., 12.30 aud 3.30
p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00. 5:00, aud 8 00
PORT* AND
m.
FOR 8FARKORO
p.
HEATH,
PINE
POINT, and Ol D
ORCHARD
8,45
a.
BEACH,
3.30
and
5.40
ni.
p.
(See note)
LOR
SATO.
RIDDEFOKD AND HENN’E.
BI7NK at 8.46 a. in., 1 00, 3.30 and 5.4<i u m
FOR W EL LN at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH B’-KWICH, MAI,.
«OV
FAI.I.M.
T.KKAT
FA I 1,8,
DOVER.
II > V Fit HI LI.
EXETER,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOWFILL at 8.45 a. rii., 1 00 and 3.30 n. m
FOR
NEW ITIAKKET at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 n m
FOB KOCISE8T KBaud F" A I* III NfSTON.
N-II ., 8.46a. m., 1.00 aud 3.30 p. m. FOB
ALTON BAY at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
F'OK
.RANCH FMT S B AND CONCOUD N.
II.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.46 a, m
(via Net Market
Jet.) at 3.30
m.
p.
MORNINR TRAIN
LEAVEN HENNEKFNU FOB PORT.
1.11 D at, 7.26.
Note—The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro rteaeh, Pino Point, Old
Orchard Beach or Bella except to
Take
PsiaaeusTs For Ro.ton. Parlor l arsou ail
Seats secured in
through trains.
advance at
Depot Tiekot Office.
Jgp“' ho 1.00 p. in., train from Portland connects with Mound Line Mie-niuera for New
York and ail Kail Lines for the West, aud the 3.30
p. in., train with all Rail Lines for New Vorl*
and the South aud West.
a.

n"

MENDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Bo-toit and Way stations at
1.00 p. m Hoatou For Portlaud at 6.00 p. in.
Trains on Boston & Maine rood connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machms, Eastporc, Calais’
St John and Halifax. Also connect with
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ton minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence aud Poston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of Ifl. L.
Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITn’ou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBEK, Gen.
Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portlaud.
oct!3

Williama,

part.

Returning, will leave Machiasport every Hon
any Vlorning, at 4.3<> touching at intermediate

landings, arriving in

Portland same evening, cong vPh Pu'irosn Ni^htTrain for Ronton.
Passengers will not be disturbed until morning,
unless wishing to take PullmaiPTrain.
The Hit HIJIOW tv will connect at Rock land
with Boston & Bangor S.S. Co’s Stea^eis for Bangor aud River Landings, every Saturday mcrrnng.
C’O vaiwt* \\ E8T—Connects Mondays foi liostonand receive passengers from Bangor and River
Landings tor I'oriltind.
AJ1 communications bv mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed' to
GEORGE I.. DAY,
General Ticket Agent, Portland
E. CUSHING, General Manager,
Portland. Dec. 7, 1882
dtf
ned

_dtf

ALLAN LINE
IVJai!

Royal

HOTEL

Advertising Agency,
IO

I

bonton.
Estimates furnished gratis ter idvcrriaiug in
NBwSpapers ln the United States aud British Pro?
BBS.

Steamships,

Performing services between Liverpool & Glasgow, and Halifax, Portland, Boston & Baltimore,
with

calls

at

Foynes.

JMovilly, Queenstown, Galway
sail

from

&

—

,

Caspian.Capt. Thomson.

Circassian, <;apt. Smith.
Sardinian. Capt. Dutton.

Tin H.lifftx.
15 Mar.
29 Mar.

12 April.

For Glasgow Direct.
Nestorian.

on or
ou or
on or

Scandinavian,
Buenos

Ayreau,

about 10 Mar.
about 2<> Mar.
about 27 alar.

Far passage apply to LEVF & ALDF.N, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St. Boston, amt K. A.
WALDltON, 40 Lx, Lange St., T X'. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to II. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 Jmlia St., Portland.
febt)

i

d

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passsage tickets by the White Star,
Cunard. Anchor, State, Atnerican, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe' to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates.
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

FOR

lanlO

DIRECTORY.

ja2

dly

^

WHITE STAR LIVE.
U. 8. and
Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Bate* reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
t reme southerly routes,
avoiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $00 and $80; Excursion $110 and $141; Steerage at low rates. The

Royal

Embracing the leading Hotels at which
jPeess may always be found.

the

DaiLi

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Coding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Fro
prietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Charles Mllliher
Proprietor.

sailings

are as follows:
Germanic.Jen. 20 I Baitic...

25 |
Republic.Jan.
For
cabm

sailing li»ts,

drafts, apply to J. L.
del9

.Feb. 1
Brttania .Feb. 10

plans, passage rates and
FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
dly

BATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHLL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy A Son, Propria

tors.

BOLSTER'S MILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker A Oc
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stumcke & Good
win, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice & Sou.
Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS- W. R, Field.
Proprieto
CORNIMH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury Proprietor
CALAIS.
ST. CROIX HOUSE—W. H. Young, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Propriet.ir.
DANVILLE JUNCTI*’ I.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot-M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE HOTEL-W. G Mor
rill, Proprietor.
ELLNWOKTU.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. i. .saumiens, Prop.
EAST PORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Bueknaru.
Proprietor.
HIRAM.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston,
Proprieto
MOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE \D. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quin by A Murch, Proprietor
MACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E Stoddard, Proprietor.
NOR KBDGEWDC K.
DASFOUTfl HOUSE—D. Danforth, Proprietcr,
NORTH ANMON.
SOMERS HOUSE. Brown & Hilton, Proprietor.
CORTLAND.

OITY HOTEL, Cc.ruer of Congress and Green Sts.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle aBd Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw & Son, Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Pern
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—J.
Lindsey & Son
Proprietors.
U S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Feder U Sts
—McDonald A Newhegin. Proprietors.
PHILLIP*.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
ISOCKPOKT.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Prop.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm, H. Smith, Proprietor.
MACCAKAPPA
PKESUMPSCOT HOUSE.—W. S. Pratt, Proprieto
*>KOWH£GUN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines,
Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,-W. C. Heselton, Proprieto

international steamship to.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
JnhM, N.B., Halifax, N. S„ Ac.
Arrange meats.

wester

TWO trips per week.
OS AND

AFTER MON.
DAT, DEC!. 4th g'leanxol
Leave

this

tn

fc»sa»J-Ai^rStW
of
State

root
and

Lint

will

Hnilrond Wharf,

every
Monday,
Thursday, at 6 p. in., for Kastport and St.
John, with eounoctlons for Calais, Robblnston. St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woo. Is took urand

itraet,

Marian, Camnobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windkor, Halifax, Moneton, NewcH.tle, Aiuberst
Plotou, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalhonsle, Char
iottotown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis. Western Counties, Hal! Hoads and Stage ,Bootes,

received op to 4 p. m. and any inEF~Frcight
formation regarding the same may bo bad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets
State Rooms
and further
information arply at
Company’s Office, *0 Exchange St.
T. C, HEPBEY, President, and Manager
de4
dt*

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends in the Old Country will save money by having tbeir prepaid
steerage tickets at the General' Ocean Steamship
Offi e, No. 22 Exchange Street, don’t mi-take the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive at present reduced r tes by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across f e
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown Londonderry and Belfast for $21 .on; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff’ and Galway. $24.00; Hamburg Antwerp, Havre, Maidieim, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27 00;
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ! isaud, Bergen,
Trondbjein, Goteborg, Malino, $28 10; children un
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dtf
22 Exchange St.

ALL

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

AM FAN,
•Sandwich

YsSaads, New

CHINA,

Zealand

and
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
30tb of each month, carrying
passengers for Shu
Francisco an.i all of the above
ports.
Steamers pail from San Franrisco
regularly for
Japan, tvhina nntl 8ax.dwtah Islands, New Zoal&id
Australia.
For Freight,

au-i

Passage,

information, apply to
ter a

or

Agents,
®-

113 *u,«

a tiling lists and further
addre** the General Fas-

BARTLETT Jt GO.,
filrett. cei It read Hu, Ho.ion.
or to vV. D. LITTLE A OO.,
81 Fxohan'j-e 8t.. Portland.

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weetly Line to New fork.

usrndisli

Steamers E.eanora and Franconia
Will

Svredish

&

Botanic

0.

,LunS

Oompound/'^
An At Jcra-

< Balsam

disjCurcs all
of the

tive Tonic \\i;'Sy
iilood Puri- yj
fier. It puri- ‘'j
fits the blood
I

eases

Lungs.

Swedish

Pepsin

st reng th ens
the system
and acts like

Cures

Pills
Con-

stipation.

Swedish

remedies,

lady v rites:

frou, female

After

*t

Tore

Compound has entire vetnvd

VTVTDIMll
For

snlteruig

iIj.ovihB

com plaiurs, nervous nor 8 an

your Swedish Botanic
me.

hu10

ye<rs of

KKTf :<)(V||.;w.

Sale by all I'niggiM*.

0

A

or
or

Gmyard
York

Passage, Including

<!o,’d" d««i<oed bavonJ
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to
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I consider Swedish Botanic (joinpoitia! the best
Blood Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
w. B. WATSON, I.j»m, Mars
A

until further notice leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at «
p. in., and leave Pier .’17, East Hirer, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, ai 4. p.
These steamers are fifed tip with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a
very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between
New
York and Maine. During the summer mouths these
steamers will touch at, V
Haven on their pas-

onec-

When ta*cn together according to directions,
have times and times again cured covsumution
in the first and second stages.
Th ur.nnd* of
Write for
testimonials of its wonderful cures.
and
Freecirculars—Sent
pumplil.t*
F. W. A. Bekgkngken, ?•?. F.,
Lynn.
Proprietor.

established ier;.i4iL-

YORK

f ida> ercniug
Drew l«ir

Harbor*, (Hit De«ert) Jlillbriilge, Joaerpon and Jlachiu*-

m.

Pullmau Parlor Cars.
On
trains
9.C0 a m.
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. in, and trains leaving Por land
8.46 a. m„ and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
tag Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p m

arrival of Pul

or on

various^

Portland for Liverpool.

One Trip per W^ek, resumed, commencing Feb. 2;i, 1883.

at

via the

**
Bail and Sound Lines for salo.
Freight taken as usual.
J K.
OYLG Jr., f*eneral Agent.

WINTER ARRAKfitlUEKT

<*• Kocklnnd, <’ii«ttuc,
wick.Ho We»i«nd Mar

At

and Portland

m

dtf

marl 3

at

April 20th June 1st, June 13th and June 30th,
1883.
t*a*»ngc Ticket** by all Atlantic

man

Month

A I.

DEN, Hen. A*: •Hi’., U07 Broadway. N.Y ‘.or®*
AlsDUON, 40 Exchange Si., T. I». MeCOIVAN, 42*4 Congress St Portland,

A. Vk

until further notice
S.ilA A. HI.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. It. R., St.
Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. A L,
C. R. It., Newport, Sherbrooke. Montreal and all
on
Southeastern Railroad and branches,
point?
a OO P. HI.
From Fabyan’s and intermediate

*

at 11.00 p.

LON-

dec8

OP RICH
MOND, Capt. Dennison, will
leave Railroad Wlarf, Portland

S. n. PE J TENCILI, * CO.’S

Advertisements written appropriately displays
md proof* given, free of charge.
The leading Daily *nd Weeaiy Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on llle for theaccoia"
modation of Advertisers.

Ll.TD Rl<
from (iAIAVAl
DOMX KR1 anil HLAMHOW
TO

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
ToCnnnda, Detroit, 4 liirngo, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. Mt. liOiia, Omaha, *ngiunw
St. Paul, Nall l ake City,
Dearer, San Francisco,
and all points in the
Northweal, Went and MonlhwrM.
J< SEPH HICKSON, General M&naver.

K,

Ships

The Steamer CITY

A rents,
NEW

INDIA ST.

—

W. U. SHARPE & CO.,

Advertising?

SAILISO FROM

QUEBEC TO DVEROOOL

FOFil. DESERT & 1ACHIAS.

Eastern Railroad.

_

Cured without the Use of the Kuiie.
WILLIAM READ (M. I)., Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. HEAD (M. D., Harvard, i87o\ 41
<

KKWISOM
has opened an
Portland
and
found at

^

PILEsT

StwiiriMt Mim t, Bo»t«u give special attention
to the treatment of FI WTD I %. 1*1 L RA 4IV |>
AIaIa DIMI* ANUS OF TIIG KFFTtJfll.
without detent ion from business. Abundant references gi^en.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hours—12 to 4 o’clock, 1*. M, (except Sun

F. II.
/
s*'

WALTER A. MACDONALD
dim

deodtt

,J.

Grami

Four New Briggs’ Tables and ever
tiling in perfect order.
feb

H. P. BALDWIN
'ien. Pass. Agent O. H. R. o

,__

Iloilo 5th inst, ship Mindora, Hutchinson,

Elizabeth, Roy,

Kxcaraiao,

FALL AND Wi.YTER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTS

wall.
Ar at Sfc John, NB, loth, schs
fiTargaretville for Bost.ou: Acara.

83.S0
4,00

I One-

>

Boston & Maine

Wanted.

Rent

recovering vital stamina, declare

P»“»«r Tm Hollers Round Trip #18.
Meals anil Room Included.
For Freight or Pas-age apnl. to
P- B. MAm
so.V, Ageni,
deSltf
70 S ong Wharf, Boston.

EVERY SATURDAY from MAY to DECEMBER,
Making the SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. Only
FIVE DAYS from Land to Land. Extra Weekly

74'EXCHANGE STREET*

€»r>:ntl Excursion* leave New York

Aye- June, with Hoosar Tunnel Route for
tltWest.andat I'uiou Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail.

WASTED.

mission.

Cars on night train and
between Portlanc. and

EUROPE!!!

Washington Street, Boston.

oTijtfvU

•ttJJtt p. ui.
The 1.05 p. ra. Main

dtf

Curacoa.

Sid fm
Boston.
Sid fm

*S1

1.05 p.

Vest and Pantaloon makers wanted, by
the week or piece, guarantee wages equal to
the best paid in the State.
A. F. NICHOLS,
marl2dtf
Brunswick, Maine.

Frelsht for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

TICKET OFFICE*

HOKXK.

KHGUND AWKNCV,

at
or

ROCKPORT—Sid 13th, ech Franconia, Falker,
Cedar Keys, Fla; Cynosure, Pettce. and Laura Chester, Kent, Boston; Arcade, McFarland, Camden.
FOBKICN

NSW

CHANCE fora light manufactur
ing business, protected by patent. Small capital required. Goods sell quick; profits over one
hundred per cent. This is no humbug. No Brokers
nied answer.
Address GEO. M. PATTEN,
feb8 eodlm
70 State St., Room 3, Boston, Mass.

country to take
a light worn at their homes; any one can do it;
work sent by mail, good salaryjdistanceno objection,
no canvassing.
Address with stamp. IRA BURT,
box 2178, Boston, Mass.
mchl2diw*

□

BftOOK

New York and Philadelphia,

4RABK
18 BEAVER STREET,

Montreal.

etoam

or

PASUES,
W»r,

n.

LADIES

and Grocers.

buy ticueiafftt any railroad
office in New England) rin

BOUND

Wanted.
and Young Men in town or country to
know lhat we can furnish them with work
where you caw make from $2 to $4 a day at your
own home s; no canvassing.
Address with stamp,
Reliable Manufacturing Co., Revere Mass,
mar 12
dlw*

Howard, do.

ington.

P. M.
Street.

week. E.

Newbury

IIP town, in-exchange for one down town, which
U is thoroughly built of brick, 3 stories with ell
15 rooms, easily arranged for 2 Families. Will pay
a liberal boot for the right place.
Apply to

Ingraham, i

WICKFORD—At anchor J6th, schs City of Augusta. from Providence for New York; Elliot B
Church, do for Baltimore; George 51 Adams, Boston
fordo; Oelimt, Boothbay fordo.
NEWPORT— Ar 16tb, brig Cafrie E Pickering,
Marshall. Apalachicola 16 days for Fall River; sch
Python, Giant. Providence for New York.
2nEW BEDFORD—Ar 16th, sch Enterprise, Robinson, Newcastle. Del.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, schs Sami Gilman, Nickerson,
Jennie Greenbank, Jones. New York;
Chanticleer,
Foster. Boothbay; E M Wright, Chase. Boothbay
for Alexandria; Radiant, Hardy, Rockport;
Cld 16th, ship Emily F Whitney, Rollins, Melbourne; brig Kaiuna. Ray, Wiscasset.
Sid 16th, barque Edw Cnsbing; brig Carrie Pur-

one

Rear 1G9

House Wanted.

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

Mullen, New York,
v
NEW YORK Ar 15th, barques Rebecca J Moulton, Atwood, Sagua; Moonbeam, Dunbar, Providence; G M Porter, from Boston.
Cld 15th, schs s G Pinkham, Blake, for Baracoa:
J M Rilev, Hoberison, Sagua.
Sid 16th, barque Carrie Winslow, for Portland, O;
brig Emily T She.don, for Galveston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th, sch James A Parsons,
How, So Amboy.
Sid loth, schs Captain John" Holt, and Maggie
Ellen, Littlejohn, New York; Starlight, Bunker,

and IdaL

Address for

sale unequaled

Cld 14th, schs David Faust, Smith, Georgetown,
DC. Henry Sutton, Manson, Boston.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 14th, barque Halcyon, for Havana.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 14tb,
brig Gipsey
Queen, from West Indies.

14th,

...

w ANTS.

pei, do.

PERTH AMBOV-Ar

Ko«s>

—-!'—ILI.'-?!I^III"‘T...

by any other alcoholic distillation have
claimed for it.

Binder.

II, Primer*
Biriniugr I'*. II* Eichancr flirmi.

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

Newport News.
Cld 13th, sch Ella A Watts, Hutchings, lor Port

Tuesday aud Friday evenings.

Street
Congregational
State
Church.
Preaching at 10% a.m.. and 7 p. ni. by Prof II, J.
H. Ropes of Bangor. Sunday school at 3 p. m,
Vaughan Street Society—S.S. Teacher’s meet
mg at 10 %. Sabbath school at 1%. Preaching at
3.00. Praise aud prayer meeting at 7 Vi.
West Congregational Church. Preaching by
Rev. J. C. Holbrook at 10% a. m. & 7 p. m. Sunday-

onr

Schnapps,

Moraut.

Advent Church, Union
Hal], Free
Street, Elder F. Burr pastor. Services at 10.30 a.
Sabbath school at 12 m. Prayer
m. 3 and 7 p. m.
on

section of

son,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, sch James Boyce,
Crossley, Boston.
Ar loth, sebe Sarah E Allen, Allen,
Belize; Jefferson Borden, Paterson, Cardenas; Kocheko, Jas-

WM.

A public

80 vears duration in every

DIRECTORY

Book

is superior to every

MEMORANDA.
Barque Nicola, 299 tons, recently ashore on the
Hen & Chickens, lias been sold at Philadelphia at
$2600.
Sch Lawrejpe Haines, which recently put i:.to

over

»tsre to

dfft*

BUSINESS

other causes,

saltr of

2 p. m.
Second

meeting!

Schnapps

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Trains leave Portland

beverage and necessary

other alcoholic preparation.

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— Cld 15th, ship A J Fuller.
Cole or d, Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Sid 14th. sch Carrie A Norton,
Hodgdon, Pensacola, to load lumber for North of
Hatteras.
Sid 3 0th, seb Jos M Haves, McFarland, Pensacola
to load f.»r a Northern port.
Cld loth, sch Hunter Nash, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 15tb, barque Ralph M
Hayward, Baxter, Cadiz.
RICHMOND— Sid tm Bermuda Hundreds 13tli,
sch Mark Gray, Randall, Lynn.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Leonessa, Hender-

marl 6

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

13.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping
Parlor Oars on day train

txpress i rains, uotiDie iracx mm Balias
Be

a. m.

sal lie * resael,

Front
fewUtou and Auburn, 8.40 A. id.,
i2.85, 3.16 and o.50 p. m.
From Corhnna, mixed. 9 40 A. m.. 6.10
p. m
From Chicago, Manteca and Quebec,

Trains arrive ia Portland :
10.50 a. M.—from Fabyans.
10.00 p. m.—from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Burling
*
ton, &c.
J. IIAHIICTON. Nuperintendent.
Portland, November 13. 1882,
nov!3dtf

Lost.
Pine St. and Motley Block on WedBETWEEN
a
nesday, Mosaic pin with gold setting. The
finder will be rewarded by leaving it at 117 Pine St.

corrective of water rendered impure by
or

ARRIVALS.

at 10

Insurance one-half the rate Of

*

stations.

stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Beading R. K.
NINTH ANI* «sriiKN STREETS,

—----

SCHNAPPS.

as

all the large
located, in dry

LOST ANI) FOUND

Schiedam Aromatic

previous to 16th insfc, ship J B
Brown, Keazer, Cardiff, (Meh 29).

Norfolk dismasted, is having new spars made at
that port and the rigging is being made at Bath.

Post

goods, Fancy
goods. Fitted up
with two Counting roouis, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf

BBCBRINTN.
XtlS&Tulw

vegetable decomposition

p. m.

boat

TO LET.
Store flios. 117 &119 Middle SI.

will

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

As a general

DEPAKTCBEN:
For Auburn find Lewl*i®a, 7.20 a. n„ 1.16
and 6.15 p. m.
For UorhRm, mixed, 7.40 a. m„ and 4.00 p.m.
For tfittnu-sal, Quebec and <bica«o 1.80

Wharf, Botton, 3
Pine Street VTharf

Phthelelphla,

ISSl, PoMroiiur Trains leave Portiau<l

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

AND

Ga.

BY

run as

OGDENSBURG,

STATION IN NEW

IF\cliange St.

48

—From Long
p m. From

October 3Ud.

HD,] after MONDAY,
follows:
ON 1NW9,
trains will

oetiadtf

-BETWEEN-

BENJ. SIIAW,
meh6eod4w*

Every Wednesday and Sat*
unlay.
From PHILADELPHIA
Every 'I iiesday and Friday.

Railway of Canada.

Grand Trunk

BURLINGTON, VT.,

Bound Brook Route.

1.

occupied 18 years by Photographers and commands
first- class trade. Apply to

From BOsVirtJ

On nml alter "ionday, Nov.

a

Ark.

1 75

Stage connections with Byron Mexico, Dtxfleld
Pom. Livermore, West 8tuuner and Turner.
OTLS HAYFORO 8m»t.
Portland, Oct. 18, 1882_octl4dtf

AND MONTREAL.

621

our

Imrge Size,

only.

F. E. BOOTHI!V, Gen’l. Pans. &
Portland. Oct. 10. 1882

o

C. B. C6nant, 478 Vi Congress
Portland, Maine. I he above has hem

$1.00

*For Portland

■limited Ticket, first and second clam for
Sc. John and Halifax on s ale at reduced

New

occupied by
jVT OW
LM
street.

Price of Small Sire,

t Bleeping (Jars attached, run dally, Sundays Included, between Boston and Bangor.
{Runs through to Bangor erery morning, and Skow
began Sunday Morntng, but not Monday. Docs
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Buckeport, or St
John Sunday morning

for an enterprising person in the Boot, and
Shoe business.
Possession given April 1st.
Li.
iuar8eod!m*
SHAW, 48Vis Exchange St.

any Mineral sub-

or

a. m.

No.
Congress Street, opposite PlySTORE
The above offers
mouth Church.
good

chan

SPECIFIC CD., Proprie-

SWIFl’

a.m. Farraingioa.8.20 s. m.;
IVinthrop
10.13 a. m. being due in Portland us follows.
The morning trains from Augusts and Bath
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m
The day
trains from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations
at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
and connecting roads
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Watorylllo,
Augusta, Bath, Kookl&nd and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50

PAVSON TUCKER, Gcn'l Supt.
Ticket Agt.

For Rent.

er«1.000 RRWARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on aualjsis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,
Iodide of

at 5.15 a. ni A utfu.tii,
6.00 a. m 10.00 a. m., *2.45 p. m.. tl(),55 p. m.;
tiiirdfner. 6.17 a. tn., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
til.14 p. m. Hath. 8.65 a. m., 11.00 a. m.,
•t.OO p. m.,amd (Saturdays only at 11.65 p. m.
Rrtux.wick.
7.26
6.
m., 11.30 a. m.,
*4.30 p. m., 112.85 a. tu., (night.) Hacklanil.
8.16 a. m., 1.16 p. m., I.ewj.ton. 7.20 a.m.

rate..

are

more.

a. m.

LET

fw"'w"

Mondays only

p. m.j and

FIRST-CLASS

1.0W the

Brig Martha A Berry, Lawrence, Philadelphia—
D W Clark & < o.
Sch Ellen M Colder, McLeod, Matanzas—Geo S
Hunt & Co.
Sch Orrissa B Kimball, Kimball, Boothbay—N
Blake.

be sold in the ball-room in the Hotel, viz.: 1
heven in scenery, 2 bull pups (muzzles and
blankits), 1 ice scenery, and 1 champano basket. Adam Norton, const.”

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
From Halifax, 8.10 *. m., 6.16 p. m.: Si.
Johu, 8.15 a. m., 8.30 p. m.; Iloulton. 10.30
а. m.; St. Stephen. 10.45 a. m.; Huek.port,
б. 00 a. m.. 6. p. m,; Vnncrboro. 1.35 a. m.
1.30
7.16 a. m., 17.45
p. m. Hnugor.
p. m. Ilnu r. 7.00 a.m, 5.10 p. m. Melfnat
6.30 a. m., 3.05 p. m.: Nbowbegnu, 8 20 a. ra.
3.16 p.m.: Wnterville. ».16a.m. 1.55., H0.00

house on State Street, rental for
three years or less. Immediate possession can
be had.
of
G. W. VKRR1LL, 161 Middle or
Inquire
15 Gray Street.
janlOdtf

16.

stanch.

Waterville
Fanztlns*

and North Anson. 1.25 p. m., and
ton riu Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

Desirable Residence To Let.

CUKE VOlT, or charge nothing! Write for
lia1 ‘fculara and a co y ol the little book
“A
sage to the Unfortunate Sufiering.”
Ask iny Druggist as to our
standing.

PORTLAND.

Iflotnxioiil b,

Direct Steamship Line.

I"*7!'!???• Le wi b to n,

THREE

Cleared.

A Skaneatales constable recently posted the
following notice: “The following effecks of
John Downie’s ‘Uncle Tom Cabin’ show will

FarnaiuKtoD,
Phillip*
Wiutbro{», Kendfleld, West

To Let.
floors In store No. 446 Fore street, vi 1th
steam power. Apply on the premises.
R. DUNHAM & SON.
Ian 12dtf_

were

we

Hi
Hrvvinm

11.10a.m.,*4.15p. m.11.20pm. Phillip..6.55

of the best liouselots in Portland, has a nice
stable and stone for cellar now upon it; will
sell on time and advance *2500 to help build a good
house on the premises. For particulars call on
I,. TAYLCB, 385 Congress St.
jan22dtf

Mpiings Cull.

blood poisoning in

at

Vonceboro,

Halifax
(hr
Si. An«lr«twn, St.
Stephen. Fredericton
Aroomooli
all
stations
on IS. A'
fount?,
HcNcntuqiii* H
II., and for
Bnnuor,
ISucliMport. Dexter, Bcifaat un«l «kowhe«aa, 1.26
in., 1.30 p. m., *11.15 p. m
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. rn,, 1.30p. m
til.16 p. m., anil Saturdays only at 6.16 p. m.
Auguadi, Uallowell. Gurdiuer, Richuaoud.and Hrunawick 7.00 a. in.. 1.30 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., til.16 p. nu; Iiuth, 7.00 a. m.
l. 80 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and on Saturdays onlv
at 11.16 p. eq. Rockland, and Knox A
Uncoln
R.
R., 7.00 a. m..
1.80 p.
m.
;_ Auburn and Lewiaion. 8.15a.m..
1.25
m. Lewi*tpn riu
p.
m., 6,06 p.
_Bcun«wick 7.00 a. m., til. 16 p. m.;

d(iw«

TO

for
and

Johu,

JsALE.

Leave Canton for Portland
and
4.16 and U.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.80
nn
a. m. and 1.3u p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. in. and 1.67 p. m.

PHILADELPHIA

___

Hoi Hand

_

___

RAILROAD.

follows

as

J. C. KNIGHT, Saccarappa.

manca—100 miles

Cures when Hoi

SALE.

For *»nlc.

Meadville, Pa., Aug, 28,1882.

Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Woodbury, (US) Abbey, Castine.
Brig Cora. (Br) from ^t Johns aud ^gnadilla, PR—
sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co,
Sch White Foam, Ford. Boston.
Sch Susan Stetson, Frisbee, Boston—oil to J Conley & Son.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Rockland—lime to C W
Belkuap & son.
Sch Fillmore, Meader, Boothbay—superphosphate
to Cumberland Bone Co.
Sch Mary Elizacetli, Dunton, Boothbay.

Therefore, all the students should
ardently embrace, etc.—Q. E. D.—Dickinson

On and after MONDAY,
Oct*
Hull, Passenger Trains will run

SOME

Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
t think it my duty to writs you in regard
to my caso. 1 was one of the victims to the
terrible disease for several years, aud have
been entirely cured by the use of your
Swift’s Specific.
S. S. S. will cure it, and it is the only

KO*

RESIDENCE

feb22__'dtf

feb7.

Antwerp_Mch 17

FRIDAY, March

Liberal.

Rumford Falls & BucKfleld

of the most desirable Housa lots in town:
high land sandy soil, good view. This land
is situated on Brown street, between the thriving
villages of Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills. Flan
oflots and terms can be obtained of

100 MILES!

Arrived.

ardently

To Let.
County of

or

THE

dljr

.Liverj ool.. ..Mch

MARINE

he was at work

embraced.

Absolutely Pure*
This Powder

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. .MARCH 17.
s in rise-'.e.uy
Uigc water, <p
San *etp.6 09 ! Moon sets..
2.34,

writes that one of his men was attacked with a terrible sore throat, so that they
thought he would die
They administered
Perry Davis’s Pain Killer, both internally and externally. In an hour the sufferer

to

very desirable residence of I he late Rev.
Zenas Thompson, situate
ou Lincoln St.,
Wo 'dford’s Corner. Deering. Contains tine garden
and fruit trees. For particulars apply to
ZE AS TIlOMPSoF, Jr., or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 38 Union St., City.

..

business,

was

FOB

...

hotel the other day had some
Limburger cheese sent to him. A little boy
who sat beside him turned to his mother and
exclaimed: “Mamma, how I wish I was deaf
and dumb in my nose!”

The

SUBURBAN

17
Saratoga....New York..Havana.Mch 17
Anchoria.New York..Glasgow_Mch 17
Oder.New York..Bremen.
Mch 17
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool
Mch 20
Alvena...New York..Pori Prmoe.Mch 20
Scandinavian.Portlaud.. .Glasgow.Mch 20
Ande*.....New York..Kingston,&e Mch 21
Republic.New York..Liverpool... Mch 21
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool_Mch 22
Sarnia.Portland....Liverpool_Mch 22
Labrador.New York.. H avre.Mch 28
Niagara.New York..Havana.Mch 24
Bolivia.New York..Glasgow.Mch 24
Rhein—.New York.. Bremen.... Mch 24
City of Berlin .....New York..Liverpool....Mch 24
Santiago.New York..St Jago.Mch 27
Abyssinia. .New York..Liverpool....Mch 27
Pavenia.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch 28
Antillas.New York Porto Rico... Mch 28
/ircassian
.Portland.... Liverpool... .Mch 29
Gdlert.New York..Hamburg. ..Mch 29
Egypt..New York..Liverj>ool... Mch31
Devonia—.New York..Glasgow
Mch 31

a

p. m.

[San Francisco Chronicle, 28th ult.]

FROM

Medical professor to raw student:
“Where
is the glottis?” “I don’t know, sir.
1 think
you put it on the shelf in the dissecting-room
with the rest of your surgical instruments.”—
Medical and Surgical Reporter.

Apply

1887.

__

*TEAJJI*HIfi*8.

Belgenland.New York.
Germanic.New York.

May,

A

Burial at convenience of the

8AH.IWO DjaYN OF

MlL\K CESTRAI, RAILROHI.

For Sale.

March 15, Sybil F. Chase, aged 79 years 2 months
and 14 days.
[Funeral this afternoon at [1 o’clock, at her late
residence.
In Cape Elizabeth, March 16, Abigail, widow of
the late Stephen Orr, aged 70 years.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon, at 2Va o’clk,
at her late residence.
In Briagton, March 13, Olive J., wife of William
Leavitt, aged 54 years.
in Naples. March 10, Ebeneser Choate, aged 86
years 4 months.
In Brunswick, March 6, George P. Given, aged
71 years.
At Orr’* Island, Harpawell, March 1, Rob’t Blake,
aged 74 years 11 months,
in llarpgwell, March 1, Chiloa A. Bailey, aged
46 years.
In Bridgton. March 13, Mrs. Jane, wife of Benj.
Simps n aged 68 years.
In East Boston, March 16, Isaac Sylvester, formerly of Deering.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
the residence of W. W. Merrill. East Deering.
In Boston, MarBh 13. Howard A., only son of Win
H. and Emma A. Marsh, aged 2 years 7*months.
In Gorniautown, Pa., March 14. Miss Adelaide
Eliza Bryant, formerly of Portland, aged 81 years,

The New Jersey Legislature has passed a
bill to give the money received for the Stev.
ens battery to a deaf and dumb
asylum. Evidently it doesn’t want much said about it.
*
—Boston Post.

October

COVERED Business Wagon been used one year
C. A. BECKFORD,
Enquire of
mar5dtf
220 Federal Street.

family.

cough-syrup.”

to

ONE

In this city, March 16, Mrs. Mary S. Moore, wife
Henry j. Hamilton, aged 32 years 10 days.
[Fuuetal on Sunday afternoon, at 1 o’clock, at No.

you ever seen the Cate-kill mountains?” and
she answered, “No! but I have seen the Bull’s

to

runs

of the best farms in the
Cumberland. situated in Cape Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. 8.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portland, Me._
marSdtf

Brunswick, March 3, s. B. Reed and Miss Margaret E Douglass, both of Bowdoinham.
In Winthrop, F. b. 28, Robert H. Blake of Harpswell and Olive E. Howard of Winthrop.
In

286 Brackett Btreet

runs

Farm For Sale

of

[Chicago Inter-Ocean. 1
Senator Tabor has had a remarkable matrimonial experience, and its sensational denouement only recently gave a great deal of

e

HEXRY FOX, Treat*.
marl6d8t
^Portland, Mar. 12,1883.

Wit and Wisdom.
Dr. W: Mr. C, what is a spiral?
C: It is
a circle, but every time it comes round it misses.
Dr. W: Something like vou, then, as you
generally miss.—Roanoke Collegian.

Lea

&o.

next.
Also

their leasu of Pier 38, Fast River, New York
with buildiugs thereon, dock engine and all fixtures

In this city, March 10. by Rev. J. M. Lowden.
Jason M. Farnsworth and Grace M. Jenkins, both of
Portland
In Saco, March 8, Edward C. Luques of Biddeford
and Miss Dora Boynton, daughter of Woodbury

RATLROA DS.

feu ve

Also their lea«e of easterly gi-ie Frankdn Wharf
Portland, with buildings thereon, and dock en-

gine, office furniture,

I

MARRIAGES.
—

HI.)

|8ienmer Fl{ANCO!VlA,tf?5 lorn#, (O. HI.)
built in 1865, with their entire eouipmoms.

DEATH*

Tbe Companion and Helpmate of His
Early Struggles.

SALE.

Main© Steamship Company offer for gale
tbeir Steamer* now running between Portland
and New York, viz:

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

_

593
marO

COAiGRfcSS ST.
eodtf

